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Summer is here, and it’s time for vaca-

tions and for some, a little down time in 
their practice. But the Bar Journal is here 
to provide you with a few ways to use that 
down time to the benefit of your law prac-
tice. Summer is the perfect time to regroup 
and focus on your practice, your profes-
sional goals and your personal well-being. 
The feature article “Professional Develop-
ment is Not an Individual Sport: Six Tips 
from the Experts to Help You Reach Your 
Goals” from the Georgia Diversity Program 
contains myriad ways to help you advance 
your career goals. From developing men-
tors and sponsors to finding allies to help 
develop your practice, and finding ways to 
be proactive, this article will get you think-
ing about your career advancement in new 
and different ways. Natalie Kelly’s “Get Out 
and Mingle: Marketing and Self-Care Op-
tions for Summer” will also prompt your 
thoughts toward networking and mar-
keting opportunities that you can utilize 
to build your practice, expand your client 
base and get your name out into areas of 
the community that you might not have 
thought of before. 

We also have many past successes to 
report. Our outgoing YLD president talks 
about the meeting the goals as the “service 
arm” of the State Bar, including the suc-
cess of the Signature Fundraiser and the 
service awards to YLD Past Presidents 

Sharri Edenfield and Michael Geoffroy in 
service to their respective communities. 
The article by Len Horton on the Georgia 
Bar Foundation awards shows that an as-
tounding amount of money was awarded to 
four deserving law-related groups: Atlanta 
Legal Aid; Georgia Legal Services Program; 
the Georgia Heirs Property Law Center; 
and the Atlanta Volunteer Lawyers Foun-
dation, to continue their pro bono and vol-
unteer efforts in the community.  

Our legal article, “Behavioral Econom-
ics and the Practice of Law” by Robert C. 
Port, provides insight into the connection 
between psychology, economics and law, 
applying these theories to the practice of 
law. We also hope you enjoy our annual fic-
tion competition winner, “Incident at Gulf 
Shores” by Dick Donovan. I hope many of 
our magazines are covered in salt water 
and sand, because you should enjoy reading 
these on your vacation!

Finally, I would like to introduce our 
new Editor-in-Chief, Kristin Poland. Af-
ter my second stint as EIC, I’m happy to 
hand over the reins to this most astute 
lawyer. She has been a devoted member of 
the Georgia Bar Journal Editorial Board and 
will lead the board over the course of the 
next year enthusiastically and with much 
professionalism. Congratulations to Kris-
tin—we are looking forward to another 
great year with you at the helm! l
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GBJ | From the President

The Benefits of Kindness 
and Compassion
The State Bar of Georgia and its mem-

bers had no better friend and no greater 
example of competence, preparedness and 
civility than former Chief Justice P. Har-
ris Hines, whom we lost, tragically, last 
fall only a short time after his retirement 
from the Supreme Court of Georgia. Per-
sonally, I never saw Justice Hines without 
a smile on his face, and he always greeted 
people warmly and with genuine affec-
tion and respect.

At a recent meeting of the Lawyers 
Club of Atlanta, I had the opportunity to 
hear Chief Justice Harold D. Melton pay 
homage to his predecessor. “Chief Justice 
Hines was warm and flattering to every-
one he met,” he said. “Generally, everyone 
leaving his presence did so with a smile 
on their faces. It was sometimes surpris-
ing when talking with the Chief after-
ward, to find that he genuinely believed 
what he had said to those people that left 
them smiling. This told me that the Chief 
instinctively homed in on the good that 
existed in the people he came across. He 
believed that we all are struggling with 
something and that we all have something 
to offer each other. That was the spirit of 

his engagement with others, regardless 
of their walk of life. He saw the value in 
others and wasn’t afraid of expressing his 
appreciation of that value.” 

In memory of his friend and colleague, 
Chief Justice Melton challenged us all 
to “just be kind” and to show each oth-
er “love.” Later in the evening, another 
lawyer came up to me and told me how 
much he had enjoyed working with my 
late father, Buddy Hodges, who he said, 
like Chief Justice Hines, was always kind 
and friendly to all. 

It was not the first time I had heard 
that about my father. A few years ago, I 
went to the Balch & Bingham bird supper 
and, as fate would have it, I just happened 
to sit by Robert Clyatt, the founder of 
Kids’ Chance of Georgia Inc., which is the 
beneficiary of the bird supper proceeds. 
The mission of Kids’ Chance is to provide 
educational scholarships to the children 
of Georgia workers who have been seri-
ously or fatally injured.

I asked Clyatt, a workers’ compensa-
tion attorney from Valdosta, about the 
program. He looked at me incredulously 
and asked, “You don’t know?” I said no, 
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and he proceeded to tell me that in the 
1980s he was representing a family whose 
father had been severely injured in a work-
related accident, and Clyatt was bringing a 
claim. My dad was defending. They were 
at my dad’s office for depositions and hav-
ing a discussion about how the family was 
not going to have a Christmas that year. 
Dad pulled out his wallet and gave Clyatt 
some money and told him to match it, and 
the kids could have a Christmas. He did, 
and from that encounter Clyatt developed 
the idea of Kids’ Chance. That was my 
father—if he saw the opportunity to help 
someone, he usually would. By way of fur-
ther example, I also am aware of a lawyer 
who was going through tough times, and 
Dad let him stay in his office rent-free until 
he got on his feet.

The idea for this article came to me 
when I was driving to work recently and, 
on the Downtown Connector in the State 
Capitol area, I noted the advertising mes-
sage on the Corey smokestack. It read:  
JUST BE NICE. Three simple words that 
can have a major impact on others as well 
as ourselves. Sometimes we don’t remem-
ber their importance until we think about 
others whose actions reflect those words.

In addition to Chief Justice Hines 
and my own father, we have many great 
Georgia lawyers and judges—past and 
present—to inspire in us a spirit of kind-
ness and compassion. 

Among them is our late, longtime State 
Bar Executive Director Cliff Brashier, 
whose time on this earth and his 20 years 
of leading this organization influenced 
thousands of Bar members, employees 
and others. After his passing in Decem-
ber 2013, several hundred gathered for a 
memorial service at the Bar Center and 
shared their remembrances. 

From then-Bar President Buck Ruffin: 
“Cliff was not only a superb leader of this 
organization, but to so many of us he was 
one of our closest friends. . . . Cliff had 
the unique ability to impart wise counsel 
without you knowing he was doing it—
until you realized it later. . . . For some-
one so vital to an organization of this size, 
Cliff was the most humble person you 
would ever meet.”

In this issue of the Georgia Bar Journal, we asked our State Bar of 
Georgia officers, “What’s your favorite legal-themed movie and why? 
It’s time for summer and some relaxing evenings!”

OFFICERS’ BLOCK

KENNETH B. HODGES III
President

For inspiration, motivation and purpose, there is 
nothing better than “To Kill A Mockingbird.” For 
full belly laugh entertainment and some valuable 
lessons in life and in the courtroom, the classic “My 
Cousin Vinny” is one that never gets old regardless 
of the number of times watched. 

DARRELL L. SUTTON
President-Elect

My favorite movie is “My Cousin Vinny.” And if I’m 
being honest, it takes all spots in the top five. Two 
words: “I. Dentical.””

DAWN M. JONES
Treasurer

My favorite legal-themed movie is “Philadelphia.” 
It spoke to me then as a young nurse working with 
real-life HIV patients at a time when there was more 
fear than knowledge about the disease. It speaks to 
me now as a seasoned attorney seeking justice for 
my clients and their families.

BRIAN D. “BUCK” ROGERS
Immediate Past President

“The Verdict” without a doubt. Michael Goldberg and I 
would have it playing in the background while we did 
trial prep and would constantly stop each other and 
say “watch this, watch this” even though we had seen it 
100 times. It was inspirational and entertaining, and I 
think it helped us remember the hard work required and 
sacrifices being made by many others.

ELIZABETH L. FITE
Secretary

One of my current favorites is “Inherit the Wind.” The 
acting is superb, and it is a fascinating look at what 
motivates people to act as they do.
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From then-Chief Justice Hugh Thomp-
son: “Cliff was like the Bar’s support beam. 
When you see a beautiful building, you 
never see the support beam. But Cliff was 
never seeking the glory or attention for 
himself. He wanted to uphold our profes-
sion to make it the best it could be.”

From past Bar President Robin Frazer 
Clark: “. . . the best emails from Cliff had 
the subject line ‘To brighten your day,’ 
and these emails included some little 
story about friendship, the golden rule, 
kindness to one other or just love of your 
fellow man. And Cliff sent those to me on 
a regular basis just to brighten my day.”

There are many other examples across 
the state, including the late Harvey Weitz 
of Savannah, a great Bar leader who—
among many other contributions—always 
organized the boat trips on the Savannah 
River during gatherings of the Board of 
Governors to bring people together and 
foster professional camaraderie. Retired 
Chief Judge Herbert Phipps of Albany has 
been a positive influence on me even at 
an early age when he and his wife Connie 
would visit our home when I was in high 
school, through the times I had the honor 
of appearing before him in court, and be-
yond. Their kindness, understanding and 
compassion for others are their hallmarks.

Thankfully, the kind lawyers and 
judges who come to mind far outweigh 
those who are less kind, to put it nicely. 
We would love to share some of your fa-
vorites in a future issue of the Journal. You 
can email them to journal@gabar.org.

A reputation for showing kindness, 
compassion and love for one another 
is something everyone should aspire to 
achieve. But the benefits of possessing 
those attributes go deeper than simply 
being known for them. It’s proven sci-
ence. According to Jamie Gruman, Ph.D., 
a full professor and senior research fellow 
in the Department of Management at the 
University of Guelph in Canada, “. . . re-
search shows that when we do things for 
others, we do get repaid. Not just through 
reciprocation, but as a result of the psy-
chological benefits acts of benevolence 
produce in the giver.”

The adversarial nature of the legal 
profession and the unique challenges that 
lawyers and judges face on a daily basis 
can make living up to the example of 
kindness set by Justice Hines and others 
like him more difficult for us than for the 
average person. 

Writing about “What Makes Lawyers 
Tick,” Dr. Larry Richard, founder and 
principal consultant at LawyerBrain LLC, 
notes, “When large samples of the general 
public are tested, individuals’ scores on a 
given (personality) trait typically form a 
classic bell curve, with the mean average 
for any given trait hovering around the 
50th percentile. But lawyers are differ-
ent . . . there are a number of traits on 
which lawyers tend to score much higher 
or much lower than the general public—in 
short, we’re outliers. The most extreme of 
all these outlier traits—the one on which 
lawyers consistently score higher (i.e., 
above the mean) than all the others—
is Skepticism. People with a very high 
Skepticism score tend to look at the world 
through a ‘glass half empty’ lens—they fo-
cus on problems rather than on what’s 
working well; they tend toward the sus-
picious; they assume the worst, and rarely 
give others the ‘benefit of the doubt.’ They 
wonder what another person’s ‘real’ mo-
tive might be for any action that person 
takes. They question any assertion made 
by another person. And they tend to be 
slower to trust others.”

When you consider some of the mat-
ters we face on a daily basis, it’s fair to say 
that skepticism and half-empty glasses 
go with the territory. As this quote from 
Charles Dickens reminds us, “If there 
were no bad people, there would be no 
good lawyers.” 

Jamie Spannhake, a partner at Ber-
landi Nussbaum & Reitzas LLP in New 
York and Connecticut, writing about 
“Five Great Traits of Great Lawyers” for 
the Attorney at Work blog, puts compas-
sion at the top of that list. “Compassion 
is an emotional response whereby one 
perceives another’s problem and authen-
tically, genuinely wants to help resolve 
the problem,” Spannhake writes. “This is 

part of what lawyers do: People come to 
us with their problems, or to avoid future 
problems, and we help resolve or avoid 
the issues, whichever the case may be. If 
you practice business law, tax law or in 
any area that is not particularly ‘emo-
tional,’ you may not think that compas-
sion is important to your practice. But it 
is. The compassionate lawyer focuses on 
how others feel and is accepting of their 
perspective, whether or not he ultimately 
agrees with it.”

Fortunately, the State Bar of Georgia 
provides to all of its members a list of ev-
eryday ways to display professional kind-
ness and compassion. From our Lawyer’s 
Creed and Aspirational Statement on Pro-
fessionalism, we agree to the following:

As to opposing parties and their counsel, 
I will aspire:

(a) To cooperate with opposing counsel 
in a manner consistent with the com-
petent representation of all parties. 
As a professional, I should:

(1) Notify opposing counsel in a 
timely fashion of any cancelled 
appearance;

(2) Grant reasonable requests for 
extensions or scheduling changes; 
and,

(3) Consult with opposing counsel 
in the scheduling of appearances, 
meetings and depositions.

(b) To treat opposing counsel in a man-
ner consistent with his or her profes-
sional obligations and consistent with 
the dignity of the search for justice. 
As a professional, I should:

(1) Not serve motions or pleadings in 
such a manner or at such a time 
as to preclude opportunity for a 
competent response;

(2) Be courteous and civil in all 
communications;

(3) Respond promptly to all requests 
by opposing counsel;

(4) Avoid rudeness and other acts of 
disrespect in all meetings includ-
ing depositions and negotiations;



(5) Prepare documents that accu-
rately reflect the agreement of all 
parties; and

(6) Clearly identify all changes made 
in documents submitted by op-
posing counsel for review.

The Litigation Section of the Atlan-
ta Bar Association has a great program 
that I have participated in many times. 
The “Take Your Adversary to Lunch” 
program, typically scheduled near Val-
entine’s Day, has been successful in en-
couraging civility and professionalism 
between opposing counsel. 

I also remember a case when I was on 
the other side of Ernest Greer of Green-
berg Traurig, which was very conten-
tious. We were both on the board of an-
other organization that was meeting at 
Lake Oconee. I just called him up and said, 
“Hey, can you pick me up and let’s ride to-
gether?” For the next hour and a half, we 
were in the car together just talking about 
both the case and personal things. It didn’t 
resolve the case, but it helped.

According to an old saying in our 
profession: “Ethics is what we have to 
do. Professionalism is what we ought to 
do.” For members of the Bar, showing 
kindness and compassion better serves 
everyone involved in a case, especially 
our clients. And, to be sure, the opposite 
behavior has the opposite effect. Trial 
judges don’t like wasting time, energy and 
resources on meritless and petty discov-
ery disputes, and ultimately they do your 
client a disservice. Also, in a trial setting, 
judges and jurors are watching every 
move the attorneys make, inside and out-
side the courtroom. You should behave 
like you’re being watched and adhere to 
the golden rule. 

It can be as simple as greeting a 
stranger with a smile, holding the door 
for someone, allowing another driver to 
merge into your lane, remembering to say 
“please” and “thank you” or buying a meal 
for the person behind you in the fast food 
drive-through. 

Or, as the Dalai Lama advises, “Be kind 
whenever possible. It is always possible.” l
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GBJ | From the YLD President

As the calendar runs out on the 2018-19 
Bar year, I am pleased to report that the 
Young Lawyers Division has once again 
lived up to its reputation as the “service 
arm” of the State Bar of Georgia.

On top of the hurdles we face in bal-
ancing the stresses of a demanding pro-
fession, I have seen my fellow young 
lawyers at their best these past 12 months 
in service to the YLD, the State Bar, the 
legal profession in general and the com-
munity at large. Involvement in Bar and 
YLD activities frequently demonstrates 
the warmest and most human element of 
our profession. 

As YLD president this year, I could 
not be more proud of their efforts, which 
continue to create and foster programs 
that encourage and make young lawyers 
better. With more than 30 YLD com-
mittees, there are multiple events taking 
place each week. There have been CLEs, 
panels, networking opportunities and 
Lunch and Learn series taking place on a 
variety of topics. 

The YLD also spearheads a number 
of major projects and events that have a 
significant impact not only within our 
profession but on the communities we 
serve throughout Georgia. I would like 
to take this opportunity, in my final Bar 

Journal article as YLD president, to brag 
on a few of the success stories that have 
highlighted this year.

Signature Fundraiser
On April 13, the YLD Signature Fun-
draiser took place at Terminal West in 
Atlanta. The event featured a “decades” 
theme and offered attendees the oppor-
tunity to play retro games from their 
childhood. The evening also included live 
music and dancing, food and an open bar. 

The Signature Fundraiser raised 
$47,000 and proceeds went to our 2019 
beneficiary, Lawyers for Equal Justice 
(L4EJ). A unique, dual-purpose program, 
L4EJ is not only helping new Georgia 
attorneys get their law practices off the 
ground but also working to close the 
justice gap in our state. L4EJ was estab-
lished as an incubator program to serve 
as a springboard for recent law school 
graduates to start innovative, socially 
conscious and sustainable law practices 
by providing affordable legal services 
to underserved, low- and moderate-
income clients. While the State Bar’s 
Law Practice Management Program of-
fers a wealth of resources for starting a 
law office, L4EJ provides a way for new 
lawyers to gain hands-on, real-life expe-
riencing in representing clients in need 
of legal services.

During the event, the 2019 Signature 
Service Award was presented to YLD Past 
Presidents Sharri Edenfield of Statesboro 
and Michael Geoffroy of Covington. The 
Signature Service Award is presented an-

HON. RIZZA P. 
O’CONNOR

A Year of Serving the 
Profession and the Public

YLD President
State Bar of Georgia 
rizzaoconnor@gmail.com



nually to recognize an individual who has 
achieved a certain level of service, as mea-
sured by his or her commitment to the YLD 
and other service-related organizations. 

Both Sharri and Michael are well de-
serving of this honor. Each of them has a 
longstanding record of serving their com-
munities, the profession and the YLD. 
Their commitment to be servant leaders 
has extended well beyond their time as 
YLD presidents. 

This year through his law firm, MG 
Law, Michael started a program offering 
wills to emergency medical technicians 
and ambulance drivers at no cost. He has 
also been instrumental in the soon-to-be 
opening of a Boys and Girls Club in his 
community of Newton County. Michael’s 
personal undertaking to help others in a 
variety of ways is a true testament of how 
lawyers can make a difference. 

Sharri continues to be an inspiration 
as a lawyer who selflessly devotes her 
time to serve others. Sharri has a history 
of giving 110 percent to causes within 
the Bar, her schools and her local com-
munity. The list of her work is extensive, 
but she always has an attitude that she can 
do more. She is an inspiration and a good 
role model for young lawyers.

Swearing-In to the Supreme Court
Twenty-five young lawyers were sworn 
in to the U.S. Supreme Court on April 
29, as part of the YLD Spring Meeting in 
Washington, D.C. The day started with 
a breakfast at the Court, where the young 
lawyers received visits from Justice Clar-
ence Thomas and Justice Brett Kavana-
ugh. After enjoying time with these jus-
tices, the young lawyers took their seat 
in courtroom.

With Chief Justice John Roberts 
presiding, Justice Elena Kagan read the 
Court’s most recent opinion on a case re-
garding sovereign immunity. Next, State 
Bar President and Court of Appeals Judge 
Ken Hodges moved our group into ad-
mission to the Supreme Court. After the 
ceremony, our group gathered together 
again to participate in a question-and-an-
swer session with Justice Thomas. While 
Justice Thomas was speaking, our group 
was delightfully surprised to see Justice 

OFFICERS’ BLOCK
In this issue of the Georgia Bar Journal, we asked our YLD officers,  
“What’s your favorite legal-themed movie and why? It’s time for sum-
mer and some relaxing evenings!”
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RIZZA O’CONNOR | YLD President

“Miracle on 34th Street.” In this heartwarming story, 
the Macy’s Santa Claus Kris Kringle is put on trial to 
determine if he is indeed the real Santa Claus. It is well 
worth it to watch both the 1947 and 1994 versions of 
this classic. 

WILLIAM T. “WILL” DAVIS | YLD President-Elect

I love “A Time to Kill” (probably because I went to law school 
at Ole Miss). It’s a great adaptation of a top-notch Grisham 
novel with a solid plot, action and great acting. The story of 
a father’s vengeance vs. how that plays into evidence with a 
jury is engrossing from start to finish.

BERT HUMMEL | YLD Treasurer

Legal-themed movies irritate me because of their inaccuracies 
about the profession. However, I believe that Owen Wilson and 
Vince Vaughn were divorce mediators in “Wedding Crashers,” 
so I will choose that as my “favorite” since anyone posing as 
an emerging maple syrup conglomerate is good with me. 

NICOLE C. LEET | YLD Immediate Past President

“Legally Blonde.” Not only is it fun and frothy, it 
has some solid legal foundation and a great cross 
examination “save.” Most importantly, it reminds 
everyone not to underestimate the female wearing pink 
in the courtroom.

AUDREY B. BERGESON | YLD Newsletter Co-Editor

I enjoy “Legally Blonde.” While it’s not a particularly 
accurate representation of the law school experience, it’s a 
fun watch and was filmed at my alma mater, USC. #FightOn

BAYLIE M. FRY | YLD Newsletter Co-Editor

“Erin Brockovich!” It shows that young, less experienced 
lawyers (and law clerks) can make a huge impact on 
a bet-the-company lawsuit (or, in my case, a large 
transaction). 

ELISSA B. HAYNES | YLD Secretary

While it may sound cliché, my favorite legal-themed movie 
is “My Cousin Vinny.” It’s a true classic and has provided 
some of the best clips for my CLE PowerPoint presentations 
over the past few years.
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Ruth Bader Ginsburg walk into our room. 
She spent 20 minutes engaging in a ques-
tion-and-answer session with us. We are 
so grateful to the justices who graciously 
took their time to be with us. The whole 
visit was an incredible experience that we 
will be talking about for a long time.  

Wills Clinics with YLD 
Leadership Academy 
At two YLD Leadership Academy sessions 
(January in Macon and March in Vidalia), 
young lawyers served first responders in 
those communities by preparing and ex-
ecuting basic estate planning documents 
through the Wills Clinic. The documents 
that were provided to the first responders 
were a Last Will and Testament, Advance 
Directive and Durable Financial Power of 
Attorney. In Vidalia, the event was extend-
ed to cancer patients and their spouses. 

In Vidalia and Macon, due to the dedi-
cation of the Leadership Academy and 
with the help of the local young lawyers 
in the area, the Wills Clinic was able to 
help almost 25 people each day. 

Community Service Committee 
Makes an Impact
The Community Service Committee put 
on two large, successful events this year. 

On Nov. 4, the YLD Community Ser-
vice Projects Committee volunteered at 
the Ronald McDonald House at Egleston 
Hospital in Atlanta to serve “breakfast for 
dinner” to families staying at the house. 
Under the leadership of co-chairs Britta-
nie Browning and Sarah Jett, committee 
members purchased and prepared food 
for around 50 people and were able to in-
teract with the families while providing 
them support in the smallest way. 

They also raised enough funds to re-
stock the Ronald McDonald House’s 
pantry with food. The Atlanta Ronald 
McDonald House serves families with ill 
and injured children receiving medical care 
nearby. The house provides families with a 
place to stay during the time their children  
receive medical care. Thanks to sponsors 
Oasis Financial, Global Financial and In-
jury Finance for making it possible to serve 
others in a time of need.

YLD members with President Ken Hodges and Justice Clarence Thomas prior to the 
swearing-in ceremony at the Supreme Court of the United States.
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YLD President Rizza O’Connor and the recipients of the Signature Service Award. 
(Left to right) Michael Geoffroy, O’Connor, Sharri Edenfield.

YLD Leadership Academy Session Three in Vidalia, Georgia.
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On Saturday, May 4, the YLD Commu-
nity Service Projects Committee had their 
second annual Build a Better Georgia Day 
with Habitat for Humanity in each federal 
district in Georgia. The builds took place 
in Atlanta, Macon and Savannah. Young 
lawyers enjoyed a day of serving and took 
on household building projects like placing 
tile, installing light fixtures and painting. 

Disaster Legal Assistance 
Young lawyers have also made a differ-
ence in the lives of those who need it 
most: indigent Georgians without ad-
equate resources and those affected by 
personal tragedy. Last year, YLD mem-
bers devoted many hours to take on pro 
bono cases for those in the 11 counties 
devastated by Hurricane Michael. 

The disastrous aftermath of Hurricane 
Michael left 20 Georgia counties eligible for 
federal disaster legal assistance. Through a 
partnership with the American Bar Asso-
ciation, the Disaster Legal Assistance Com-
mittee, chaired by Kristen Files, managed 
a free legal assistance hotline to help those 
affected in those 20 Georgia counties. 

Georgia Legal Food Frenzy
The Georgia Legal Food Frenzy is the 
annual two-week food and fund drive 
competition, carried out through a part-
nership of the Georgia Attorney Gen-
eral, the State Bar and YLD, and the 
Georgia Food Bank Association. The 
competition is open to everyone in the 
legal community to see which law firm, 
legal organization and corporate/in-

house counsel can have the biggest im-
pact on hunger. All food and funds raised 
by each organization stays local and ben-
efits the regional food bank that serves 
its community. 

For this year’s competition, Attorney 
General Chris Carr adopted an idea he 
picked up while working at a food bank 
in Savannah last year: to challenge every 
lawyer in the state to donate the cost of 
one billable hour to the Legal Food Fren-
zy. Estimating an average billable hour in 
Georgia is roughly $250 per year, Carr 
said anyone donating that amount to the 
cause would earn a spot in the “Attorney 
General’s Billable Hour Club.” With the 
understanding that food banks can stretch 
$1 into four meals, the $250 figure repre-
sents 1,000 meals for struggling families 
that rely on food banks.

The Food Frenzy is timed to restock 
food banks during the summer, when 
children who rely on breakfast and lunch 
programs at school cannot get them. This 
year’s competition concluded May 3, and 
final results had not been announced by 
the time this edition of the Bar Journal 

went to press. But we do know that a 
new record for online donations was set 
by members of Atlanta’s legal community, 
who raised $294,984 online for the At-
lanta Community Food Bank. Hopefully, 
the statewide totals will set new records 
as well.

National High School 
Mock Trial Championship
Another May event was the 2019 Na-
tional High School Mock Trial Champi-

onship in Athens, hosted by the State Bar 
of Georgia, the Young Lawyers Division 
and the Georgia Mock Trial Competi-
tion. The competition, taking place in 
Georgia for the first time in 10 years, 
featured the nation’s best teams compet-
ing for the championship title.

The success of the 2019 Nationals de-
pended on the support of Georgia’s legal 
community, through volunteer service, 
financial assistance or both. The YLD 
appreciates all Bar members who vol-
unteered to serve on judging panels, as 
courtroom liaisons and as coordinators 
for team registration and other events. 
A very special thanks to Georgia’s High 
School Mock Trial Program Director 
Michael Nixon for planning and hosting 
such an excellent competition.

Bar members’ financial support was 
also crucial to the overall success of 
Athens2019, and we thank those who 
took advantage of the sponsorship op-
portunities that were available at varying 
financial levels.

In closing, I would like to thank my 
fellow YLD members for your confidence 
and support during the past year. What 
young lawyers have arguably demon-
strated best is collegiality in Bar activities 
all over the state. The support that young 
lawyers provide to each other, both pro-
fessionally and personally, is one of the 
true highlights of this year. As a result of 
this experience, I have made hundreds 
of new connections and friendships that 
I know will last throughout our careers. 
Thank you again for such a rewarding op-
portunity to serve. l

YLD members participate in the second annual 
Build a Better Georgia Day in Savannah.

YLD Community Service Committee members serving at the Ronald McDonald House.
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GBJ | From the Executive Director

JEFF DAVIS

Miles J. Alexander, senior partner 

with Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton 
LLP in Atlanta, is one of the true elder 
statesmen of Georgia’s legal community. 
Consistently ranked as one of the world’s 
leading trademark lawyers during his 
more than six decades in the profes-
sion, Alexander is equally renowned for 
his career-long commitment to fighting 
discrimination as a leader in the Anti- 
Defamation League (ADL).

An Army brat who moved around with 
his mother and stepfather, a career mili-
tary man, Alexander attended four differ-
ent high schools in Virginia, Japan, New 
York and Florida before entering Emory 
University at the age of 16. A member 
of Phi Beta Kappa and Omicron Delta 
Kappa, Alexander was a campus leader 
at Emory in a variety of organizations. 
As freshmen, he and Elliott Levitas—also 
a future lawyer and future member of 
Congress—advocated for the integration 
of Emory’s graduate schools.

During high school, Alexander scored 
high on aptitude tests in the academic 
fields leading to engineering and law. “My 
father shared with me an ADL report that 
documented the glass ceiling that existed 

in the engineering field,” Alexander re-
called in a 2014 interview with then-ADL 
Interim Regional Director Shelley Rose. 
“Thus, the ADL was an integral part of 
my lifetime love affair with the law.”

Along with two Emory classmates, 
Alexander entered Harvard Law School, 
where he joined the Air Force ROTC 
program and graduated with honors. Af-
ter teaching at Harvard Law School and 
serving as an Air Force staff judge advo-
cate, Alexander returned to Atlanta and 
joined Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton 
LLP in 1958. “At the time,” Alexander said 
in interview with Attorney at Law maga-
zine, “there were few Atlanta firms that 
would hire Jewish attorneys, and Kilpat-
rick was one of them.”

Protecting famous brands while oppos-
ing abuse of intellectual property rights, he 
has served a myriad of Fortune 500 com-
panies, as well as clients as wide-ranging 
as the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association, 
the estate of Martin Luther King Jr. in 
defending the copyright of the “I Have a 
Dream” speech, as well as musical groups 
including the Monkees and R.E.M. He has 
also served as lead counsel for numerous 
Fortune 500 companies in major litiga-

Miles Alexander: 
An Inspirational 
Dedication to Justice

Executive Director
State Bar of Georgia 
jeffd@gabar.org

This is the sixth in 
a series of articles 
highlighting the 
heroic and vital 
contributions lawyers 
and judges have made 
to the American Civil 
Rights Movement.
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tions, intellectual property disputes and 
strategic planning issues for mediation.

Alexander earned the 2002 President’s 
Award from International Trademark 
Association and a Lifetime Achievement 
Award from the Intellectual Property Sec-
tion of the State Bar of Georgia. In 2012, 
Alexander and Levitas were honored by 
their alma mater with the Emory Medal, 
the university’s highest alumni honor, 
and Alexander was inducted into the 
Gate City Bar Hall of Fame, the highest 
accolade bestowed by Georgia’s oldest 
African-American bar association.

In pro bono representation and public 
service, Alexander has served as general 
counsel for the International Trademark 
Association and as an adviser to both 
Congressman Levitas and Atlanta Mayor 
Maynard Jackson, counseled Hands On 
Atlanta, challenged bigotry, obtained 
justice for victims of domestic violence 
and torture, restored public confidence 
in the Atlanta License Review Board and 
chaired the Atlanta Ethics Board for a 
number of years.

A strong force in the Jewish communi-
ty, Alexander has chaired the Civil Rights 
Committee of the ADL and served on its 
Southeast Region Board. He also stood on 
the front lines of the fight to eliminate ra-
cial and gender discrimination by Atlanta 
legal organizations and social clubs.

In 2014, Georgia State University Col-
lege of Law, where Alexander taught as 
an adjunct professor for many years, hon-
ored him with the Ben F. Johnson Jr. Pub-
lic Service Award, which is named for the 
college’s founding dean and is presented 
annually “to a Georgia attorney whose 
overall accomplishments reflect the high 
tradition of selfless public service.”

In making the presentation, then-
Georgia State Law Dean Steven J. Ka-
minshine said, “Miles Alexander is one of 
Atlanta’s most reputable attorneys and a 
pioneer in intellectual property law. His 
approach to client counsel is commend-
able, but the work he’s done within the 
community is truly admirable. From ad-
vancing social justice to mentoring gen-
erations of lawyers, Miles’ dedication to 
serving others is inspirational.”

One of Alexander’s peers who nomi-
nated him for the award, Emmet J. Bon-

“Miles Alexander is one of Atlanta’s most 
reputable attorneys and a pioneer in 
intellectual property law. His approach to 
client counsel is commendable, but the 
work he’s done within the community is 
truly admirable. From advancing social 
justice to mentoring generations of 
lawyers, Miles’ dedication to serving others 
is inspirational.” 
—Georgia State Law Dean Steven J. Kaminshine

Miles J. Alexander, senior partner with Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
in Atlanta.
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durant of Bondurant Mixon & Elmore 
LLP, said, “Miles is one of the most ethi-
cal and principled individuals I have been 
privileged to know. He has a long and 
distinguished record of public service 
and has served as a superb role model and 
mentor for hundreds of young lawyers.” 

In 2015, Alexander and his Kilpatrick 
Townsend & Stockton colleague Joe Beck 
were honored by the State Bar of Georgia 
and the National Center for Civil and Hu-
man Rights along with other lawyers from 
across the state for their roles in the Civil 
Rights Movement and integration efforts 
in Georgia—from grassroots support of the 
protestors in civil rights demonstrations to 
trying cases to support for emerging Afri-
can-American leaders and politicians. 

Alexander was married in 1955 to his 
wife Elaine, about whom he said in an 
interview with Attorney at Law magazine, 
“She has had her own stellar career. In 
fact, I think my accomplishments pale 
next to hers,” which include prior service 
as executive director of Leadership At-
lanta, leadership in several public interest 
groups and co-chairing the campaigns of 
former Atlanta Mayors Shirley Franklin 
and Kasim Reed.

In a 2014 interview with then-ADL In-
terim Regional Director Shelley Rose, Al-
exander recalled volunteering, at the out-
set of his legal career and along with other 
young professionals, “to attend and sub-
mit written reports tracking hate groups 
and to monitor the size, constituency and 
literature distributed. I was struck by the 
fact that they were not all held at loca-
tions such as Stone Mountain with burn-
ing crosses, but also with elegant buffets 
at the Dinkler (Ansley Hotel Downtown) 
with the men in suits and well-dressed 
spouses and children listening to the likes 
of the former president of the AMA spew 
hatred for Negroes, Jews and Catholics to 
young children and all who would listen.”

Asked what inspires him about ADL’s 
mission, Alexander responded, “The pro-
tection of the civil rights of all victims of 

discrimination and group defamation.  Its 
confrontational approach had appeal to 
my youthful zeal in the ‘never again’ af-
termath of World War II.  The giant steps 
that have been taken since the middle of 
the last century in my college years (1948-
52 at Emory), where the professions no 
longer exclude African-Americans, wom-
en, Jews, Catholics and other minorities, 
confirm the ADL’s philosophy that no 
group is safe from discrimination and 
defamation until all are free from those 
forces that can destroy the lives of the 
perpetrators as well as the victims.”

As an ADL leader, Alexander said his 
objective was “to perpetuate the accom-
plishments of the fine leadership that 
has preceded us while continuing and 
expanding cutting edge programs to 
fight bullying and hate in schools and in 
our society.  To that end, the participa-
tion and leadership of an active Board 
and a new generation sharing our mes-
sage and endeavors is critical to the fu-
ture of ADL.

“. . . Those who stand by and do noth-
ing in the face of intolerance and discrimi-
nation will reap the poisonous crop that is 
sown by indifference.”

When he accepted the Ben F. John-
son Jr. Public Service Award from Geor-
gia State College of Law, Alexander said, 
“I would advise young and old lawyers 
to choose areas of public service that are 
close to their hearts and to be as diligent 
and dedicated to those activities as they are 
to the practice of law. We all will be judged 
more by what we do for our community 
and the commitment to our clients than we 
will by our number of billable hours. Also, 
the reward from being dedicated to clients 
and causes is much deeper.” l

Thanks to Linton Johnson, media consul-

tant to the Bar, for his assistance in research-

ing and drafting this article. These articles are 

in support of the Arc of Justice Institute and its 

Hidden Legal Figures project. For more infor-

mation, visit onthearc.net.
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GBJ | The Legal

Behavioral Economics 
and the Practice of Law
Behavioral economics combines insights from psychology, 
judgment, and decision making, and economics to generate a more 
accurate understanding of human behavior. This article considers 
these insights to the practice of law. 

BY ROBERT C. PORT

A (Very) Brief Overview of 
Behavioral Economics1

Behavioral economics is the study 
of how people make decisions. In 
particular, behavioral economics is 
“a relatively new field that combines 
insights from psychology, judgment, 
and decision making, and econom-
ics to generate a more accurate un-
derstanding of human behavior.”2 
Although these insights have sig-
nificant application to how people 
make decisions regarding their in-
vestments, they have application for 
a broad range of decision making. 
This article considers these insights 
to the practice of law. 

The research demonstrates that 
decision-making is often not as ra-
tional and analytical as traditional 
economic theory would predict.3 
Traditional economic theory—
think Adam Smith, “The Wealth 
of Nations”4—makes two basic as-
sumptions. First, the person making 
choices either knows or has assessed 

all the information relevant to mak-
ing a decision. Second, the person 
is rational, and makes decision that 
are logical and consistent based on 
an objective calculation of risk and 
costs compared to the expected re-
wards. This is often referred to as 
“utility theory.”5

The problem with utility theory is 
its limited application in real-world 
situations. It describes how people 
should make decisions rather than 
how they actually make decisions. 
Real-life decision-making usu-
ally employs a variety of cognitive 
“rules-of-thumb,” called heuristics. 
Heuristics are unconscious short 
cuts by which our minds make de-
cisions, sometimes instantaneously 
or irrationally, rather than engaging 
in the thoughtful, logical, analytical 
or rational approach that traditional 
economic theory suggests.6 

“Prospect theory” is the term 
coined by psychologists to describe 
the way people actually make real-
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Behavioral Economics and 
Securities Class Action Litigation
Without directly using the term “behav-
ioral economics,” it appears that the Su-
preme Court has recognized its impact in 
evaluating the proofs and defenses pre-
sented in securities class action litigation. 
In Basic Inc. v. Levinson, the Supreme Court 
upheld the validity of the “fraud-on-the-
market” presumption.10 That presump-
tion provided that class action investors 
could satisfy the reliance requirement for 
proving stock fraud premised on a ma-
terial misrepresentation because it was 
assumed that the price of the stock they 
had purchased or sold occurred in an 
“efficient market,” one which reflected all 
public material information, including 
material misrepresentations. 

In its subsequent holding in Halliburton 

Co. v. Erica P. John Fund, Inc.,11 the Court 
held that defendants can defeat the Basic 
presumption at the class certification stage 
by introducing evidence that the alleged 
misrepresentation did not affect the stock 
price. Of particular note is the concur-
rence by Justices Thomas, Alito and Scalia, 
which channels behavioral economic theo-
ries by stating that the Basic presumption 
is based on “a questionable understanding 
of disputed economic theory and flawed 
intuitions about investor behavior.”12 The 
concurrence further observed:

Basic based the presumption of reli-
ance on two factual assumptions. The 
first assumption was that, in a “well-
developed market,” public statements 
are generally “reflected” in the market 
price of securities. 485 U.S., at 247, 
108 S.Ct. 978. The second was that 
investors in such markets transact “in 
reliance on the integrity of that price.” 
Ibid. In other words, the Court created 
a presumption that a plaintiff had met 
the two-part, fraud-on-the-market 
version of the reliance requirement 
because, in the Court’s view, “com-
mon sense and probability” suggested 
that each of those parts would be met. 
Id., at 246, 108 S.Ct. 978.

In reality, both of the Court’s key 
assumptions are highly contestable 
and do not provide the necessary sup-
port for Basic’s presumption of reli-

life economic decisions between alterna-
tives whose outcomes are uncertain.7 The 
theory suggests that people make deci-
sions based on their intuitive perception 
of the risk of a loss or a gain rather than 
a true probabilistic analysis of the likely 
final outcome. 

Behavioral economics challenges the 
notation that people make thought-
ful rational decisions when faced with 
economic choices:

In standard economics, we think—we 
assume—that people are perfectly ratio-
nal, which means that they always be-
have in the best way for them. They can 
compute everything, they can calculate 
everything and they can make, always, 
consistently, the right decisions. In 
contrast, behavioral economics doesn’t 
assume much about people. Instead of 
starting from the idea that people are 
perfectly rational, we say we just don’t 
know, but let’s check it out. So, what we 
do is we put people in different situa-
tions to check how they actually make 
decisions. And what we find in those 
experiments is that people often don’t 
behave as you would expect from a per-
fectly rational perspective.8

In sum, behavioral economics reveals 
that we are “predictably irrational.”9 

“Prospect theory” is the term coined by 
psychologists to describe the way people 
actually make real-life economic decisions 
between alternatives whose outcomes are 
uncertain. The theory suggests that people 
make decisions based on their intuitive 
perception of the risk of a loss or a gain 
rather than a true probabilistic analysis of 
the likely final outcome.
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ance. The first assumption—that public 
statements are “reflected” in the market 
price—was grounded in an economic 
theory that has garnered substantial 
criticism since Basic. The second as-
sumption—that investors categorically 
rely on the integrity of the market 
price—is simply wrong.13

The concurrence captures the basic 
premise of behavioral economics: Con-
trary to traditional economic theory, 
which presumes a clear-eyed analytical 
evaluation of the costs and benefits of a 
decision, we may not consistently un-
derstand or implement probability when 
making economic decisions, our assess-
ment of the probability of future expect-
ed events may be flawed, we regularly act 
impulsively and with unconscious biases 
and we often act without complete infor-
mation or ignore material information. 
As one district court has observed, “Be-
cause the notion of information efficien-
cy upon which the fraud-on-the-market 
presumption rests is crumbling under 
sustained academic scrutiny, the future 
of securities fraud class action litigation—
dependent on this presumption—may be 
in jeopardy.”14 

Behavioral Economic Concepts 
in the Practice of Law
In their work describing why people 
are “predictably irrational,” behavioral 
economists have identified a number of 
common themes—heuristics—in decision 
making, many of which have application 
to the practice of law. Some of these are 
discussed below.

Anchoring
Anchoring describes the effect that expo-
sure to a recent number or exposure to 
certain environments affects decision-
making. Anchoring is “a behavioral 
bias in which the use of a psychological 
benchmark carries a disproportionately 
high weight in a market participant’s 
decision-making process.”15 The concept 
of anchoring focuses on our tendency to 
attach or “anchor” our thoughts to a ref-
erence point—even though that reference 
point may have no logical relevance to the 

decision at hand. Behavioral economist 
Daniel Kahneman describes anchoring as 
“one of the most reliable and robust re-
sults of experimental psychology.”16 

To illustrate this bias, in a well-known 
experiment, subjects are asked to write 
down the last few digits of their Social Se-
curity number. They are then presented 
with a jar of marbles, and asked to guess 
the number of marbles in a jar. Subjects 
with higher Social Security numbers al-
most always guess higher.17 Similarly, re-
searchers asked participants whether Ma-
hatma Ghandi died before or after the age 
of nine years or whether he died before or 
after the age of 140 years. The average of 
answers given to the two questions dif-
fered by 17 years, although these anchors 
seemed to be obviously irrelevant.18

As a consequence, the starting point 
at the beginning of the decision-making 
process has a very real effect on the final 
result. In a negotiation, anchoring efforts 
should occur early in the process before 
the other party has an opportunity to an-
chor based on their own decision-making 
processes or other experiences.

Consider the following which might 
be anchor points for your client:

l The first offer made in a negotiation.
l The amount of damages set forth in a 

complaint.
l Litigation costs already incurred.
l Media reports of similar verdicts or 

settlements.
l Lawyer advertising as to verdicts and 

settlements achieved.
l The sale of a similar property or 

business.
l The highest perceived prior value of 

a property or business. 
l “Conducting a meeting in a cheap cof-

fee shop might create mental associa-
tions that help you negotiate a lower 
price whereas meeting in an expensive 
restaurant or well decorated office 
might have the opposite effect.”19 

Overconfidence
Human beings have a tendency to over-
estimate their own skills and predictions 
for success. We overestimate the prob-

abilities of good things happening and 
discount the probabilities of failure or loss 
unless we are always pessimistic. 

Socrates is said to have observed that 
“True knowledge exists in knowing that 
you know nothing.”20 Former U.S. Sec-
retary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld ob-
served that

[T]here are things we know we know. 
We also know there are known un-
knowns; that is to say we know there 
are some things we do not know. But 
there are also unknown unknowns—the 
ones we don’t know we don’t know.21

Experts and highly educated peo-
ple—such as attorneys—are prone to 
have greater overconfidence bias than 
laypeople because their education (and 
perhaps their income and position of se-
niority) gives them the (over)confidence 
to believe they are right.22 Thus, a lawyer 
might be too confident in their ability to 
convince the court that adverse case law 
is distinguishable.

Behavioral economists have identi-
fied a variety of cognitive biases that 
lead to overconfidence. One is the “illu-
sion of control”—the tendency for people 
to overestimate their ability to control 
events.23 Attorneys, for example, might 
feel that they can control outcomes for 
situations in which they demonstrably do 
not have complete control, such as a jury’s 
decision or whether the other party will 
accept the terms of a business proposal. 

Another and related bias leading to over-
confidence is the “hot-hand” fallacy—the 
belief that a person who has experienced 
success with a random event has a greater 
chance of further success in additional at-
tempts.24 A flipped coin that has landed on 
heads 10 times in a row still has only a 50/50 
chance of landing on heads on the 11th flip. 
Though if it has landed heads 100 times in a 
row you might question the fairness of the 
coin. An attorney who has won their last 
10 cases, or secured the last 10 zoning vari-
ances, still must recognize that their success 
or failure on the next case or zoning dispute 
is not completely assured. 

One approach to counter overcon-
fidence is to conduct a “premortem” as 
discussed below:
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A premortem is the hypothetical op-
posite of a postmortem. A postmortem 
in a medical setting allows health pro-
fessionals and the family to learn what 
caused a patient’s death. Everyone ben-
efits except, of course, the patient. A 
premortem in a business setting comes 
at the beginning of a project rather 
than the end, so that the project can 
be improved rather than autopsied. 
Unlike a typical critiquing session, in 
which project team members are asked 
what might go wrong, the premortem 
operates on the assumption that the 
“patient” has died, and so asks what did 
go wrong. The team members’ task is 
to generate plausible reasons for the 
project’s failure.25

This strategy for addressing overcon-
fidence involves “prospective hindsight 
. . . which helps . . . identify risks at the 
outset.”26 Using this strategy, the law-
yer imagines early on in the representa-
tion that the desired goal has not been 
achieved—the case was lost on summary 
judgment or at trial, or the business deal 
collapsed—and then works backward 
from that hypothetical failure to deter-
mine what potentially could lead to that 
negative result. Moving forward, the at-
torney can then have a greater sensitivity 
to those risks that could derail the matter.

Planning Fallacy 
The “planning fallacy” refers to the ten-
dency for people to consistently un-
derestimate both the time and costs for 
completing projects.27 Because human 
judgment is generally overconfident and 
optimistic, people tend to underestimate 
the costs, completion times and risks 
of planned actions. Some examples are 
provided below.
l In a litigation situation, both sides 

will likely underestimate not only 
the amount of time needed to reach 
a conclusion, but also the cost of 
the litigation process. Litigators are 
notorious for underestimating the 
length of a deposition, arguments on 
a motion, a hearing or a trial.

l In a deal situation, parties will under-
estimate the time needed to negotiate 

and draft the details of the relevant 
documents.

Behavioral economists suggest that 
the best way of avoiding the planning 
fallacy is to use a data-driven technique 
called “reference class forecasting.” Essen-
tially, reference class forecasting tries to 
eliminate the subjective prejudices of the 
forecaster (the “inside view”) and focuses 
on reasonably objective data (“the out-
side view”).28 For example, when trying 
to predict the legal fees and expenses of a 
lawsuit, the analysis would be this:

First, identify a set of similar activi-
ties. When trying to predict how much 
a lawsuit might cost in legal fees, for 
example, identify a group of similar 
lawsuits. This group of similar prior 
lawsuits is your reference class. 

Second, collect data on the refer-
ence class. How long did those law-
suits last from beginning to end? How 
much were the total legal fees? This 
data provides the baseline for evaluat-
ing your own situation. So, if your firm 
has handled 10 similar types of lawsuits 
in the past, and the average legal fees 
incurred were $100,000, then $100,000 
is your baseline. 

Third, evaluate the effect of con-
crete differences between your partic-
ular case and the reference class cases. 
For example, if your firm’s hourly rates 
have increased year over year, then 
you will want to adjust the baseline es-
timate upward to reflect the increases 
in hourly rates. If some of the prior 
cases required more witnesses than 
your case will, then you might adjust 
your estimate downward.

Finally, the fourth, and possibly 
hardest, step is to actually use the esti-
mate and ignore your inevitable desire 
to use your original “prediction” about 
the cost in place of the hard data.29

Confirmation Bias
Confirmation bias is the tendency to in-
terpret new facts and experiences in ways 
that reinforce our pre-existing beliefs.30 

Simply stated, we favor information that 
confirms our beliefs, while discounting 
facts that counter those beliefs. As a con-
sequence, confirmation bias causes us 

to give less weight to information that 
challenges those beliefs, and we may not 
even search for conflicting evidence or 
differing opinions. 

Confirmation bias often places undue 
influence on information gathered early 
on. A person forms an initial opinion 
and then evaluates subsequent evidence 
through that filter so that it confirms the 
opinion. The “first impression” controls, 
and then the person has “blinders” on, 
preventing any realistic assessment of 
contrary information. 

In “Predictably Irrational,” psycholo-
gist Daniel Ariely describes an experi-
ment in which MIT students were asked 
to taste-test two types of beer. One was a 
regular beer, and the other was the same 
beer, but with balsamic vinegar added. 
The altered beer was “MIT Beer.” As ex-
pected, when told in advance that MIT 
Beer contained vinegar, the students 
preferred the regular beer. In contrast, 
however, when they were not told in 
advance about the vinegar, the students 
typically preferred MIT Beer.31

Much of what lawyers do involves di-
rect adversarial situations (litigation, ar-
bitration, mediation), or quasi-adversarial 
situations, such as contract negotiations. 
Confirmation bias can cause either or 
both sides to have an unrealistic view of 
their chance of success, leading to an in-
ability to objectively evaluate the matter, 
and resulting in extended litigation or ne-
gotiation deadlocks. Some examples:
l Clients often have no ability to 

recognize the possibility that the fact 
finder will not find them credible, 
will not find the facts as the client 
swears them to be, or that the fact 
finder might otherwise not see their 
case as straightforward as the client 
believes it to be. 

l A litigation lawyer fails to adjust the 
“theme” of the case as identified early 
on even when discovery produces 
evidence challenging that theme or 
suggesting alternative theme(s).

l A lawyer might discount or wholly 
ignore the probable effect of negative 
testimony at a deposition by focusing 
on the parts of the deposition that 
support his client’s position. 
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l A business client may be so enam-
ored of the proposed deal that they 
overestimate the cost savings of a 
merger, the ease of regulatory ap-
proval or the ability to merge differ-
ent business cultures into one.

Confirmation bias can be countered 
by maintaining an objective viewpoint 
from the start. Also, it is useful to seek 
input and feedback from objective third 
parties who have no stake in the matter. 
Any negative information counter to our 
initial analysis and impressions must be 
carefully and objectively analyzed, with-
out fear that doing so might be a chal-
lenge to and reveal the bias in our own 
decision-making.

Loss Aversion
Loss aversion is the tendency of people 
to fear losses more than they desire a 
gain of similar value. For example, re-
search has found that the perceived risk 
of a financial loss is weighed more heav-
ily in decision-making than the pos-
sibility of a gain of equal value. This is 
known as “loss aversion,” and by some 
measures, a loss has about twice as 
much psychological impact as a gain of 
the same amount.32 A person viewing 
himself or herself as losing something 
places more value on the thing lost than 
someone who views the transaction as 
receiving the same thing, even though 
the economic value of the loss and the 
gain are the same.33 

A lawyer who understands these in-
centives may be able to set up the litiga-

tion or the business negotiation to in-
crease the chance of reaching a successful 
result. Loss aversion suggests that rather 
than trying to achieve a result by threat-
ening the adverse party with a significant 
loss, the lawyer who can frame the con-
sequences for all parties as a “win-win” 
should do better in achieving the result 
desired by their client. 

For example, a litigation settlement 
might be structured so that the payor is 
able to secure favorable tax treatment for 
the payment made, thus reducing the ac-
tual out-of-pocket cost of the settlement. 
The release of a lis pendens as part of a 
settlement, thus allowing real property to 
be marketed, might be viewed as a signifi-
cant gain even if significant consideration 
is paid by the defendant to accomplish that 
result. As another example, “in a shipping 
contract, a lawyer might start with a high-
er base price that includes insurance and 
offer a discount if the customer maintains 
its own insurance rather than start with a 
lower base price and then try to get the 
customer to pay extra for the shipper to 
cover insurance. Loss aversion suggests 
that the customer will view the discount 
as a gain, and the payment of extra fees as 
a loss, and be more willing to forgo the 
discount than pay the extra fees.”34  

Hindsight Bias
Another common behavioral tendency 
is “hindsight bias.” This describes situa-
tions in which a person believes, after the 
fact, that what happened was predictable 
and completely obvious, when in fact, 

the event could not have been reasonably 
predicted. In other words, “I knew it all 
along.”35 The fact is that “stuff happens,” 
often in ways that are unpredictable and 
unexplainable, but it won’t appear that 
way after the fact.36 

 Psychologists attribute hindsight bias 
to our innate need to find order in a cha-
otic and uncertain world. To do so, we 
create rationalizations that allow us to 
believe that unexpected or unpredict-
able events most certainly could have, 
and should have, been predicted. “People 
[are] driven to overstate the accuracy not 
only of their original predictions but also 
of those made by others.”37 

Some clients expect lawyers to have 
perfect foresight as to the course of nego-
tiations, the way in which a judge or jury 
will decide a case, or what a government 
regulator might do. How many times 
have we heard a disappointed client say 
“You should have known!” as if we have 
the perfect foresight of a crystal ball?

To reduce the challenges of disap-
pointment caused by a client’s hindsight 
bias, the lawyer should regularly remind 
the client of all the independent variables 
in the litigation/negotiation decision 
making process over which the attorney 
has little or no control:
l The strategies of the adverse party 

and their counsel;
l The interpretations of law by the court;
l The facts as found by the judge or jury;
l The subjective impressions that each 

of the players involved have of each 
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Conclusion
By understanding some of the key heu-
ristics and unconscious tendencies law-
yers and their clients use to make their 
decisions—decisions that are often “pre-
dictably irrational”38—a lawyer can ac-
complish two things. First, we can better 
understand our own decision-making 
processes and improve them. Second, 
with that knowledge, we can help our 
clients make better decisions, and be rea-
sonably confident in the process by which 
those decisions are reached. l
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in the dark at the time.” Jason Weig, Your 
Money & Your Brain 110-11 (2008).

37. Kahneman, supra note 33, at 203. 
“Similar results have been found for 
other events that gripped the public 
attention such as the O.J. Simpson 
murder trial and the impeachment of 
Bill Clinton. The tendency to revise the 
history of one’s beliefs in light of what 
actually happened produces a robust 
cognitive illusion. . . . The worse the 
consequence, the greater the hindsight 
bias. In the case of a catastrophe, such as 
9/11 we are especially ready to believe 
that the officials who failed to anticipate 
it were negligent or blind.” Id., 202-04. 

38. See generally, Dan arieLy, preDiCTaBLy 
irraTionaL: The hiDDen ForCes ThaT 
shape our DeCisions (2008).
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The Board of Trustees of the Georgia 
Bar Foundation awarded $2,550,000 
to four law-related organizations at its 
April meeting. This was the third round 
of awards since the Georgia Bar Foun-
dation began receiving Bank of America 
settlement funds. The amount awarded 
was half of what remained after making 
awards in rounds one and two.

“Everyone was focused on making the 
very best use of the money announced in 
the RFP,” said Georgia Bar Foundation 
President Kitty Cohen. “It wasn’t easy 
because we had nine excellent propos-
als. We finally decided on four that we 
thought were the very best.”

Atlanta Legal Aid, one of two Legal 
Services Corporations grantees in Georgia, 
received $956,250 to continue funding its 
Home Defense Program, which is widely 
considered the leading legal aid program in 
the nation protecting homeowners against 
foreclosure. Foreclosure legal assistance 
was the primary purpose of the Bank of 
America settlement funds.

Another purpose of these Bank of Amer-
ica settlement funds, which was also sup-
ported in the award to Atlanta Legal Aid, is 
community redevelopment legal assistance. 
The Georgia Bar Foundation approved of 
Atlanta Legal Aid’s partnering with Georgia 
Appleseed, the Truancy Intervention Proj-

ect and the Pro Bono Partnership of Atlanta 
to revitalize Georgia communities hardest 
hit by the foreclosure crisis.

Specifically, Atlanta Legal Aid’s award 
will also support Georgia Appleseed’s ef-
forts to research and advocate for local 
and state policy reforms to eliminate un-
safe and unhealthy housing. The Truancy 
Intervention Project will work with At-
lanta Legal Aid to keep children in school 
even when their families experience 
housing instability. Atlanta Legal Aid will 
also work to support nonprofit organiza-
tions that serve the disadvantaged. They 
will partner with Pro Bono Partnership of 
Atlanta, which will provide workshops, 
webinars and legal counsel for certain 
nonprofits, all focused on supporting 
damaged, low-income communities.

Georgia Legal Services Program, 
which is also a Legal Services Corporation 
grantee in Georgia, received $956,250 to 
continue the work of its Eviction Preven-
tion Project (EPP) and expand its reach 
to more of its service area, the 154 coun-
ties outside metro-Atlanta. A major focus 
of EPP is dealing with landlord failure to 
make repairs and keep housing in compli-
ance with local housing codes. 

Additional support for the Tenant 
Advice Line will be added with the funds 
along with continuity for the Equal Jus-

Georgia Bar Foundation 
Awards $2.55 Million 
in Bank of America 
Settlement Funds
To date, the Georgia Bar Foundation has awarded a total of $11,454,754 
in Bank of America settlement funds. A total of $2,550,000 remains to be 
awarded from those funds and will probably be awarded within the next 
two years.

BY LEN HORTON
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tice Works’ Housing Corps. Community 
outreach and landlord-tenant clinics will 
also receive support with these funds. 

The Georgia Heirs Property Law Center 
received $382,500 to support positions es-
tablished through the Equal Justice Works 
partnership. The primary focus is on pro-
viding legal services to low- and moderate-
income heirs property owners. The work 
involves title clearing, estate planning and 
education/asset management. This work-
ing group will also provide assistance to 
communities and practitioners in develop-
ing a uniform approach and systemic solu-
tions to heirs property problems. 

Heirs property problems affect not 
only individuals who could lose prop-
erty unless title is clearly established but 
also entrepreneurs and developers whose 
deals are often complicated or blocked 
by heirs property problems. According 
to Skipper StipeMaas, executive direc-
tor of the Georgia Heirs Property Law 
Center, approximately 10 to 25 percent 
of Georgia property has heirs property 
issues, thus affecting Georgia’s economy. 
The total estimated appraised value of $34 
billion in “locked equity” of heirs property 
for all Georgia shows the importance of 
this problem. 

The Atlanta Volunteer Lawyers Foun-
dation (AVLF) received $255,000 to sup-
port the Standing with Our Neighbors 
(SWON) staff added through the Georgia 
Housing Corps fellowships from Equal 
Justice Works. The AVLF proposal consti-
tutes community redevelopment legal ser-
vices through its SWON program. AVLF 
coordinates the provision of civil legal ser-
vices to low-income individuals through 
the volunteer efforts of private attorneys. 
The SWON program seeks to repair dam-
ages caused by the foreclosure crisis. These 
funds will allow SWON to tackle more of 
the problems associated with housing and 
even start dealing with some health prob-
lems created by housing degradation wors-
ened by the foreclosure crisis. l

Len Horton

Executive Director
Georgia Bar Foundation

len@gabarfoundation.org

J. Joseph Brannen, president and CEO 
of the Georgia Bankers Association, 
received the James M. Collier award 
at the April 17, 2019, meeting of the 
Georgia Bar Foundation. The award 
recognizes individuals who have sig-
nificantly contributed to the work of 
the foundation.

Brannen was appointed by the Su-
preme Court of Georgia to the Board in 
1999 and has been an integral part of 
just about everything the foundation 
has done since then. Before joining 
the board, he was always available to 
advise on banking issues and how the 
foundation could be fully accepted by 
Georgia’s banking industry.

Brannen was always focused on 
how the Georgia Bar Foundation and 
IOLTA should work with banks. He 
introduced Foundation members to 
the movers and shakers of the bank-
ing industry. At his urging, many of 
these banking executives went on to 
serve on the Board of Trustees of the 
Georgia Bar Foundation. Jim Lientz, 
Gary Thompson and Dennis Burnette 
were industry giants who, because 
of Joe Brannen, decided to help us 
by agreeing to serve on the board.

Not merely focused on banking’s 
top executives, he provided introduc-
tions to middle management execu-
tives who had a major say in how 
Georgia’s IOLTA program would be set 
up throughout Georgia. Loyd Smith at 
C&S Bank became so influential in 
providing input on setting up IOLTA 

in Georgia that he became the first 
full-time banking executive to win 
the James M. Collier Award. Brannen 
is the second.

In recognition of the importance of 
banking support for the work of the 
Georgia Bar Foundation, the Supreme 
Court of Georgia created several new 
positions to give banking executives 
and other non-lawyer executives full 
voting participation on the board. 
Brannen is one of the reasons for this. 
To this day, Georgia is one of the few 
states where bankers have full voting 
participation on its IOLTA board.

Brannen was elected president of 
the Georgia Bar Foundation in 2009 
and served until 2011. He continues to 
serve on the Board of Trustees and is 
now the 16th person to win the James 
M. Collier award.

Named for James Collier, who 
served as president of the Foundation 
from 1995 through 1998, the James M. 
Collier Award recognizes extraordinary 
service to the Georgia Bar Foundation. 

The Georgia Bar Foundation is the 
charitable arm of the Supreme Court 
of Georgia and has been named by 
the Court as the recipient of interest 
on lawyer trust account money. The 
foundation makes grants to law-relat-
ed organizations in Georgia with the 
focus being on providing access to 
justice to needful Georgians through-
out the state. More than $100 million 
has been received in IOLTA revenues 
since 1984. l

James M. Collier Award

J. Joseph Brannen receives 
the James M. Collier Award 
from Georgia Bar Foundation 
President Kitty Cohen.
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The 2019 session of the Georgia Gen-

eral Assembly was marked with change. 
The November 2018 election ushered in 
leadership changes from the top down, 
with a new governor and lieutenant gov-
ernor sworn in on Jan. 14, and a slew of 
new House and Senate committee chair-
men filling vacancies created by retire-
ments and election defeats. With a num-
ber of new legislators learning the ropes 
and veteran legislators navigating new 
changes in leadership, there were fewer 
bills filed overall in 2019 than in recent 
years. Legislation to expand Georgia’s 
Medicaid waiver, procure new voting 
machines and expand access to CBD oil 
grabbed headlines across the state. And 
the State Bar had a successful year under 
the Gold Dome, effectively passing two 
bills this session. 

The Legislature approved a $48.7 
billion state budget for FY2020, which 
includes approximately $27.5 billion in 
state funding and approximately $14.2 
billion in federal funds. In addition to a 
merit-based pay increase for state em-
ployees and a $2,775 pay increase for 
public school teachers, the FY 2020 
budget also includes continued funds 

for grants to civil legal services provid-
ers for victims of domestic violence and 
continued funding of the Georgia Appel-
late Resource Center. The Legislature ad-
ditionally approved a new $375,000 ap-
propriation for grants that will go to civil 
legal services for kinship care families. 

In addition to the State Bar’s legisla-
tive package, the legislative team was 
busy tracking a variety of issues that af-
fect lawyers in Georgia. Be on the lookout 
for these recent updates in the code, along 
with a number of others that span across 
practice areas. 

Enabling the Georgia Statewide 
Business Court 
After competing House and Senate bills 
creating the statewide business court 
made their way through the legisla-
tive process this year, the final product 
passed on Day 40 as HB 239. Rep. Chuck 
Efstration (R-Dacula) and Sen. Jesse 
Stone (R-Waynesboro) worked tire-
lessly to craft the business court legisla-
tion and ultimately strike a compromise 
between the House and Senate positions. 
Under HB 239, the statewide business 

court may be located in Atlanta or Ma-
con. The legislation provides for three 
ways to bring a case before the court. A 
plaintiff may choose to file his or her ac-
tion directly with the business court or 
all parties may consent to transfer a case 
from state or superior court to the busi-
ness court. A party may also petition to 
transfer the case to the statewide busi-
ness court, and upon review, the busi-
ness court judge shall determine whether 
the case is within the jurisdiction of the 
court, with a presumption that the action 
remain in the court of filing. 

The filing fee for the court is set at 
$3,000, which is paid by the party or 
parties filing the action in the busi-
ness court or equally allocated across 
all parties who consent to transfer the 
case. The court has concurrent jurisdic-
tion and the powers of a court of equity 
over claims arising under the Uniform 
Commercial Code, the Georgia Uni-
form Securities Act and the Georgia 
Business Corporation Code, among 
others. Where damages are requested, 
the amount in controversy must ex-
ceed $500,000 or $1 million for claims 
involving commercial real property. 

2019 Legislative Review
The State Bar had a successful year under the Gold Dome, effectively 
passing two bills this session. Without the help of our lawyer-legislators 
and our members who volunteered their time, none of this success would 
have been possible.

BY CHRISTINE BUTCHER HAYES
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The legislation provides for one judge 
who shall be appointed by Aug. 1, 2019. 
The court will begin accepting cases on 
Aug. 1, 2020. 

Exemptions from eFiling 
Charges and Mandated 
Electronic Service for Attorneys
In the final hours of the legislative ses-
sion, the business court legislation (HB 
239) became a vehicle for other legisla-
tion of interest to the bench and the bar. 
The final bill “as passed” includes lan-
guage from SB 38, which provides that 
eFiling service providers may not charge 
any filer for a leave of absence or a con-
flict notice. The attached language also 
amends O.C.G.A. § 9-11-5 so that attor-
neys may not elect to rescind electronic 
service of pleadings if the case was initi-
ated electronically. The effect is that civil 
cases initiated in state or superior court 
after July 1, 2019, require electronic ser-
vice of pleadings to and from all repre-
sented parties. Attorneys are deemed to 
have consented to service at the primary 
email address on record with the elec-
tronic filing service provider.

Amendments to the Statute 
of Frauds 
SB 37, sponsored by Sen. William Ligon 
(R-Brunswick) amends the Statute of 
Frauds so that any agreement to modify, 
alter, cancel, revoke or rescind a contract 
that falls within the Statute of Frauds 
must be in writing. Under this new 
provision, however, if the party against 
whom enforcement of the agreement is 
sought admits in evidence that the agree-
ment was made, it is enforceable if valid 
in all other respects. SB 37 is in response 
to a 2018 Court of Appeals of Georgia 
decision in Crop Production Services, Inc. 

v. Moye, which found that a mutual oral 
agreement to rescind a written guarantee 
is not subject to the Statute of Frauds.

Sovereign Immunity 
The third time was not a charm for sov-
ereign immunity legislation. The General 
Assembly has spent many years debating 
sovereign immunity legislation after a 
series of cases from the Supreme Court 
of Georgia have held that sovereign im-
munity can only be waived by an act of 
the General Assembly which specifically 

provides for the waiver. Gov. Deal ve-
toed a bill in 2016 that sought to waive 
sovereign immunity for similar claims. In 
2017 and 2018, the Legislature attempted 
to negotiate a compromise addressing the 
governor’s concerns, but the bill failed to 
pass in both chambers. Legislators and 
stakeholders put many hours into craft-
ing this year’s version, HB 311, sponsored 
by Rep. Andy Welch (R-McDonough), 
which ultimately passed in both the 
House and the Senate by the conclusion of 
the session. However, Gov. Kemp vetoed 
HB 311 on May 10, citing concerns that 
the bill’s waiver may create unintended 
pathways for legal intervention that in-
terferes with the daily operations of the 
state and precludes certain claimants, like 
individuals in a state mental health facil-
ity, from suing the state. 

Fiduciary Legislation 
HB 70, sponsored by Rep. Chuck Efstra-
tion (R-Dacula), integrates citations to 
provisions in Title 29 Chapter 11 in or-
der to provide clarity for attorneys prac-
ticing in this area and to prevent litigation 
based on ambiguities between these chap-
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ters. The bill also clarifies the standards 
establishing who bears the responsibil-
ity for paying costs in guardianship and 
conservatorship proceedings, including 
medical evaluation and attorney fees.

Real Property and Landlord-
Tenant Legislation 
In the wake of front-page news coverage 
highlighting the dangerous living condi-
tions in a number of multi-family rental 
properties, the Legislature passed HB 
346, sponsored by Rep. Sharon Cooper 
(R-Marietta). The bill strengthens tenant 
protections so that a tenant can bring a 
defense of retaliation against a landlord 
in a dispossessory action where the dis-
possessory was filed because of a tenant 
complaint. The legislation also permits 
a tenant to recover a civil penalty of one 
month’s rent plus $500, court costs and 
reasonable attorney’s fees where the land-
lord’s retaliatory conduct is willful, wan-
ton or malicious.

Other notable real property bills that 
passed include HB 288 (revising the 
fees that a clerk of the superior courts 
can charge for filing real property docu-
ments) and HB 492 (requiring that an 
application for a writ of possession to be 
made within 30 days of issuance unless 
its accompanied by an affidavit showing 
good cause for the delay).

Domestic and Child Welfare 
Legislation
A number of bills that affect children 
and families saw final passage and have 
been signed by the governor. Those bills 
include SB 190 (striking language that 
requires a complaint for modification of 
custody to be filed as a separate action in 
the county of residence of the legal cus-
todian of the child); HB 543 (providing 
procedures for a court to adjudicate an 
individual to be an equitable caregiver 
of a child, including standing so a court 
may establish parental rights and respon-
sibilities); HB 472 (requiring the court to 
consider whether there are reasonable al-
ternatives to the removal and placement 
of a child in foster care like a relative or 
fictive kin); HB 381 (revising the child 

support guidelines to bring them in line 
with federal law); and SB 225 (conform-
ing Georgia law with the federal Social 
Security Act and the Family First Preven-
tion Services Act). 

Vetos, Odds and Ends
Gov. Kemp issued 14 vetos at the conclu-
sion of his first session in office. In addi-
tion to HB 311, the sovereign immunity 
legislation, the governor vetoed a number 
of bills like HB 83 (mandating recess for K 
through 5 students) and SB 15 (“Keeping 
Georgia’s Schools Safe Act”) that encroach 
on local government authority. 

2019 is the first year of a two-year leg-
islative cycle. As a result, bills that did not 
pass this year carry over to the 2020 leg-
islative session. Expect to see the debate 
over bills like the “seatbelt bill” (SB 148 
and HB 457) as well as the proposed state 
takeover of Hartsfield-Jackson Interna-
tional Airport to rear up again next year. 

Our 2019 successes are attributable to 
leadership of the sections, who are the 
brain trust of the Bar during the legislative 
session. The objective input by members 
of the Family Law Section, Real Property 
Law Section and Fiduciary Law Section 
proved once again to be invaluable to the 
lawmaking process in Georgia. Without 
the help of our lawyer-legislators and our 
members who volunteered their time to 
propose these bills, none of this success 
would have been possible.

Finally, I would like to thank the oth-
er members of the State Bar’s legislative 
team—Rusty Sewell, Mark Middleton 
and Roy Robinson—whose sage advice 
and zealous advocacy are indispensable 
to the State Bar during the legislative 
session. The Advisory Committee on 
Legislation will meet to discuss the State 
Bar’s 2020 legislative package in Sep-
tember and December 2019. We look 
forward to working with you during the 
2019-20 Bar year! l 

Christine Butcher Hayes

Director, Governmental Affairs 
State Bar of Georgia 

 

christineh@gabar.org
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One of the goals of the Georgia Diver-

sity Program’s (GDP) mission is advocacy 
for the advancement of all members of 
the Bar. Every year, GDP provides pro-
gramming specifically aimed at advanc-
ing the careers of lawyers through its 
Business Development Symposium. This 
year’s theme: “The Value of Allies: How 
Allies Can Help You Develop Business 
and Further Your Professional and Per-
sonal Goals,” provided participants with 
action-oriented takeaways, access to ex-
perts, networking opportunities and CLE 
credit. Viewed through a broad lens, the 
CLE focused on the necessity of allies and 
the role allies play in our professional and 
personal development. Here are six tips 
from the experts that we can all include 
immediately in our respective practices 
and lives. 

Professional Development 
is Not an Individual 
Sport: Six Tips From 
the Experts to Help You 
Reach Your Goals
The 2019 Business Development Symposium was held on April 24 and the 
focus of this year’s program was the value of allies. Here are six tips from 
the experts that we can all include immediately in our respective practices 
and lives. 

BY REBECCA CHRISTIAN SMITH

(Left to right) Rebecca Christian Smith, 
executive director, Georgia Diversity 
Program; Charles Lester, partner (ret.), 
Eversheds Sutherland; and Kristy 
Weathers, professional development 
partner, Eversheds Sutherland.

PHOTO BY DON MORGAN PHOTOGRAPHY
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1Allies and knowing the 
difference between a mentor

and a sponsor.
An ally is generally defined as someone 
helping another. However, allyship is an 
intentional process of building relation-
ships. Ally relationships consist of trust, 
consistency and accountability. An ally 
relationship may call for one or both par-
ties in the relationship to move outside 
of their comfort zones. It is important to 
define who can be your ally as broadly as 
possible. Allies can be internal or exter-
nal to your organization. An ally can be a 
peer who refers matters to you or a client 
willing to use his or her power to influ-
ence who works on client matters. An ally 
can also be someone willing to speak up 
on your behalf and use his or her voice to 
positively talk about you and your work 
with someone who has influence and 
power in your organization.

Mentors, sponsors and champions can 
all be allies. Understanding the differ-
ence between mentors and sponsors is 
important. It may seem basic to say this, 
but clarifying each is worth noting and 
necessary as you advance in your career.

Generally, mentors give advice and 
support. A mentor does not have to be 
someone within your practice group or 
firm. Anyone with experience in a specific 
area can serve as a mentor. Mentors help 
you build your skills, offer feedback, act as 
a sounding board and are a good source of 
networking support. 

Sponsors are actively involved in your 
professional development. Sponsors put 
their social and political capital on the line 
to help promote and advance your career. 
Sponsors ensure that you are considered 
for significant matters. They advocate for 
you behind the scenes and introduce you 
to clients and to others who can influence 
your career. Depending on your organi-
zation, sponsors become important later 
in your career. The sponsor relationship 

Mentors, sponsors and champions can all be 
allies. Understanding the difference between 
mentors and sponsors is important. It may 
seem basic to say this, but clarifying each is 
worth noting and necessary as you advance 
in your career.

(Left to right) Georgia Diversity Program Steering Committee members Christopher L. Cotrell, 
Rhonda Sadler-Collins, Kathleen O. Currey, Michelle Reid and Rebecca Christian Smith with 
J. Noble, director of Alliance@work.
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grows more organically. As a result, it 
is vital that you do great work and a lot 
of it. Take on challenging work and do 
it well. Make the partner you work for 
look good. Enhance his or her reputa-
tion and positively impact the firm’s bot-
tom line. It is equally important that you 
identify the people with influence. Iden-
tify and get to know the people that make 
project assignments as well as salary and 
promotion decisions. 

2Build a team.
Formal mentoring programs are 

common but do not always produce the 
results one might expect. Never rely on 
one person to meet all of your needs and 
help you advance your career. The key is 
to build a diverse team that consists of 
lawyers from similar and different prac-
tice areas and non-lawyers. Consider 
mentors, sponsors, colleagues and peers 
who are both internal and external to 
your organization. Also consider trusted 
friends when building your team. Profes-
sional organizations, bar associations or 
committees, nonprofit boards and clubs 

are sources to help you develop your 
team. Keep in mind that building a team 
takes thought and time. Your team will 
change as your professional and personal 
goals evolve. Be flexible and build the 
team that is right for you.

3Never sit and wait. 
Be proactive.

Mentors and sponsors do not simply 
appear. You must be proactive in pur-
suing and maintaining relationships. 
Approaching potential mentors and 
sponsors can be intimidating. You may 
feel uncertain. However, careful plan-
ning on your part will ease the process. 
When you decide to approach a mentor, 
sketch out your goals and expectations 
for the relationship. A good approach is 
to ask a mentor to either review and pro-
vide feedback about your career plan or 
help you develop a career plan. Provide a 
meeting schedule and discussion topics to 
your mentor. Always be prepared and be 
on time for mentor meetings. A sponsor-
ship relationship grows more organically. 
However, once the relationship begins, 

regular check-ins with your sponsor 
are a must. Being proactive also means 
building your brand. Take on non-bill-
able work, community service work and 
nonprofit board service. Participate in 
panel discussions and write and speak on 
both legal topics and passion topics. Fi-
nally, make sure the partners, sponsors, 
mentors and influencers know about the 
work you do and your successes outside 
of your law practice. 

4Create a written career plan.
Creating a written career plan in-

cluding overall goals, specific goals and 
action items will help you clarify what 
you want and creates a path to obtain-
ing the results you desire. Include action 
items to provide built-in accountabil-
ity. As previously mentioned, mentors 
(and your team) can provide feedback or 
help you develop your plan. Routinely 
visit and revise your plan as your career 
develops. Also set aside time to reflect 
on your plan and consider whether it is 
in alignment with your brand and who 
you are.

(Left to right) GDP Steering Committee Members Kathleen O. Currey and Michelle Reid, 
with J. Noble, director of Alliance@work.

(Left to right) CLE participants Tiffany Thompson, 
Elizabeth Kitchens, Deyvid Madzharov and Ricardo 
Lopez network at the post-CLE happy hour.

PHOTO BY DON MORGAN PHOTOGRAPHY
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5Your allies do not have to look 
like you. We are all human, so 

look for commonalities.
Initiating, growing and nurturing your 
relationships takes thought, patience and 
consistency. Our natural tendency is to 
create relationships with people who 
look and/or think like us. In order to 
build and develop your career you need 
people with power and influence. Often 
times the ally you need will not look like 
you. The ally you want may come from 
a background that is completely different 
than your background. Get comfortable 
with that. It is ok. How do you engage 
that person? First, you must be willing 
to open up and step outside your own 
comfort zone. Find something in com-
mon with the individual you want to 
engage. Figure out how to speak that 
person’s language. For example, if the 
individual you want to engage is a mys-
tery novel fan and you are a genuine 
mystery novel fan, strike up a conversa-
tion about the latest and greatest mystery 
novel. Engage your inner nerd. Show 
genuine interest in a legal issue and the 
applicable law. Start a conversation with 

a partner about the latest case and the 
outcome of the law on a case you are 
working on. Discuss the law beyond the 
specific assignment or case. The point is 
to find ways to communicate with your 
allies about subjects of mutual genuine 
interest. This is relationship building. 
Be willing to open up and show that you 
are more than a lawyer. Show that you 
are human.

6Be an ally to someone else.
At some point in your career you 

will be in a position to be an ally. Be 
a mentor to someone else. Be a spon-
sor and a champion. Use your capital 
for the benefit of someone coming up 
the ranks behind you. One of the best 
ways to acknowledge and express ap-
preciation for your successes is to help 
someone else.

Thank You
I’d like to thank everyone who contrib-
uted to the success of this year’s Busi-
ness Development Symposium: Kristy 

Weathers, professional development 
partner, Eversheds Sutherland; Christo-
pher L. Cotrell, division lead counsel and 
lead real estate counsel, Aaron’s; Louisa 
J. Johnson, partner, Sayfarth Shaw, LLP; 
Joyce Gist Lewis, litigation partner, 
Krevolin Horst; George Shingler, The 
Shingler Law Firm, LLC; Natosha Reid 
Rice, associate general counsel, Habitat 
for Humanity International; and J. No-
ble, director, Alliance@work.

I’d also like to thank Kathleen O. Currey, 
partner, Parker Hudson Rainer & Dobbs, 
LLP, for contributing to this article. l

Rebecca Christian Smith

Executive Director, Diversity Program
State Bar of Georgia 
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This article catalogs decisions handed 

down in 2018 by Georgia state and fed-
eral courts addressing questions of Georgia 
corporate and business organization law. 
It includes both decisions with signifi-
cant precedential value and others dealing 
with more mundane questions of law as 
to which there is little settled authority 
in Georgia. Even those cases in which the 
courts applied well-settled principles serve 
as a useful indication of trends in corporate 
and business organization disputes.

The year 2018 saw a number of inter-
esting disputes among shareholders and 
between shareholders and management, 
in which the courts addressed the distinc-
tions between direct and derivative claims 
and the corporation’s right to dismiss a 
derivative action. Several cases addressed 
the impact of corporate dissolution on the 
dissolved entity and parties dealing with 

2018 Georgia 
Corporation and 
Business Organization 
Case Law Developments 
This article presents an overview from a survey of Georgia corporate and 
business organization case law developments in 2018. It is not intended as 
legal advice for any specific person or circumstance, but rather a general 
treatment of the topics discussed. The views and opinions expressed 
in this article are those of the author only and not Bryan Cave Leighton 
Paisner LLP.

BY MICHAEL P. CAREY
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it. The courts also addressed vicarious li-
ability in the specific contexts of Georgia 
RICO and defamation. Finally, as in past 
years, there were decisions applying the 
relatively new Georgia Evidence Code 
and recent changes to the Civil Practice 
Act’s provisions for service of process on 
a corporation. 

The decisions are organized first by 
entity type—those specific to business 
corporations, limited liability companies 
and partnerships. The remaining sections 
of the survey deal with (1) transactional 
issues potentially applicable to all forms of 
business organizations, and (2) litigation 
issues that are common to all business 
forms, including secondary liability, ju-
risdiction and venue, evidence questions 
and insurance issues.

Executive Summary

Duties and Liabilities of Corporate 
Directors, Officers and Employees
There were several interesting decisions 
in lawsuits brought by shareholders alleg-
ing that corporate directors and officers 
breached their fiduciary duties. In Rollins 

v. LOR, Inc., 345 Ga. App. 832 (2018), the 
latest installment of the Rollins estate 
litigation, the Court of Appeals held that 
a minority shareholder of a corporation 
managed by the defendants was precluded 
from bringing a direct action against the 
defendants, because the claims (for mis-
management and corporate waste) were 
derivative in nature. Notably, the court 
rejected an argument that a derivative suit 
was unnecessary because the non-party 
shareholders had allegedly acquiesced in 
the alleged misconduct in exchange for 
benefits not received by the plaintiff. 
Reviewing the record, the court found 
that a monetary judgment in favor of the 
plaintiff could prejudice other sharehold-
ers, and concluded that it could not rule 
out the possibility of additional suits by 
other shareholders. In the same order, the 
Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court’s 
decision that the statute of limitations 
precluded numerous other claims, hold-
ing that the plaintiff was placed on notice 
of potential claims in various documents 
they signed over a course of 15 years, and 

yet failed to exercise any diligence to dis-
cover their claims during that time. A pe-
tition for certiorari to the Supreme Court 
of Georgia was denied. 

The same panel of the Court of Ap-
peals addressed the direct vs. derivative 
distinction later in the year in Patel v. 

2602 Deerfield, LLC, 347 Ga. App. 880 
(2018), reaching the same result it did in 
Rollins. The plaintiff in Patel alleged that 
the defendants, a group of fellow share-
holders, misled them about the value of 
a property held by the corporation which 
the corporation later sold. The court 
reasoned that any injury suffered by the 
plaintiff as a result of selling the property 
at a distressed price was the same as the 
injury suffered by the other sharehold-
ers and the corporation itself. As was the 
case in Rollins, the record showed that at 
least one non-party shareholder could be 
affected by the action and could not rule 
out bringing a separate lawsuit, a factor 
weighing heavily in favor of requiring a 
derivative suit.

The Northern District of Georgia also 
addressed the direct vs. derivative ques-
tion in Deal v. Tugalo Gas Company, 2018 
WL 4255857 (N.D. Ga. Sept. 6, 2018), 
finding that a shareholder’s breach of fi-
duciary duty and misappropriation of cor-
porate assets claims were derivative. The 
plaintiff alleged that the company’s presi-
dent abused his position by causing the 
company to pay his personal expenses and 
other benefits to him and his family. The 
court found that the plaintiff’s claimed 
injury was not separate and distinct from 
that suffered by other shareholders and 
the corporation itself. In the same case, 
the corporation formed a special litiga-
tion committee, which investigated the 
claims and determined that pursuing liti-
gation would not be in the best interests 
of the corporation. The court granted the 
corporation’s motion to dismiss on the 
basis of the SLC’s recommendation, find-
ing that the corporation demonstrated 
that the SLC members were independent 
and conducted their investigation in good 
faith. In a separate case, the Middle Dis-
trict of Georgia also granted a corpora-
tion’s motion to dismiss based on a similar 
recommendation by a special committee, 
undertaking the same analysis as that tak-

en in Tugalo Gas. See Conroy v. Amos, 338 
F. Supp. 3d 1309 (M.D. Ga. 2018). The 
Conroy decision has been appealed to the 
Eleventh Circuit. 

In Myers v. United States, 307 F. Supp. 
3d 1349 (N.D. Ga. 2018), the Northern 
District of Georgia held that a chief fi-
nancial officer for two companies was 
personally responsible for the payment of 
payroll taxes that the companies failed to 
remit to the IRS during a period in which 
they had been placed in receivership. The 
court rejected the officer’s argument that 
he was following instructions from the 
receiver to prioritize paying vendors to 
keep the business running, noting that 
the officer remained in charge of day to 
day operations and continued to over-
see its accounting staff, including with 
respect to tax matters. It also reaffirmed 
prior authority, holding that for purposes 
of personal liability for taxes, a company 
can have more than one “responsible per-
son,” and the government need not show 
that the defendant was the only or even 
the most responsible person for the pay-
ment of taxes. The decision was recently 
affirmed by the Eleventh Circuit. My-

ers v. United States, __ F.3d __, 2019 WL 
1986616 (11th Cir. May 6, 2019).

Other Cases Involving Corporate 
Stock And Transactions
One of the more interesting corporate 
disputes in 2018 was Wallace v. Wallace, 
345 Ga. App. 764 (2018), in which the 
Court of Appeals of Georgia held that a 
shareholder breached a buy-sell provision 
in his shareholder agreement by failing to 
sell his shares after his employment ter-
minated, but that the breach did not occur 
until after the corporation (which had a 
duty to purchase the stock under the same 
provision) first attempted to buy the stock 
and the shareholder affirmatively refused, 
which happened nine years later. The 
court also held that the value of the sell-
ing shareholders stock should not be sub-
ject to a minority interest discount, find-
ing that the situation (involving a small 
family-owned company) was comparable 
to appraisal proceedings to determine 
the fair value of dissenting shareholders’ 
stock, in which minority and marketabil-
ity discounts are not permitted. A peti-
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tion for certiorari to the Supreme Court 
of Georgia was denied. 

In Regal Nissan, Inc. v. Scott, 348 Ga. 
App. 91 (2018), the Court of Appeals of 
Georgia held that a deceased sharehold-
ers right to inspect a corporation’s books 
and records under O.C.G.A. § 14-2-1602 
passed by operation of law to the admin-
istrator of his estate, who was entitled to 
enforce the decedent’s right to inspection. 
The court also held that the administrator 
was not required to arbitrate the dispute 
pursuant to an arbitration clause in the 
corporation’s shareholder agreement, be-
cause that clause applied only to disputes 
arising in connection with the agreement, 
while the right to inspect books and re-
cords arises from statute. And in In re 

Wisner, 2018 WL 4808380 (Bankr. N.D. 
Ga. Oct. 2, 2018), the Bankruptcy Court 
for the Northern District of Georgia held 
that the record before it was insufficient 
to determine whether a bank was en-
titled to retain proceeds of an execution 
and sale of the debtors stock in a corpora-
tion through a pre-petition lawsuit. The 
court held that Georgia law does permit 
corporate stock and other choses in ac-
tion to be seized and sold under execu-
tion, but found that the record before it 
was insufficient to determine whether the 
bank had utilized a statutorily authorized 
procedure to levying the shares.

Limited Liability Company 
Developments
Two cases addressed an LLC manager’s 
apparent authority to bind an LLC and 
a third party’s right to rely on such ap-
parent authority when dealing with the 
LLC. In Guarantee Company of North 

America v. Garys Grading & Pipeline Co., 

Inc., 746 Fed. Appx. 831 (11th Cir. 2018), 
the Eleventh Circuit affirmed a Middle 
District of Georgia decision holding 
that an LLC co-manager’s signature on a 
surety agreement was sufficient to bind 
the LLC, despite language in the LLC’s 
operating agreement seeming to require 
the consent of the other managers, be-
cause the co-owner had apparent author-
ity to bind the LLC as defined in O.C.G.A. 
§ 14-11-301(b)(2). The court further held 
that the surety contracting with the LLC 
was not required to investigate whether 

the co-manager had authority, noting that 
the language of § 14-11-301(b)(2) does 
not purport to impose any due diligence 
requirement on parties dealing with LLC 
managers. In In re Rohrig Investments, LP, 
584 B.R. 382 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. 2018), the 
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of Georgia held that an LLC was not 
bound by a settlement agreement entered 
into by affiliated companies and their 
agents, including a family member of the 
LLCs sole owner and manager. Though 
the agreement contemplated the con-
veyance of property owned by the LLC, 
the LLC itself was not made a party or 
signatory to it, and the plaintiff failed to 
establish that the related companies and 
their agents were authorized to bind the 
LLC under either O.C.G.A. § 14-11-301 
or common law agency principles.

In In re White, 2018 WL 2246579 
(Bankr. N.D. Ga. May 15, 2018), the 
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of Georgia held that for purposes of 
a fraudulent transfer claim, the transfer of 
an LLC ownership interest occurs at the 
time the holder of that interest first con-
veys it to another, either orally or in writ-
ing, and the recipient begins to receive 
the economic benefits of the interest. In 
this case, the transfer was finalized by way 
of an amendment to the LLC’s operating 
agreement, but testimony showed that an 
economic interest was conveyed several 
months earlier (and outside of the rel-
evant limitations period for a fraudulent 
transfer claim). The court also held that 
the plaintiff failed to meet its evidentiary 
burden to show that the LLC interest had 
any monetary value. In Baja Properties, 

LLC v. Materra, 345 Ga. App. 101 (2018), 
the Court of Appeals of Georgia held that 
a construction firm’s owner and manager 
were entitled to summary judgment as to 
negligence claims brought against them 
personally by a customer, finding that the 
customer presented no evidence that the 
defendants specifically directed or per-
sonally participated in any of the work 
alleged to have been negligent. 

Finally, a number of federal court 
decisions reaffirmed that LLCs cannot 
maintain a federal diversity action unless 
there is complete diversity of citizenship, 
which presents unique problems in the 

LLC context because an LLC is a citizen 
of every state in which one of its mem-
bers (and their members, and so forth) is a 
citizen. See Cade v. Angel Oak Prime Bridge, 
LLC, 2018 WL 2056570 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 6, 
2018) (denying motion for TRO and or-
dering plaintiff to file amended complaint 
alleging citizenship of LLC members); 
Chevalier v. INA Trucking, LLC, 2018 WL 
1411730 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 21, 2018) (or-
dering that removing defendant amend 
its notice of removal to allege citizenship 
of LLC members); Klinger’s Trading, Inc. 

v. Harleysville Ins. Co., 2018 WL 1869820 
(N.D. Ga. Mar. 6, 2018) (ordering plain-
tiff to file notice alleging citizenship of 
LLC members). 

Partnerships
There were two noteworthy decisions 
involving partnership questions. In In re 

A&B Associates, L.P., 593 B.R. 27 (Bankr. 
S.D. Ga. 2018), the Bankruptcy Court 
for the Southern District of Georgia held 
that a limited partnership was not termi-
nated by the administrative dissolution 
of its general partner. The court inter-
preted the governing partnership agree-
ment as contemplating the continuation 
of the partnership upon withdrawal of 
the general partner, and noted that the 
limited partners continued the general 
business of the partnership for years after 
the general partner was dissolved. In Potts 

v. Rueda, 345 Ga. App. 389 (2018), the 
Court of Appeals of Georgia held that the 
defendant’s affidavit testimony regard-
ing the existence of an oral partnership 
agreement was sufficient to create an is-
sue of fact precluding summary judgment 
on that issue.

Nonprofit Corporations 
In Georgia Appreciation Property, Inc. v. 

Enclave at Riverwalk Townhome Associa-

tion, Inc., 345 Ga. App. 413 (2018), the 
Court of Appeals of Georgia held that a 
homeowner’s declaratory judgment claim 
challenging an amendment to its bylaws 
to tighten leasing restrictions was deriva-
tive and therefore could not be brought 
without following the derivative suit pro-
cedures set forth in the Georgia Nonprofit 
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Corporation Code. Although the plaintiff 
showed evidence that it was the only asso-
ciation member whose financial interests 
were adversely affected by the amendment 
itself, the court found this to be irrelevant 
to the inquiry. Instead, in the court’s 
opinion, the plaintiff’s lawsuit alleged an 
injury to the association because it was 
based on allegations of improper election 
procedures that if proven would injure the 
entire association, and any unique injury 
alleged by the plaintiff was due to its own 
circumstances rather than the nature of 
the leasing restrictions themselves. A pe-
tition for certiorari to the Supreme Court 
of Georgia was denied. 

In Amberfield Homeowners Association, 

Inc. v. Young, 346 Ga. App. 29 (2018), the 
Court of Appeals of Georgia held that a 
homeowners’ association board was au-
thorized by the HOA’s declarations to 
accept an easement on behalf of the as-
sociation’s members, which required the 
members to join and pay dues to a private 
swim and tennis club nearby. The court 
found that the HOA’s declarations broad-
ly authorized the board to “acquire, lease, 
hold and dispose” of property and that its 
decision to do so here served a reason-
able purpose (specifically, to preserve its 
members’ access to the club).  

Litigation Issues

Standing and Capacity to Sue
In In re Unlimited Homes, Inc., 2018 WL 
1054095 (Bankr. N.D. Ga. Feb. 23, 2018), 
the Bankruptcy Court for the Northern 
District of Georgia held that a corporate 
debtor was not entitled to seek punitive 
damages or other monetary relief for a 
creditor’s violation of the automatic stay 
under Section 362(k) of the Bankruptcy 
Code because such relief is expressly lim-
ited to debtors who are natural persons, 
but the corporation nonetheless could re-
cover its actual expenses under the court’s 
contempt powers granted to it by Bank-
ruptcy Code Section 105. In First Meliorite 

Church of Curaçao v. JP Morgan Chase Bank 

NA, 2018 WL 1937381 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 20, 
2018), the Northern District of Georgia 
dismissed claims brought by a church on 
the grounds that it filed its claims pro se. 

The court held that the rule requiring a 
corporation to be represented by counsel 
in court proceedings extends to all artifi-
cial entities, including churches.

Corporate Dissolution
Three decisions addressed a business 
organization’s status and capacity to 
undertake actions following its dissolu-
tion. In In re A&B Associates, which we 
discussed earlier in the partnership sec-
tion, the Bankruptcy Court for the South-
ern District of Georgia court held that a 
dissolved corporation acting as general 
partner could, consistent with O.C.G.A. 
§ 14-2-1421, execute an amendment to 
the partnership agreement and transfer 
its interest as general partner to a newly 
incorporated entity formed to serve as a 
new general partner. The court reasoned 
that under the circumstances, these ac-
tions could be seen as “necessary” to wind 
up the affairs of the dissolved entity.

In Medical Center of Central Georgia, 

Inc. v. Macon Health Center, Inc., 345 Ga. 
App. 879 (2018), a nonprofit corpora-
tion which operated a fitness center was 
administratively dissolved, and later on, 
a second corporation using the same 
name was formed and carried on the 
same business as the former corporation. 
The new corporation sought to exercise 
a lease option that the prior corporation 
had negotiated with the building owner, 
but which had never been assigned to the 
new corporation. The Court of Appeals 
of Georgia held that the new corporation 
could not exercise the option, rejecting 
an argument that it could step into the 
prior corporation’s shoes for purposes of 
enforcing the contract. 

Finally, in Principal Lien Services, LLC 

v. NAH Corporation, 346 Ga. App. 277 
(2018), the Court of Appeals of Georgia 
addressed the situation in which a corpo-
ration dissolves and its registered agent 
resigns, but the agent is later served with 
process in litigation against the corpora-
tion. The court held that a default judg-
ment against the corporation should not 
have been set aside, noting that a corpora-
tion’s administrative dissolution does not 
terminate the authority of its registered 
agent, and that the Secretary of State’s re-
cords continued to list the agent’s name 
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and address even after his supposed res-
ignation. In the court’s view, the corpora-
tion’s failure to appoint a new agent and/
or update the Secretary of State’s records 
constituted negligence precluding an or-
der setting aside the default judgment.

Secondary Liability
In Duvall v. Cronic, 347 Ga. App. 763 
(2018), the Court of Appeals of Georgia 
addressed a corporation’s liability under 
the Georgia RICO statute based on alle-
gations that one of the company’s agents 
was using her position to steal vehicles by 
deception. The court denied the corpo-
ration’s motion for summary judgment, 
holding that under the Georgia RICO 
statute, an officer of a corporation may 
be in conspiracy with the corporation 
itself, and the RICO enterprise can con-
sist of a corporation and its employees. 
The court found that there was sufficient 
evidence to present a jury question as to 
whether the corporation participated 
in or tolerated the employee’s allegedly 
unlawful conduct. 

There were two decisions addressing 
whether a corporation can be vicariously 
liable for slanderous statements made by 
one of its officers or agents. In Murray 

v. Community Health Systems Professional 

Corporation, 345 Ga. App. 279 (2018), the 
Court of Appeals of Georgia held that a 
professional corporation could not be 
vicariously liable for allegedly slanderous 
statements made by its agent, finding that 
the plaintiff failed to present evidence 
that the corporation directed the agent to 
make the statements. But in Dougherty v. 

Harvey, 317 F. Supp. 3d 1287 (N.D. Ga. 

2018), the Northern District of Georgia 
denied an LLC’s summary judgment mo-
tion in a case where the LLC’s co-founder 
and self-described “second in command” 
made allegedly defamatory statements 
at an industry conference hosted by the 
LLC. The court acknowledged that there 
was no evidence that the LLC specifically 
directed or authorized the statements, but 
allowed the claim to proceed to trial on 
the theory that the speaker served as the 
LLC’s alter ego. 

Finally, two decisions addressed at-
tempts to pierce the corporate veil. In SEC 

v. Torchia, 729 Fed. Appx. 772 (11th Cir. 
2018), the Eleventh Circuit held that the 
trial court correctly disallowed a credi-
tor’s claim to assets of an LLC owned by 
the perpetrator of a Ponzi scheme. The 
creditor’s claim was based on a payment 
it made to a different entity owned by the 
perpetrator of the scheme. The creditor 
could not show that the LLC from whom 
it sought relief ever received the funds it 
paid, and the Eleventh Circuit rejected the 
creditor’s attempt to reach the LLC’s as-
sets through reverse veil piercing, which 
Georgia law does not allow. The North-
ern District of Georgia addressed a tra-
ditional veil-piercing argument in Bak-

er’s Bay at Great Guana, LLC v. Discovery 

Baker’s Bay, 2018 WL 3093960 (N.D. Ga. 
Feb. 16, 2018), holding that the plaintiff’s 
complaint sufficiently alleged an alter ego 
theory against an investment firm who 
formed the entity that contracted with 
the plaintiff. The plaintiff alleged that the 
firm created the contracting entity as a 
shell company with no assets of its own, 
and that all of its dealings and correspon-

dence relating to the contract were actu-
ally with the investment firm. 

Jurisdiction, Venue and Service 
of Process
There was one notable case addressing a 
challenge to personal jurisdiction under 
the Georgia Long Arm Statute. In Factory 

Direct Wholesale, LLC v. Giant ex, Inc., 2018 
WL 732570 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 5, 2018), the 
Northern District of Georgia held that a 
corporation, its CEO and a subsidiary, all 
of whom resided in California, were sub-
ject to personal jurisdiction in Georgia in 
a trademark infringement action. Though 
none of the defendants had any physical 
presence or assets in Georgia, it was shown 
that they sold and shipped the allegedly in-
fringing product to Georgia residents mul-
tiple times through Amazon.  

In recent years, a number of cases have 
addressed the limits of a corporation’s 
statutory right to remove a case filed in a 
Georgia state court to the county where it 
maintains its principal place of business. In 
Blakemore v. Dirt Movers, Inc., 344 Ga. App. 
238 (2018), the Court of Appeals of Geor-
gia found a significant limitation on the 
removal right, holding that it does not ap-
ply when the plaintiff is relying on a special 
venue statute rather than the general cor-
porate venue statute, O.C.G.A. § 14-2-510. 
The court relied on language in section 14-
2-510(b)(4) limiting its application to cas-
es in which “venue is based solely on this 
paragraph” in holding that special venue 
statutes must prevail over the Corporate 
Code’s removal right. Here, it meant that 
the corporate defendant could not remove 
a case brought under the Georgia Motor 

In recent years, a number of cases have addressed the limits of a 
corporation’s statutory right to remove a case filed in a Georgia state 
court to the county where it maintains its principal place of business.
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Carrier Act, which contains a special venue 
provision that does not provide a right to 
remove. A petition for certiorari to the Su-
preme Court of Georgia was denied.  

As usual, there were a number of cases 
addressing garden variety service of pro-
cess issues such as failure to serve the 
correct corporate entity or an authorized 
agent. The courts continue to require 
close adherence to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-4 
and, as applicable, Federal Rule 4. For 
instance, in Delta Aliraq, Inc. v. Arcturus In-

ternational, LLC, 345 Ga. App. 778 (2018), 
the Court of Appeals of Georgia affirmed 
a trial court order setting aside a default 
judgment on the grounds that it lacked 
personal jurisdiction over the defendant 
due to deficient service of process. The 
plaintiff served a copy of the summons 
and complaint on a company purported 
to be the defendant’s registered agent, 
but the entry of service form was facially 
defective. It identified the person served 
as an individual defendant, and it gave 
no indication of his relationship to either 
the defendant or its registered agent, such 
that it could be determined that he was 
authorized to accept service. 

In Matter of Dobbs, 2018 WL 1363450 
(Bankr. N.D. Ga. Mar. 15, 2018), the 
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern Dis-
trict of Georgia held that the debtor’s stat-
ed inability to determine the respondent’s 
registered agent, without more, did not 
entitle the debtor to effect service on the 
Secretary of State. Notably, the plaintiff 
stated that its counsel conducted a diligent 
search of Secretary of State records, but 
the court indicated that this by itself did 
not satisfy O.C.G.A. § 9-11-4.

Indemnification and Insurance.
In Gemini Insurance Company v. Castro, 723 
Fed. App’x 797 (11th Cir. 2018), the Elev-
enth Circuit affirmed a declaratory judg-
ment holding that an LLC was not cov-
ered by an umbrella policy for a vehicle 
used by an employee of the LLC, holding 
that the policy’s insured persons defini-
tion (which would otherwise have made 
the employer an insured person) was lim-
ited by language later in the same section 
stating that no person is an insured with 
respect to the conduct of any LLC. The 
Eleventh Circuit also affirmed judgment 
in the insurer’s favor as to the LLC’s em-
ployee, finding that to extend coverage to 
the employee of the excluded LLC would 
vitiate the LLC limitation. The court’s 
analysis was particularly interesting in 
that it placed heavy emphasis on the pol-
icy’s use of indentation as evidence of the 
parties’ intent. Because the limitation was 
flush to the left, the court reasoned that it 
applied to the entire section.

Evidentiary Issues
In Chrysler Group, LLC v. Walden, 303 
Ga. 358 (2018), the Supreme Court of 
Georgia held that under Georgia’s Evi-
dence Code, evidence of the amount of 
a corporate officer’s annual salary and 
compensation package is subject to a 
Rule 403 analysis and may be admitted if 
the evidence’s probative value outweighs 
its potential for prejudice. The justices 
unanimously found that the Evidence 
Code abrogated the common law rule 
barring parties from presenting evi-
dence of a party’s wealth, while noting 
that even if the party wealth rule had re-

tained any vitality, it would not apply to 
the case before it, because the officer was 
not a party and the evidence of his com-
pensation package was not being used to 
show any party’s wealth.

Professional Liability
In Sumrall v. Smith, 2018 WL 2107189 
(M.D. Ga. May 7, 2018), the Middle Dis-
trict of Georgia denied a motion to dis-
miss fraud and negligence claims against 
a dental practice broker and consultant 
who allegedly overvalued the interest of 
a selling 50 percent partner while bro-
kering the firm’s buyout of that interest. 
Notably, the court held that the plaintiff 
could maintain an action for unauthor-
ized practice of law against the broker 
based on its preparation of legal docu-
ments for the transaction. Though Geor-
gia law does not recognize a private right 
of action for unauthorized practice of law, 
the court held that the plaintiff could pro-
ceed under O.C.G.A. § 51-1-6, which may 
provide a cause of action to enforce a legal 
duty imposed by another statute that does 
not authorize such an action itself. l

Michael P. Carey practices 
corporate, securities and 
other complex litigation at 
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner 
LLP, with a focus on director 

and officer liability issues. Carey is 
co-author of a chapter on director and 
officer liability in a book published 
annually by the Daily Report, “Georgia 
Business Litigation” (Daily Report 2013). 
He can be reached at michael.carey@
bcplaw.com.
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Leonard Holloway
Leonard Holloway was a bad kid even 
very early on. He might well have been 
a psychopath, had anyone ever been giv-
en the opportunity to examine him at 
length, but by the time he fetched up in 
a Georgia prison with a death sentence, 
no one had the time or the interest in 
psychoanalyzing him.

The first person Lenny Holloway killed 
was his own father. Lenny stepped from 
behind a dumpster and cracked the old 
man behind the ear with a two-by-four 
and he was dead before he hit the ground. 
Lenny had discovered that his father was 

Incident at Gulf Shores
The Editorial Board of the Georgia Bar Journal is proud to present “Incident 
at Gulf Shores,” by Dick Donovan of Dallas, as the winner of the Journal’s 
28th Annual Fiction Writing Competition.

BY DICK DONOVAN

The purposes of the Fiction Writing Competition are to enhance interest in the Journal, to 
encourage excellence in writing by members of the Bar and to provide an innovative vehicle 
for the illustration of the life and work of lawyers. As in years past, this year’s entries reflected a 
wide range of topics and literary styles. In accordance with the competition’s rules, the Editorial 
Board selected the winning story through a process of reading each story without knowledge of 
the author’s identity and then scoring each entry. The story with the highest cumulative score 
was selected as the winner. The Editorial Board congratulates Donovan and all of the other 
entrants for their participation and excellent writing.
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sleeping with Lenny’s 14-year-old sister, 
and that, so far as Lenny was concerned, 
was simply poaching. Lenny had been 
having sex with his sister since she was 
12 and had been molesting her since she 
was six and Lenny was 10. His father, ir-
resolute old drunk that he was, just hap-
pened to be the father of a really bad kid, 
and he paid the price for that and his own 
ugly predilections.

When his sister began dating a kid 
at school who was a football player and 
considerably bigger than Lenny, Lenny let 
her go and found a more age-appropriate 
girlfriend, whom he soon began abus-
ing regularly. His sister got pregnant and 
moved away and left Lenny on his own, 
and he didn’t work often enough and 
at any sort of employment that would 
bring him any reasonable money, so he 
moved out of the rented house he had 
shared with his miserable family in Coal 
Mountain, Georgia—his mother hav-
ing left them all years ago—and took to 
the streets, burgling a convenience store 
here and there and moving along the state 
highways and county roads, dodging one 
police department or sheriff’s office after 
another, getting rousted a few times for 
petty theft and once for burglary.

He did a five-to-two term at the state 
prison that specialized in younger of-
fenders, then went right back to the road 
and his thieving ways. As he grew older 
and more withdrawn, he grew more ag-
gressive when challenged, and he found 
willing girls or women harder to find; at 
least twice he might have been arrested 
for rape if he hadn’t been faster than the 
local law.

In 1985, he decided to seek better 
climes and opportunities in Florida and 
set out from north Georgia, hitchhiking 
at first, and then, drifting west and south, 

in the middle-west Georgia town of Ho-
gansville, he stole a van that he found 
idling outside a gas station. He drove till 
he ran out of gas near Lumpkin, Georgia, 
not too many more miles from the state 
line, in the hardscrabble-poor part of the 
state. Walking and hitching then on back-
woods roads, always making south and 
maybe a little west, avoiding I-75 and the 
busier towns and bigger police depart-
ments, he looked for any opportunity to 
relieve his need for money, sex and drink. 
But he rarely went to sleep satisfied.

He knew he was near Florida by the 
Spanish moss hanging from the oaks 
along the roads. The two children he saw 
playing in a field were curious about the 
gaunt figure that approached them. Len-
ny gave no quarter, and knocked down 
the boy, about five years old, with a single 
blow. The girl, about six, he raped and 
then strangled. Thinking better of leav-
ing the boy alive, he broke his neck and 
dragged his body along with the girl’s to a 
copse of trees near the fence-line dividing 
two pastures, and left walking again along 
the dirt road, again steadily south and 
west. He was arrested within two hours, 

Leonard Holloway was a bad kid even 
very early on. He might well have been a 
psychopath, had anyone ever been given the 
opportunity to examine him at length, but by 
the time he fetched up in a Georgia prison 
with a death sentence, no one had the time or 
the interest in psychoanalyzing him.
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and, frankly tired of the life he was living 
and terrified of the sheriff who sat glar-
ing at him from the corner of the inter-
rogation room while he was interviewed 
by a country-boy deputy about his own 
age, Lenny confessed, laughing and telling 
them everything. It was, in a way, a relief.

His trial in the Grady County Superior 
Court in 1986 took two days, since there 
was virtually no defense, other than the 
fact that the sheriff who had stared him 
down from the corner of the interroga-
tion room was the grandfather of the two 
dead children. Trial counsel at least made 
an attempt to exclude it, but Lenny’s con-
fession was admitted over his attorney’s 
frankly feeble objection. The conviction 
was appealed, and upheld repeatedly by 
the Georgia appellate courts with little or 
no comment for the first few times, and 
then, with some more attention given to 
the incongruity of the victims’ grandfa-
ther being the sheriff, more was said in 
the appellate decisions upholding the 
verdict and the sentence of death. While 
the sheriff was, in fact, the grandfather 
of both children, who were brother and 
sister, he had not participated in the in-
terrogation or interview, and since there 
was no photographic or video record of 
the statement—just a tape recording—and 
no evidence of any physical intimidation, 
Leonard Holloway’s sentence to die by 
lethal injection was ultimately upheld, 
and he was sent to Georgia’s death row 
at Jackson State Prison in Butts County. 
A proper Death Warrant was signed and 
the date set. Shortly thereafter, a Petition 
for Writ of Habeas Corpus was filed in 
the U.S. District Court for the Northern 
District of Georgia in Atlanta.

In 2008, the U.S. District Court for 
the Northern District of Georgia heard 
his appeal anew on the habeas petition, 
which was based on the involvement of 
the victims’ grandfather, Grady County 
Sheriff R. D. Baker, who had since re-
tired after more than 30 years as sheriff. 
The federal judge, a 40-year-old woman 
in her third year on the bench, expressed 
concern about the intimidating presence 
of the sheriff while the interrogation was 
conducted. She issued an immediate stay 
of execution, late in the afternoon of the 
date set for the execution.G
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Lenny’s attorney Carla Browning sat 
in the lawyer’s visitation room with her 
client. “The federal judge has issued a stay 
of execution,” said Carla.

Lenny was expressionless, but said, 
“That’s good, but I’ll miss that special-
ordered last meal.”

“But there’s a problem, Lenny. I’ve 
been told that the governor will in-
struct the warden here to go ahead with 
the execution.”

“But, he can’t do that, can he?”
“Well, Lenny, it’s like ‘You can’t arrest 

me—I didn’t do anything!’ but you get 
arrested anyway. Or, ‘You can’t convict 
me—I’m innocent!’—but, you know, Len-
ny—the jails are full of innocent people. 
What he can do and what he can do le-
gally are two different things.”

Governor’s Office, Atlanta
Governor Reuben Haynes pushed a but-
ton on his desk set. Georgia’s attorney 
general, John Wood, answered on the 
second ring. “Yes, Governor?”

“John, would you please come to my 
private office right away? Actually, John, 
I am asking you as a personal favor to me 
to come to my office and to remain in my 
office. I’m going to ask that you not leave 
my office, whether I am there or not, un-
less and until you hear from me person-
ally. It would be very supportive right 
now, and I’d really appreciate it. Will you 
do that for me?”

“Yes, governor, I’ll be more than hap-
py to be of any help I can. I’ll be there in 
about five minutes.”

“Make it two minutes. I’m about to 
hold a press conference and won’t be here 
in five minutes.”

The press room was full, the report-
ers having received a surprise call for a 
press conference by Georgia’s governor, 
the first black man ever elected to that 
position in Georgia. Everything he did, 
of course, was news, and reporters would 
hurry to any event where this governor 
was speaking. Reuben Haynes, in the third 
year of what he hoped would be his first 
term, walked slowly into the room and to 
the bank of microphones, where WSB, 
WAGA, WXIA, FOX and the CNN and 
CNBC reporters as well as a few print 

reporters were waiting patiently. They 
all stood as he entered and approached 
the podium.

“Thank you all for coming. Please take 
your seats.” The governor was calm but 
seemed pensive. “I have a short prepared 
statement, which I will read—I have cho-
sen to come out and read it to you rather 
than give it to my press secretary or sim-
ply hand out a written copy to each of 
you, the reasons for which may be obvi-
ous after I finish, and when I’ve finished, I 
probably won’t take any questions.”

The print reporters poised their pens 
and pencils, the electronic representatives 
held their microphones forward, ready.

The governor slipped on a pair of 
reading glasses and glanced down at the 
sheet he was holding, and then, taking a 
deep breath, began.

“Earlier this afternoon, the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of Geor-
gia issued a stay of execution for Leonard 
Holloway, a prisoner on death row in 
Georgia for the murder of two little chil-
dren in South Georgia more than 20 years 
ago. He is scheduled to be executed this 
evening at the Georgia Diagnostic Cen-
ter in Jackson, Georgia. I have carefully 
reviewed the pleadings and read a copy 
of the stay as issued by the district court 
judge. The judge’s decision was appar-
ently based in large part on the fact that 
the sheriff of Grady County,” and here the 
governor looked down at the notes in his 
hand, “Sheriff R. D. Baker, had observed 
the confession made by Holloway. After 
my careful, not to say intensive review, I 
have concluded that the judge of the U.S. 
District Court was in error in her decision 
to issue a stay of execution.”

“For that reason, I have sent word to 
Warden Jeffcoat at Jackson State Prison 
that the execution is to proceed as ordered 
by our Georgia Courts and affirmed by 
our Supreme Court. The original stay has 
not been delivered to the warden and the 
stay has not been served upon our state’s 
attorney general. There is a concept in 
law known as res judicata, which means 
simply that ‘the thing has come to rest.’ 
This case is 22 years old, and it is time that 
it should come to rest. This man, Leon-
ard Holloway, owes a debt to society. It is 
an important concept of our law and our 

society as well that we all should pay our 
proper and lawful debts, whether legally 
enforceable or not. This is the time for 
an old debt to be paid. For your benefit, 
I should tell you that I have ordered the 
capitol building locked down, starting in 
10 minutes. Anyone inside the building 
then will not be allowed to leave until 
such time as I order the lockdown ended. 
It is now 5:35 p.m. At 5:45 the doors will 
be locked. I’ll have a further statement if 
the situation warrants another one after 
the execution has been completed.”

With that, three things happened all 
at once: the governor stepped away from 
the podium and started for his office 
door, about half of the reporters shouted 
his name, and the other half broke for the 
exit doors. The last cameraman for CNN 
made it out just as the capitol police officer 
walked to the exterior door with his keys.

CNN Studio, Atlanta
“This is Chuck Roberts at CNN Headline 
News in Atlanta. As you have just heard 
if you’ve been watching CNN Head-
line News, Georgia’s governor, Reuben 
Haynes, has just announced that he will not 
stop the execution of Leonard Holloway, 
the death row inmate convicted of killing 
two small children in South Georgia more 
than 20 years ago, in direct contravention 
of the stay of execution issued earlier today 
by the U.S. District Court here in Atlanta.

“Governor Haynes told reporters that 
it is time for Holloway to pay his debt to 
society and took no questions from re-
porters before locking down the capitol 
building. He has instructed the warden at 
Jackson to proceed with the execution as 
set out in the death warrant delivered to 
him earlier this week. Our news team is 
on its way to the prison at Jackson, and 
we have reporters now setting up at the 
White House in Washington to give us 
first word on any action by the federal 
government. Stay tuned for further in-
formation on this breaking story.”

The White House, 
Washington, D.C.
The president’s chief of staff—who was 
called “Chief of Staff” by the president, 
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Jack Hooker, who had done a stint in 
the Navy after college, and who still 
used some of the military phrases he had 
learned there—walked into the Oval Of-
fice carrying a pink flimsy, meaning the 
document was of immediate import. “I 
assume you heard the Georgia governor’s 
news conference?” He nodded toward 
the bank of nine television monitors lin-
ing the walls, one of which was tuned to 
CNN Headline News; each of the screens 
had either a talking head or a snippet of 
the Georgia governor’s statement to the 
press, except for one set which was, in-
explicably, showing an episode of “Pinky 
and the Brain.” The president stood at the 
windows behind his desk, looking out 
over the Washington twilight.

“Yes, I did see it,” the president said. 
“Of course I did. There’s nothing else on. 
Why do you ask?”

The chief of staff looked at the 
flimsy in his hand. “The attorney gen-
eral has sent word to you that he has a 
complement of U.S. Marshals ready to 
lift off from Andrews to fly to Georgia, 
and is waiting only for confirmation 
from the Atlanta office that the stay 
of execution can’t be delivered to the 
state’s attorney general or the warden, 
and that the plans for the execution are 
still going forward.”

The president of the United States 
turned slowly in place, and, his hands 
stuffed in his pants pockets, suit-coat but-
toned, dropped his head a little and looked 
over his glasses at his top aide. “Chief of 
Staff, please call the attorney general and 
tell him to stand down his complement 
of marshals. No such action is warranted 
and no such action has been authorized 
by the president. Tell the attorney general 
that if a stay of execution has been placed 
in the hands of the U.S. Marshal Service, 
it is to be delivered to him for review and 
to me for review as chief executive before 
being served. If he has any questions or 
comments about this direct order, please 
remind the attorney general the name 
and title of the man who appointed him 
attorney general.”

“Sir?” The chief of staff seemed non-
plussed. “I’m sorry, but—do I understand 
that you don’t want marshals deployed to 
Georgia? Who or what are you going to 

send? And if not now, when? It’s almost 
6 p.m. The execution is scheduled for 7.”

“When I decide whom or what to send, 
you’ll be the first to know, Chief of Staff. 
Until then, call the attorney general and 
convey my wishes.” 

“This is a federal court order, sir.”
“Yes, and I’m the chief executive of that 

federal government, for whom the mar-
shals work, is that right?”

“Yes, sir.”
Jack Hooker turned to the window 

and looked out again across the lawn be-
hind the Oval Office. He glanced over his 
shoulder to see his chief of staff still stand-
ing in the same spot, as though rooted 
there, with the pink flimsy in his hand

“Chief of Staff, you don’t need to be 
reminded for whom you work, do you?”

“No, sir. I do not, sir.” The chief of staff 
left by the same door through which he 
had entered.

Governor’s Office, Atlanta
Governor Haynes walked into his office, 
sat down, and swiveled in his chair to 
touch one of the buttons on the telephone 
console on his desk. Without delay there 
was a response, the button being a straight 
line to the desk of the head of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety. “Yes, Governor?”

“Colonel, I need about 50 state troop-
ers deployed here in Atlanta at the capitol 
building immediately. I want this building 
locked down. Ring the building. No one is 
to come in, no one is to go out.”

“Yes, Governor.”
“And Colonel?”
“Yes, Governor?”
“I want a similar setup at the State Pris-

on at Jackson, as soon as you can get the 
troopers there. No one goes in or out of 
the prison, no one goes in or out of this 
capitol building.”

“Yes, sir.”

CNN, Atlanta
“This is Chuck Roberts in Atlanta with 
breaking news: the story from the gov-
ernor’s office in Atlanta is becoming 
more unusual. More than a dozen Geor-
gia State Patrol cars have arrived at the 
capitol building, and troopers numbering 

probably more than 40 have taken up po-
sitions surrounding the capitol building. 
The attorneys for Leonard Holloway 
have been denied access to the building 
and to the governor, as well as Georgia’s 
attorney general, and no one will speak 
to reporters. We expect to have a live 
remote from Jackson, Georgia, in a few 
minutes. Stay tuned.”

Governor’s Office, Atlanta
Reuben Haynes moved to a large Brumby 
Rocker in the corner of the office, left by a 
predecessor governor, and rocked slowly, 
staring at but not seeing a bookcase on 
the opposite wall, apparently deep in 
thought. A door at the side of the private 
office opened, and Andretta Haynes came 
across the room to stand in front of the 
rocking chair.

Andretta Clark Haynes, Georgia’s first 
lady and first black first lady, had married 
Reuben Haynes when they were both too 
young, but she had worked alongside him 
through college and then law school, and 
both had been admitted to the practice of 
law in the same year. He went into politics 
after starting as a trial lawyer in the local 
district attorney’s office, and she went to 
work for Georgia Legal Services Program, 
providing representation for disadvan-
taged people who needed lawyers in civil 
cases, for which the law made no provi-
sion as it did in criminal cases. She was 
matronly now, a loving grandmother and 
vocal spokeswoman for most women’s is-
sues, but if she decided to, she could still 
have taken any divorce case or criminal 
case and made the opposition sorry if they 
made the mistake of underestimating her.

“Reuben, may I speak to you?”
“That was very formal. I don’t remem-

ber when you’ve used that tone with me, 
my dear. Of course you may speak to 
me, Andretta.”

“There’s something about you this 
evening that makes me want to be a little 
more formal, Reuben.” She stopped and 
collected her thoughts. “Reuben, I’ve been 
with you a long time, and I think I can 
say I know you better than anyone except 
maybe your mama, God rest her Christian 
soul. But I just frankly have to ask: have 
you any idea what you are doing?”
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“Did you hear my statement?”
“Of course I heard your statement. 

That’s why I’m here. Reuben, you were 
elected on a law-and-order platform, and 
no one can say you haven’t lived up to that 
pledge. You’ve been tough but fair, and 
even-handed, just as you were when you 
were a prosecutor. But there have been 
two other men whose executions were 
stayed—and you did nothing but issue 
a statement saying the courts had done 
what was necessary to uphold the crimi-
nal justice system. Why in the world is 
this man Holloway any different?”

He looked up at her now. “Annie, in 
those other cases, there was a real question 
about the evidence, and because of that 
question, a real doubt about the guilt of 
those men. This man Holloway confessed, 
he admitted what he did, and he was gid-
dy, Andretta. I’ve read his statements.”

“Read his statements? Was there no 
video of his confession?”

“In Cairo, Georgia, in 1986?” He smiled 
and almost laughed out loud. “No, there 
was just a cassette tape of the interview. 
Even it’s gone now. But the transcript is 
pretty revealing, and I’ve read it through.”

“Reuben, this man is white. You know 
how this is going to be portrayed by your 
opposition when you run for reelection 
next year. I’m asking again—for your sake 
and mine and the people who love you 
and your family and the people who had 
faith in you and elected you—is this what 
you think you have to do?”

The governor stood up. “Andretta, 
the judge who issued that stay this after-
noon was in high school when those two 
children were murdered. She got lucky 
and got appointed to the federal bench 
after she’d been out in private practice 
a few years, probably because her daddy 
knew somebody who knew somebody or 
contributed to the right campaign. She 
never had to run to be elected and she’ll 
never have to run to be reelected. She 
answers to no one, basically. And she’s 
reading a 20-year-old transcript, and 
then second-guessing an experienced 
superior court trial judge who heard the 
case when this federal judge was still 
learning world history and taking high 
school French, and long before she ever 
heard of criminal procedure and evi-

dence. Her substituting her judgment at 
this point is imprudent.”

The first lady stood a little straighter. 
As she had grown older, she more and 
more resembled the governor’s old Siloam 
Baptist Church Sunday School teacher, 
Mrs. Robinette, a woman he dearly loved 
and for whom he had enormous respect—
and possibly some little fear. He had that 
same boundless respect for his wife—and 
perhaps a little of that fear.

“Reuben, my question remains: is this 
what you think you have to do?”

“No, Andretta, honestly: this isn’t what 
I think I have to do—this is what I know 
I have to do. I don’t think it; I know it. 
My answer is ‘yes’ now—and it will be the 
same whenever I’m asked again. It has 
absolutely nothing to do with my race or 
Holloway’s race—or the race of the chil-
dren he brutally and callously murdered. 
This is the right thing to do and, yes, it 
is exactly what I have to do. It’s time this 
long-overdue debt was paid.”

“Reuben, I have always trusted you, so 
I’ll accept what you say. I only pray that 
you’re right and that you really know 
what you’re doing.”

“Thank you, Annie. That means a lot 
to me.”

The door from the reception area of 
the governor’s office opened and his press 
secretary, Daphne Edgens, stepped just 
through the door and stopped. “Excuse 
me, Governor,” she said.

“Yes?”
“I’ve just had a call—on my cell—from 

a friend who tells me that the federal 
judge has told CNN—a very unusual 
thing, by the way, Governor—that if you 
refuse to have the attorney general com-
ply with her order she intends to hold 
you both in contempt. I thought you’d 
want to know.”

The governor exchanged glances with 
his wife. “You were a journalism major, 
weren’t you, Daphne?”

“Yes, sir. Grady School at Georgia. 
Bulldog all the way.”

“And you never studied law?”
“No, sir.”
“Do you know what it means, if the 

judge holds me in contempt?”
“Well, it means . . . um . . . it means . . . 

actually, no, I don’t.”

“If I’m held in contempt, I’ll have to be 
given some opportunity to purge myself 
of the contempt. I’m not sure what the 
judge might have in mind, but I’m not 
bothered by her threats. You should ig-
nore them, too.” He looked from the press 
secretary to his wife. “Both of you.”

CNN, Atlanta
“Ladies and gentlemen, we will be going 
now to a live remote from Jackson State 
Prison, in Jackson, Georgia, where our re-
porter Rudy Schafer is standing by. Rudy?”

“Chuck, we’ve just seen about 20 state 
patrol cars and troopers take up positions 
surrounding the prison facility here in 
Jackson. The main gate guardhouse has 
been locked and no one has responded to 
our requests for information, and appar-
ently no one is being allowed in or out of 
the prison.

“Two men who identified themselves 
to us as U.S. Marshals arrived about 30 
minutes ago and approached the main 
gate guardhouse but were refused ad-
mittance. The guard on duty just waved 
them away.”

“Rudy, where are the two marshals now?”
“They’re sitting in their car, parked al-

most against the main gate.”
“Thank you, Rudy. Let us know if 

there is any change.”
“Back to you then, Chuck.”

The White House, 
Washington, D.C.
President Jack Hooker turned away from 
the bank of television screens and pressed 
a button on his desk set. The chief of staff 
stepped in through the door into the Oval 
Office. “Yes, sir?”

“Chief of Staff, please call the attorney 
general of the United States and tell him 
to get word to those two marshals at Jack-
son State Prison, down in Georgia, that 
they have a direct order from the presi-
dent of the United States, as follows: if 
either of them gets out of that car they’re 
sitting in before they leave that prison, 
they’re both fired. I hope they brought a 
Coke can to pee in, ‘cause if they get out 
again, Chief of Staff, no matter what for, 
they’re done. Is that clear?”
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“Yes, Mr. President. Very clear, sir. Is 
that all?” There was hesitancy in the chief 
of staff’s voice.

The president held the chief of staff’s 
gaze for maybe a five-count. “Chief of 
Staff, how long have you been with me?”

“Since the Legislature in Ohio, sir. You 
know that.”

“Bob, do you trust me?” the presi-
dent asked. The chief of staff was a little 
taken aback. He could not remember 
the last time the president had used his 
Christian name.

He was a little surprised that the presi-
dent even remembered it. “Of course I do, 
Mr. President. You know I do.”

“Do you remember that scene in ‘The 
Godfather’ when Vito Corleone asks Clem-
enza and Tessio if he has their loyalty?”

“Yes, sir. They owed him many favors 
and they said they did, and he asked them 
to trust him.”

“Do I have your loyalty, Bob?”
“Yes, sir, you do.”

“And do you trust me?”
“Yes, sir. Of course I do.”
“Then remember that, too, when 

you’re delivering these messages.”
“Yes, sir.” The chief of staff started 

to the door to get the attorney general 
on the line, and he heard the president 
speak again. He stopped and turned 
back to the president. “And after you 
talk to the attorney general, I’d like for 
you to discretely contact your opposite 
number in Atlanta—the Georgia gover-
nor’s chief of staff—and make sure it is 
communicated to the governor—with-
out any direct contact from me to him, 
mind you—that the president of the 
United States heard his statement on the 
news, and that the president understands 
his position in this case, and especially 
on his position that it’s time to pay the 
debt that’s owed, and that I agree with 
him completely.”

“Yes, sir.
“Chief of Staff, I’ll call you if I need you.”

CNN, Live from Jackson State 
Prison, Jackson, Georgia
“This is Rudy Schafer, live from Jackson 
State Prison in Jackson, Georgia. The main 
gate guardhouse has been unlocked, and 
we have just been given word that Leonard 
Holloway was executed by lethal injection 
and pronounced dead at 7:44 p.m. Chuck, 
back to you.”

CNN, Atlanta
“Thank you, Rudy. In Atlanta, state troop-
ers are leaving the capitol and state em-
ployees are leaving the building. We’ve 
spoken to several, all of whom said that 
they were simply told that they would not 
be allowed to leave unless there was a fam-
ily emergency, and they were also told that 
no one would be allowed to come into the 
building after it was locked down earlier 
this afternoon. Governor Reuben Haynes 
has not appeared for further comment. In 
Washington, our attempts to get a state-
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ment from the White House on the inac-
tion by the federal government have met 
with no response.”

Governor’s Office, Atlanta
The governor was walking with his top 
aide from the press room next to the 
governor’s ceremonial office, where he 
had spoken to the assembled reporters, 
when his secretary caught up with him. 
“I’m sorry, Governor, but there’s a call for 
you, and I thought you might want to take 
it. The caller is very insistent.”

“Who is it?”
“It’s a Mr. Baker, from Cairo.”
The governor stopped and looked at his 

aide. “You go on, Stuart. I’ve got to take this 
call,” and so saying he stepped into the small 
side office where he had a desk and did most 
of the actual work his position required.

He picked up the handset and pressed the 
small button next to the flashing light on 
the desk unit. “This is Governor Haynes.”

“Governor, this is Roy Don Baker.”
“Good evening, Sheriff. It’s been a very 

long time. It must be 40 years, or more. 
How are you? And your family?”

“I’m fine, Governor. Thank you for 
asking. I just wanted to call and say thank 
you. It seemed more appropriate to say so 
in person. Your statement this afternoon 
was a surprise.”

“I appreciate that it may have been. 
But when I read the court’s order, I had 
to weigh what I know against the judge’s 
express concerns, Sheriff.”

“It’s funny to still be called sheriff, after 
being retired for five years.” 

“It’s a title of respect, and you earned it 
with your years of service. I’ve followed 
your career. And I know that you did 
nothing that was inappropriate during 
Holloway’s interrogation. You’re an hon-
orable man, Sheriff—I know that because 
I know what kind of person you are. You 
couldn’t dishonor your oath of office any 
more than you could swear in church.”

“To know you’ve followed my career is 
a little surprising, for a man in your posi-
tion, Governor. I’m flattered. But I don’t 
want to take up your time. I called because I 
wanted to make sure you know that so far as 
I am concerned, to the extent that you ever 
thought you owed me anything at all, you 
need to know we’re more than even now.”

The governor took a deep breath. “No, 
Roy Don, we’re not. We’re not even close 
to even. If you ever—and I mean ever—
need anything, you call me. I’ll be the one 
to decide when we’re even.”

“Thank you, Governor. I can’t tell you 
how much my family and I appreciate this.”

“Sheriff, it was simply a matter 
of principle.”

“Thank you again, Governor. Oh, and 
Governor? When you get the chance, 
would you tell the president I said thanks, 
as well.”

“The president and I are of different 
political parties, of course, and we don’t 
see one another often, Sheriff. But I’ll be 
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sure that he gets your message. You take 
care, Roy Don. Good-bye.”

“Good-bye, Governor.”

Gulf Shores, Alabama, 1964
The young man slowed to a stop at the 
curb near the parking lot, just a few 
yards from the beach. He was driving 
an eight-year-old pickup, red, with a 
Georgia Bulldog sticker in the window. 
Dressed in jeans and a sweatshirt with 
sleeves cut off, he got out and walked to 
the front of the truck and unlatched and 
raised the hood. The V-8 engine was a 
beautiful sight, but there was something 
amiss. His problem was that he was a 
long way from home and he was no me-
chanic. He thought the engine’s running 
hot might be remedied with just water 
and save him the expense of coolant. 
His father had not given him enough for 
anything but gas from Cairo, Georgia, to 
Gulf Shores, Alabama.

His father had owed a man in Gulf 
Shores $600, and since he distrusted 
banks and did all his personal business 
in cash, he had given his son gas money 
and a single $500 dollar bill and one $100 
dollar bill along with the address of his 
creditor in Alabama. The money had 
been delivered less than an hour ago, a 
receipt obtained, and the young man was 
now headed back toward the state line. 
He had made a slight detour by the beach 
area just to see the Gulf, and to see how 
many of the Alabama and South Georgia 
boys and girls who would rather avoid 
the more prestigious and expensive 
places like Ft. Lauderdale and Panama 
City for their spring break were enjoy-
ing the warmth of the day. Before hitting 
the lonely highway back home, he took 
this opportunity to check the engine. As 
he glanced around, he noticed something 

a little out of the ordinary—at least for 
Alabama or South Georgia—at a picnic 
table not many yards away.

Two young men, probably in their 
early 20s, one black and one white, were 
sitting on the top of a picnic table, their 
feet resting on the table bench, smiling, 
laughing and talking to two girls, both 
white, who were standing on the sandy 
ground near the beach. The young men 
were dressed casually in slacks and Ma-
dras shirts, and the girls wore the latest 
style of bikini popular that year. There 
was an occasional burst of louder laughter 
and the mood seemed light. The young 
black man was the only black person vis-
ible in any direction.

The beach area was a little crowded, 
young people from all over the area hav-
ing come to Gulf Shores for a spring break 
weekend, some college students and some 
high-schoolers. Girls and boys and young 
men and women milled about, some eat-
ing snacks or a quick lunch, some in bath-
ing suits and some in shorts and t-shirts. 
The young man in the pickup, heavy-set 
with his red sleeveless sweatshirt and a 
blue ball cap was looking under the hood 
of the ’56 pickup. He could still hear the 
laughter from the four at the picnic table, 
but then it changed.

The conversation between the two 
young men and the girls dropped off sud-
denly. The young man at the pickup truck 
stepped back and turned from under the 
hood to see three young white men, one 
in khakis, one in cutoffs and one in jeans, 
and all in white t-shirts, walk up to the 
table. He wiped his hands on a shop rag 
that he took from his back pocket and 
tried to hear what was said. The four 
young people turned their attention to 
the three white boys.

“So whatta we got here?” Jeans asked 
his two friends. He looked back at the two 

young men sitting on the table. “Where 
you guys from, anyway?”

The young white man looked at his 
companion and turned to Jeans. “We’re 
down here on spring break. Why do you 
want to know where we’re from?”

“Down here? So, you boys from up 
north somewhere?” asked Cutoffs.

The black youth looked from one to 
the other, and then said, “No, I’m from 
Atlanta. My friend here is from Ohio. 
I’m sorry I can’t properly introduce these 
pretty young ladies; they haven’t favored 
us with their names yet.”

Jeans and Khakis exchanged a look and 
turned a harsher stare to the young black 
man. “Maybe they’re just teasing with you 
boys, and maybe that’s ‘cause we get kin-
da funny about Yankee boys and colored 
boys talking to our white women down 
here.” The black young man stirred un-
easily and the white young man rubbed 
his hands together. He was trying to keep 
the conversation light, but he was losing 
ground. “We weren’t aware that there was 
some law—or local custom, for that mat-
ter—that would make it wrong for us to 
talk to other people.”

“Well, we’re particular, boy, about a lot 
of things. Maybe you wouldn’t know that 
‘cause you’re a Yankee—or,” and he looked 
to the young black man, “because you ain’t 
a white man. You two some of them Free-
dom Riders we hear about?”

Jeans reached out and fingered the 
Madras material of the young black man’s 
shirt. “Fancy duds, especially for a colored 
boy.” The young black man drew back 
and Jeans took hold of his arm.

The young man closed the hood of 
the truck and walked to the driver’s-side 
door, opened it, stuffed the red shop-rag 
under the seat and slid something into 
his back jeans pocket. He walked over to 
the table where the young white man and 
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young black man were sitting and stopped 
about 10 feet from the little group.

Jeans and Khakis looked at the beefy, 
pleasant-faced young man. “Something 
you need here, friend?”

“No, I just wondered why you gentle-
men want to hassle these two strangers. 
Don’t they teach you to be nice to strangers 
in Sunday school over here in Alabama?” 

“‘Over here in Alabama?’ And just where 
are you from, Plowboy?” asked Khakis.

“I’m not sure you need to know that. 
I just think maybe you’ve got the wrong 
idea about how to treat visitors. I heard 
these boys say they’re not from here. I was 
taught to treat company polite-like, using 
good manners and all.”

“Listen, Plowboy, you’re just hornin’ 
in here where you don’t need to be. I see 
now your truck’s got a Georgia tag, and 
maybe we don’t care what you learned 
or what you were taught. Maybe you’re 
from Atlanta, too. We got a pretty good 
idea about Yankees and colored boys and 
white boys from Atlanta.”

The young man smiled. “My daddy 
taught me that we oughta treat everybody 
like human beings and try not to act like 
trash.” Khakis and Cutoffs and Jeans all 
bristled at the word “trash.”

“Who the hell you callin’ trash, Plow-
boy?” demanded Jeans. “If your daddy 
taught you that, why didn’t he teach you 
some better manners, Plowboy? And why 
didn’t he teach you to mind your own 
damn business?”

Cutoffs stepped toward the young 
man. The girls sidled away. “Yo’ daddy 
teach you anything else, Plowboy?”

The young man reached behind him. 
“Yeah, he did. He took me out in the 
woods when I was about nine,” he said, 
“and he taught me to use this here Colt 

Model 1911A .45 automatic that he got 
from a good buddy of his that died in his 
arms at Anzio. That’s in Italy, for you un-
educated-types. Did you want a demon-
stration of what he taught me about using 
this?” He held the pistol casually.

The three t-shirts looked at him, and 
at each other, and then at the black youth 
and his friend.

Plowboy motioned off-handedly with 
the .45. “Now you clowns get on back to 
whatever hole you crawled out of and 
leave these people be. I wouldn’t want to 
have to go over anything else my daddy 
taught me about how to deal with vermin.”

Cutoffs and Khakis turned to walk 
away. Jeans hesitated, then followed, 
mumbling epithets under his breath.

The black young man looked at the 
Georgia boy. He let out a long breath. “Did 
your daddy really teach you that? I thought 
you said you were from South Georgia.”

“Fellas, my daddy was a Klansman, and a 
lot of what I learned from him I’m still try-
ing to forget. What I learned about how to 
treat people came from my grandmother—
my mama’s mother—and I can still remem-
ber her laughing at my daddy when he put 
those robes on. I have great respect for my 
grandmother. My daddy’s a good man, but 
he’s a man who grew up in South Georgia 
in the ’30s. He’s got his ways, but I learned 
early on who my example should be.”

“Listen,” the white young man stepped 
off the picnic table and walked toward 
the young man from Georgia. “I think we 
owe you. I think we owe you big time. 
I think we might have been in a lot of 
trouble here.”

“Oh, you were in a world of hurt there, 
no mistake about it. You might have easily 
wound up wrapped in a hundred feet of 
trace-chain, face-down in a creek some-

where out in the woods.” He slipped the 
.45 back into his hip pocket.

“I don’t remember ever seeing a col-
ored man talking to a white woman who 
wasn’t his employer.” He smiled at the 
young black man. “I think those crack-
ers are more talk than action, but I read 
the papers and I know bad things have 
happened to colored people and Yankees 
that got caught out of place. I just don’t 
like the idea that it might have happened 
and I didn’t do anything to stop it.”

The black young man stepped up and 
stuck out his hand. “I’m Reuben Haynes,” 
the black youth said. “And this is my 
friend Jack Hooker. We’re not Freedom 
Riders, just college boys. I’m gonna say 
again, we owe you, and I mean we really 
owe you. I wish there were some way we 
could repay you.”

“My name’s Roy Don Baker. I’m from 
Cairo. And you don’t really owe me—I 
haven’t done anything I’d need to be paid 
back for.”

“Cairo? Cairo, like in Egypt?” asked 
Hooker.

“No,” Haynes laughed. He looked at 
Hooker. “You damn Yankee! Cairo, like 
in Georgia. South Georgia.”

“What do you do? Are you a college 
student, too?” asked Hooker.

“No, I’m just a working-class slob. 
I wasn’t going to farm, like my daddy, 
but my granddaddy was sheriff in Grady 
County, over in Cairo, and now my uncle 
is the sheriff. I’m going to start working 
for him. I’m married and got a little three-
year-old girl, and one on the way, so I got 
to have a steady income. My daddy doesn’t 
want it, so my uncle says if I can hang in, 
then maybe I’ll be sheriff one day. He’s only 
got about six deputies, and none of them 
really want the job. It’s ‘way too political’.”

The black young man stepped up and stuck out his hand. “I’m Reuben 
Haynes,” the black youth said. “And this is my friend Jack Hooker. 
We’re not Freedom Riders, just college boys. I’m gonna say again, we 
owe you, and I mean we really owe you. I wish there were some way we 
could repay you.”
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Reuben laughed. “Jack and I have 
talked about it, and we might get politi-
cal one day, when we finish law school. 
If you can give us any pointers, we’d 
appreciate it.”

“Let me give you a real important 
pointer right now: if you’re smart, you 
guys’ll get in your car and high-tail it out 
of here before those crackers go round 
up somebody with a thirty-ought-six in 
his pickup and they come back here and 
out-gun me. I’ve got to hit the road for 
Cairo.” He turned to go. “That’s Georgia, 
not Egypt,” he said, smiling.

“Thank you, Mr. Baker,” said Reuben 
Haynes, extending his hand. “Thanks for 
saving our lives.” Jack Hooker extended 
his hand as well, and each shook hands 
with the Georgia man.

“Think nothing of it, fellas. I try to do 
like my grandmother said—just do right. 
If you ever need anything in South Geor-
gia, let me know.” l

Dick Donovan, a native of 
Atlanta, is a former police 
officer. Donovan was elected 
district attorney for the 
Paulding Judicial Circuit in 

2010, and took office Jan. 1, 2011. He 
majored in Journalism at the Henry 
W. Grady School of Journalism at the 
University of Georgia, and began his 
formal study of the law in Atlanta at 
Woodrow Wilson College of Law, 
receiving his Juris Doctor degree June 
16, 1979, cum laude. He was admitted 
to the State Bar of Georgia on June 14, 
1979, and to the Supreme Court of 
Georgia and the Court of Appeals of 
Georgia, the U.S. Court for the 
Northern District of Georgia and the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit on Oct. 4, 1979, and later to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh 
and Eighth Circuits, appearing in 
federal courts in Georgia, Florida, 
Alabama and Minnesota, as well as 
city, county, state and superior courts 
in nearly 50 Georgia counties. He has 
lived and practiced law in Paulding 
County since 1981. Donovan has 
served on the State Bar of Georgia’s 
Committee on Professionalism and 
on the Legislative and Training 
Committees of the District Attorneys 
Association of Georgia.
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Stephen B. Bright, professor of practice at Geor-
gia State College of Law, received the American 
College of Trial Lawyers’ Griffin Bell Award 
for Courageous Advocacy. The award, created 
in 1964 and renamed in 2008 for Griffin Bell, 
is given to a trial lawyer who has demonstrated 

outstanding courage in unpopular or difficult cases. 

Littler Mendelson announced that associate De-
trachian M.N. André was selected as an acad-
emy fellow by the National Employment Law 
Council, an organization committed to enrich-
ing the minority bar among management-side 
employment lawyers.

Litchfield Cavo LLP announced that partner 
Steven Ginsburg was a presenter at the Mort-
gage Bankers Association National Mortgage 
Servicing Conference and Expo in Orlando, 
Florida, in February.

Adams and Reese announced the appointment of 
special counsel Roy Hadley to the Atlanta Chief 
Information Officer Advisory Board. The board’s 
mission is to help influence the city of Atlanta’s 
innovation agenda and city-wide adoption of 
technology development and implementation.

FordHarrison LLP announced that associate 
Kristina Griffin received a “Rising Star” award 
from the Pro Bono Partnership of Atlanta. PBPA 
connects volunteer attorneys with Georgia non-
profits in need of free business legal services.

The Bowen Law Group announced that Charles 
“Bo” Bowen was recognized by the Georgia State 
Senate for his services to the state’s film industry 
and by Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger as 
an “Outstanding Georgia Citizen.”

Augusta University announced that Laverne 
Lewis Gaskins, senior legal advisor, traveled to 
Geneva, Switzerland, where she served as an 
American Bar Association representative to the 
United Nations’ Forum on business and human 
rights in November.

The Law Offices of D. Villaneuva, LLC, an-
nounced that principal Derick C. Villanueva 
has deployed to serve as military advisor with 
NATO’s Operation Resolute Support. Villanueva 
focuses his practice on automobile accidents, mo-
torcycle accidents, trucking accidents, pedestrian 

accidents, premises liability, dog bites, slip and fall, consumer 
and business bankruptcy, simple wills/estate planning and gen-
eral civil matters.

On the Move
IN ATLANTA

Squire Patton Boggs announced the addition of 
Alison LaBruyere as of counsel. LaBruyere focus-
es her practice on financial services, mergers, ac-
quisitions and joint ventures, capital markets and 
fintech. The firm is located at 1230 Peachtree St. 
NE, Suite 1700, Atlanta, GA 30309; 678-272- 

          3200; www.squirepattonboggs.com.

Adams and Reese LLP announced that David F. 
Katz has joined as a partner. Katz focuses his prac-
tice on cybersecurity and privacy and data pro-
tection. The firm is located at Monarch Tower, 
3424 Peachtree Road NE, Suite 1600, Atlanta, GA 
30326; 470-427-3700; www.adamsandreese.com.

McGuireWoods announced the addition of Kenneth M. 
Neighbors as partner. Neighbors focuses his practice on 
public finance, real estate development and real estate fi-
nance. The firm is located at Promenade, 1230 Peachtree 
St. NE, Suite 2100, Atlanta, GA 30309; 404-443-5500; Fax 
404-443-5599; www.mcguirewoods.com.

Kudos
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Neel, Robinson & Stafford, LLC, announced the 
elevation of Pierce Lowrey to partner. Lowrey 
focuses his practice on commercial real estate and 
real estate development. The firm is located at 
Glenridge Highlands, Building 1, 5555 Glenridge 
Connector, Suite 400, Atlanta, GA 30342; 404-

459-9600; Fax 404-459-0704; www.neelandrobinson.com.

Chamberlain Hrdlicka announced 
the elevation of Erica Optiz and 
Chris Steele to shareholder and the 
addition of Nicholas Kemper as an 
associate. Optiz focuses her prac-
tice on corporate and securities and 
finance. Steele focuses his practice 

on trusts and estates, where he handles estate and 
asset protection planning as well as the admin-
istration of complex trusts and estates. Kemper 
focuses his practice on corporate, securities and 
finance, and real estate. The firm is located at 191 
Peachtree St. NE, 46th Floor, Atlanta, GA 30303; 
404-659-1410; www.chamberlainlaw.com.

FisherBroyles announced the ad-
dition of Gordon M. Berger and 
Barry Goheen as partners. Berger 
focuses his practice on labor and 
employment, outsourcing, general 
corporate, commercial transac-
tions, and litigation–civil pretrial 

and trial services. Goheen focuses his practice on commercial 
litigation, cyber-risk, privacy and data security, litigation–civil 
pretrial and trial services, and TCPA practice group. The firm 
is located at 945 E. Paces Ferry Road NE, Suite 2000, Atlanta, 
GA 30326; 866-211-5914; www.fisherbroyles.com.

Coleman Talley LLP announced the addition of 
Anamaria Hazard as an associate. Hazard focuses 
her practice area on municipal law, commercial 
real estate, and zoning, planning and land use mat-
ters. The firm is located at 3475 Lenox Road NE, 
Suite 400, Atlanta, GA 30326; 770-698-9556;   

                         Fax 770-698-9729; www.colemantalley.com.

Barnes & Thornburg announced 
the addition of Christina Baugh 
and Mark Keenan as partners. 
Baugh focuses her practice on liti-
gation. Keenan focuses his practice 
on construction and labor and em-
ployment. The firm is located at 

3475 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 1700, Atlanta, GA 30305; 404-
846-1693; Fax 404-264-4033; www.btlaw.com.

Taylor English Duma LLC an-
nounced the addition of Brynda 
Rodriguez Insley, Frank B. Strick-
land and Bryan P. Tyson as part-
ners; Oscar N. Persons as senior 
counsel; and Adebola Lamikanra, 
Jenifer Fallon Pfanzelt and Wal-
ter Yarbrough as associates. Insley 
focuses her practice on environ-
mental and energy, health care, 
insurance, and litigation and dis-
pute resolution. Strickland focuses 
his practice on higher education 
and litigation and dispute resolu-
tion. Tyson focuses his practice on 
litigation and dispute resolution. 
Persons focuses his practice on 
litigation and dispute resolution. 
Lamikanra focuses her practice on 
employment and labor relations, 

insurance, and litigation and dispute resolution. 
Pfanzelt focuses her practice on insurance and 
litigation and dispute resolution. Yarbrough fo-
cuses his practice on litigation and dispute resolu-
tion. The firm is located at 1600 Parkwood Cir-
cle, Suite 200, Atlanta, GA 30339; 770-434-6868; 
Fax 770-434-7376; www.taylorenglish.com.

Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton announced the 
addition of Caitlin Smith as an associate. Smith 
focuses her practice on brand licensing and relat-
ed transactions, clearance and portfolio manage-
ment, intellectual property, online and digital en-
forcement, trademark litigation, trademark, and 

copyright and advertising. The firm is located at 1100 Peachtree 
St. NE, Suite 2800, Atlanta, GA 30309; 404-815-6500; Fax 404-
815-6555; www.kilpatricktownsend.com.
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Hall Booth Smith, P.C., announced 
the addition of H. Eric Hilton as 
partner and Brittanie Browning, 
Anthony Petrozza, Michael V. 
Profit and John G. Winkenwerder 
as associates. Hilton focuses his 
practice on aging services, construc-
tion, general liability, government 
affairs, labor and employment, and 
outside general counsel. Browning’s 
practice focuses on education and 
governmental liability. Petrozza fo-
cuses his practice on general liability 

and transportation. Profit’s practice focuses on ap-
pellate, general liability and medical malpractice. 
Winkenwerder focuses his practice on aging ser-
vices, medical malpractice and products liability. 
The firm is located at 191 Peachtree St. NE, Suite 
2900, Atlanta, GA 30303; 404-954-5000; Fax 404-
954-5020; hallboothsmith.com.

Miles Mediation & Arbitration announced the ad-
dition of Rex D. Smith as a mediator, arbitrator and 
special master. Smith specializes in complex busi-
ness/commercial, personal injury, construction, 
products liability, wrongful death, professional 
negligence, medical malpractice, aviation, con-

tract disputes, insurance, nursing home litigation and premises 
liability. The firm is located at 6 Concourse Parkway, Suite 1950, 
Atlanta, GA 30328; 678-320-9118; www.milesmediation.com.

Attorneys Donald P. Edwards 
and Cameron D. Hawkins an-
nounced the formation of Edwards 
& Hawkins, LLC, and the addition 
of Brandyn L. Randall as an asso-
ciate. Edwards focuses his practice 
on auto and truck collision, medical 

negligence, wrongful death and personal injury 
claims. Hawkins focuses his practice on civil liti-
gation, criminal defense and immigration. Randall 
focuses her practice on civil litigation and criminal 
defense. The firm is located at 50 Hurt Plaza SE, 
Suite 910, Atlanta, GA 30303; 404-526-8866; Fax 
404-526-8855; www.ehlaw.net.

Stites & Harbinson, PLLC, announced the ele-
vation of Hal Gill Jr. as office executive member 
for its Atlanta office. Gill focuses his practice on 
commercial finance, real estate, real estate de-
velopment and finance, and real estate general 
practice. The firm is located at 303 Peachtree 

St. NE, Suite 2800, Atlanta, GA 30308; 404-739-8800; Fax 
404-739-8870; www.stites.com.

BakerHostetler announced that Douglas Eingurt 
has joined the firm as partner. Eingurt focuses his 
practice on mergers and acquisitions and private eq-
uity and venture capital. The firm is located at 1170 
Peachtree St., Suite 2400, Atlanta, GA 30309; 404-
459-0050; Fax 404-459-5734; www.bakerlaw.com.

IN BRUNSWICK
Hall Booth Smith, P.C., announced the addition of 
R. Wells Littlefield as associate. Littlefield focuses 
his practice on dental, health care and insurance 
coverage. The firm is located at 3528 Darien High-
way, Suite 300, Brunswick, GA 31525; 912-554-
0093; Fax 912-554-1973; hallboothsmith.com.

IN COLUMBUS
Page, Scrantom, Sprouse, Tucker 
& Ford, P.C., announced that J. 
Wayne Hadden, Carter P. Schon-
delmayer and Alex M. Shalishali 
joined the firm as shareholders. 
Hadden focuses his practice on 
business and corporate law, estate 

planning, exempt organizations, mergers, and 
acquisitions and dispositions. Schondelmayer 
focuses her practice on labor and employment, 
and litigation. Shalishali focuses his practice on 
litigation. The firm is located at Synovus Centre, 
1111 Bay Ave., 3rd Floor, Columbus, GA 31901; 
706-324-0251; www.psstf.com.

Hall Booth Smith, P.C., announced the addition 
of Teresa Tomlinson as partner. Tomlinson 
focuses her practice on business litigation. The 
firm is located at 1301 1st Ave., Suite 100, Co-
lumbus, GA 31901; 706-494-3818; Fax 706-494-
3828; hallboothsmith.com.

IN MACON
James-Bates-Brannan-Groover-LLP announced 
the addition of Christopher Gordon as counsel. 
Gordon focuses his practice on litigation, com-
mercial litigation, general litigation and insurance. 
The firm is located at 231 Riverside Drive, Macon, 
GA 31201; 478-742-4280; jamesbatesllp.com.
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IN SAVANNAH
HunterMaclean announced the 
election of Rebecca F. Clarkson as 
partner and the addition of Taylor 
Dove as associate. Clarkson’s prac-
tice focuses on commercial finance, 
real estate, corporate, mergers and 
acquisitions, business transactions 

and business succession planning. Dove’s practice focuses on 
litigation, business litigation, bankruptcy and creditors’ rights, 
and insurance coverage and defense. The firm is located at 200 
E. Saint Julian St., Savannah, GA 31412; 912-236-0261; Fax 
912-236-4936; www.huntermaclean.com.

IN WOODSTOCK
The Law Offices of S. Judson Waites announced 
it has relocated. The firm specializes in personal 
injury and wrongful death, business, contract and 
employment disputes, and criminal defense. The 
office is now located at 103 Springfield Drive, 
Suite 206, Woodstock, GA 30188; 770-420-6566; 

Fax 678-514-3644; www.waites-law.com.

IN BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Littler Mendleson P.C. announced the addition of 
Janell Ahnert as shareholder. Ahnert focuses her 
practice on litigation and trials, and labor manage-
ment relations. The firm is located at 420 20th St. 
N, Suite 2300, Birmingham, AL 35203; 205-421-
4700; Fax 205-421-4699; www.littler.com.

IN JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company 
announced the elevation of Jeffery A. Styres to 
vice president of the legal department, and assis-
tant secretary of the firm. The firm is located at 
1401 Livingston Lane, Jackson, MS 39205; 601-
981-5332; www.sfbli.com.

CLARKSON DOVE

Georgia is home to the highest number of elected mi-
nority prosecutors in the country, with nine district 
attorneys and solicitors-general. In 2018, two Atlanta 
prosecutors were elected to serve on the board of the 
National Black Prosecutors Association (NBPA). Fulton 
County Deputy District Attorney Keith Lamar Jr. will lead 
the organization as its president and Fulton County 
Chief Deputy Solicitor Kenya M. Johnson will serve as 
the organization’s southeast regional director, serving 
Georgia, Alabama, Florida and Mississippi. 

Speaking to NBPA’s local impact, Lamar states: “With 
NBPA’s president and southeast regional director both 
in Fulton County, and the local chapter in nearby DeKalb 
County, our vision of ‘progressive prosecution’ in urban 
communities serves as a national example for prosecu-
tion and criminal justice reform.”

“Criminal justice reform, youth programs and crime 
prevention are our focus and we are proud to serve on 
the forefront to encourage, empower and engage other 
prosecutors,” said Johnson. “It is because we are togeth-
er, that we are strong.”

The National Black Prosecutors Association is the only 
professional membership organization dedicated to the 
advancement of blacks as prosecutors. Founded in 1983, 
NBPA’s membership is comprised of both chief and line 
prosecutors nationwide. In addition to prosecutors, the 
association’s membership includes law students, for-
mer prosecutors and law enforcement personnel. Award-
winning programming, such as “Real Talk About the Law,” 
a youth crime prevention program duplicated by pros-
ecution offices nationwide, began in Atlanta through 
NBPA’s local chapter, the Greater Atlanta Black Prosecu-
tors Association. National initiatives, including “Pipeline 
to Prosecution,” connect prosecutors with law students 
to increase interest in prosecution as a legal career in 
the face of precarious and volatile times. l

Black Prosecutors 
in Georgia Make 
National Footprint 
BY KENYA M. JOHNSON
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Texting While Lawyering
BY PAULA FREDERICK

OMG! 

“I can’t believe Ms. Johnson filed a 
grievance against me,” your partner grum-
bles as she wanders into your office. “She 
claims she didn’t approve the settlement!” 

“I predicted she would come down with 
a bad case of buyer’s remorse, remember?” 
you remind her. I warned you to get her 
acceptance of that offer in writing.” 

“I did! Well, kind of . . . . It depends 
on what you mean by ‘in writing,’ your 
partner replies. “She sent me a text to say 
she was fine taking $10,000 for her case. 
Now I just have to figure out where old 
texts go to die . . .,” your partner says, 
frantically scrolling through screens on 
her smartphone.

Just when you’ve given up hope, she 
finds what she’s been looking for. “Aha! 
Here it is,” she says as she sticks the phone 
under your nose. 

“That’s it? What does that even mean? 
This is why I hate texting!” you shout to 
the heavens. 

What’s wrong with communicating 
with clients by text? 

Nothing, if you’re asking the client 
to give you a call to discuss a settlement 
offer, or sending the address of the 
courthouse to be sure a client gets to 
her hearing on time. But it’s inadequate 
for discussing anything that is remotely 
complicated—like a legal matter.

There’s also the fact that many law-
yers don’t have a system in place to 
maintain their text communication with 
clients, assuming they can retrieve a text 
from their phone or from the cloud if 
necessary. Of course the better practice 
is to create some record—electronic or 
even an old-fashioned printout of the 
text—and link it to the client file.

I’ve given up on recommending that 
lawyers refuse to communicate with 
their clients by text message, mainly be-
cause clients insist on it! Just remember 
that Bar Rule 1.4 requires a lawyer to 
“explain a matter to the extent reason-
ably necessary to permit the client to 
make informed decisions regarding the 
representation.” Try doing that with 
abbreviations and emojis! l

Paula Frederick

General Counsel
State Bar of Georgia 

 

paulaf@gabar.org

GBJ | Office of the General Counsel
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Disbarment
Neil Larson

P.O. Box 1277
Lithia Springs, GA 30122

On March 11, 2019, the Supreme 
Court of Georgia disbarred attorney 
Neil Larson (State Bar No. 438468) from 
the practice of law. Larson was person-
ally served with four disciplinary formal 
complaints, but failed to file responses as 
required by Bar rules. As a result of his 
default, the facts alleged and violations 
charged in the formal complaints were 
deemed admitted.

In three separate cases, Larson agreed 
to represent clients in criminal matters. 
The clients paid Larson in advance for 
the representation, but he failed to con-
sult with them concerning the scope 
of the representation; failed to com-
municate with them or to respond to 
inquiries; failed to appear at scheduled 
hearings; failed to pursue the cases dili-
gently; and ultimately failed to refund 
unearned fees. Larson also waived one 
client’s rights without authorization, and 
in another he made misrepresentations 
to the client’s family about the status of 
the matter.

In the fourth case, Larson agreed to 
represent a client in a case in state court. 

He failed to appear at hearings; he failed 
to communicate with his client; and he 
failed to respond to inquiries or notices 
from the court. In all four of the cases, 
Larson abandoned his clients’ cases to 
their detriment. Larson violated Rules 
1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.16 (d), 3.2, 8.4 (a) (4), and 
9.3 of the Georgia Rules of Professional 
Conduct. The maximum sanction for a 
violation of Rules 1.2 (a), 1.3, and 8.4 (a) 
(4) is disbarment, and the maximum sanc-
tion for a violation of Rules 1.4, 1.16, 3.2, 
and 9.3 is a public reprimand.

In aggravation, Larson acted dishon-
estly in collecting a fee and abandoning 
his clients’ cases and violated multiple 
rules of professional conduct. Larson 
had prior disciplinary history and mul-
tiple disciplinary actions pending at the 
time he defaulted in these matters, which 
shows a pattern of neglect.

Suspension
Don Smart

P.O. Box 10206
Savannah, GA 31412

On April 29, 2019, the Supreme Court 
of Georgia accepted a petition for volun-
tary suspension for attorney Don Smart 
(State Bar No. 653525). On Dec. 27, 

“He who is his own lawyer  
has a fool for a client.”

1303 Macy Drive
Roswell, Georgia 30076

Call (770) 993-1414
www.warrenhindslaw.com

Warren R. Hinds, P.C.
“An Attorney’s  Attorney”

•	 Bar Complaints
•	 Malpractice Defense
•	 Ethics Consultation

Attorney Discipline 
Summaries
March 11, 2019 through May 10, 2019

BY JESSICA OGLESBY

GBJ | Attorney Discipline
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2018, Smart was charged with a felony 
count of theft by conversion. Smart was 
ordered to be suspended from the prac-
tice of law during the pendency of the 
criminal charges against him and until 
further order of the Court.

Public Reprimand
Melody Yvonne Cherry

531 Boulevard SE
Atlanta, GA 30312

On April 15, 2019, the Supreme Court 
of Georgia accepted a renewed petition 
for voluntary discipline and imposed a 
public reprimand on attorney Melody 
Yvonne Cherry (State Bar No. 123395). 

In her amended second petition, Cherry 
admitted to violations of Rules 1.15 (I) (b), 
4.1, and 8.4 (a) (4) of the Georgia Rules of 
Professional Conduct in two matters. 

With regard to State Disciplinary 
Board (SDB) Docket No. 7135, Cherry 
was retained by a client to represent him 
in a personal injury claim arising from an 
incident occurring on May 24, 2015. Be-
cause several people were injured in the 
accident, the limits of insurance coverage 
under the policy were insufficient to settle 
all of the claims, and the client was not 
able to receive what he believed was full 
compensation for his injuries and special 
damages. Cherry filed suit on the client’s 
behalf, and after some discovery the claim 
was settled in September 2016 for a gross 
amount of $16,300. Cherry knew at that 
time that a lien had been asserted against 
the claim by a hospital and therefore made 
only a limited disbursement to her client. 
In February 2017, however, after the hos-
pital notified Cherry that its lien had been 
released, Cherry prepared a settlement 
statement reflecting the client’s wishes 
that the remaining funds, after reduction 
for attorney fees, costs and repayment 
of a litigation loan, be paid directly to 
him to the exclusion of certain health-
care providers, including a doctor who 
Cherry knew had provided chiropractic 
care to her client. By signing the settle-
ment statement, the client agreed that he 

would be “responsible for all outstanding 
medical expenses and [that he would] pay 
the same.” Thereafter, Cherry paid the 
balance of the net proceeds of the settle-
ment to her client.

Cherry admits, however, that in June 
2015, she had sent a letter to the doctor 
who provided chiropractic care advising 
him that “any medical expenses incurred 
on behalf of [her client] shall be pro-
tected at the time of settlement of this 
case” and that “[s]aid funds shall be for-
warded to your office upon conclusion 
of this matter.” The recitation of facts 
by the Bar indicates that the doctor pro-
vided medical treatment to the client in 
reliance on Cherry’s written assurance. 
The Bar’s response indicates the doc-
tor submitted a bill to the client in the 
amount of $2,444 for services. Cherry 
admitted that by following her client’s 
directive at the time of the disbursement 
in disregard of the interests of the doctor 
she had promised to honor, she violated 
Rule 1.15 (I) (b).

With regard to SDB Docket No. 7136, 
Cherry admitted that on April 19, 2017, 
a woman contacted her by phone con-
cerning possible representation regard-
ing an April 18, 2017, automobile acci-
dent, providing the woman’s address, the 
name of the at-fault driver, the at-fault 
driver’s insurance company and the as-
signed claim number. That same day, 
though the woman had not hired her, 
Cherry sent a letter of representation to 
the insurance company, referring to the 
woman who had called her as “my client” 
and requesting information about poten-
tially applicable liability insurance cover-
age. The letter purported to include the 
woman’s signature, notarized by Cherry’s 
employee, but the woman did not actually 
sign the letter and the employee notarized 
the signature at Cherry’s direction. Cher-
ry admits she is responsible for the false 
signature and that she intended for the 
insurance company to rely on the nota-
rized signature in providing the requested 
information, which Cherry intended to 
use to help the woman promptly resolve 

For the most up-to-date 
information on lawyer 

discipline, visit
www.gabar.org/forthepublic/

recent-discipline.cfm
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any personal injury claim. An early email 
from the woman may have given Cher-
ry a basis for believing that the woman 
would soon be officially hiring her, but in 
mid-May an attorney called Cherry on the 
woman’s behalf, advising that the woman 
had never hired her or authorized her to 
communicate with the liability insurer. 
Cherry immediately notified the insur-
ance company that she no longer repre-
sented the woman, but she admits that by 
preparing and sending the April 19 letter, 
she violated Rules 4.1 and 8.4 (a) (4) of the 
Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct.

In mitigation, Cherry lacked prior 
disciplinary history; did not have a self-
ish or dishonest motive; made a timely 
good faith effort to rectify the conse-
quence of her misconduct; had a coop-
erative attitude toward the disciplinary 
proceedings; and otherwise had good 
character and a positive reputation in 
the community. Each of the three Rules 
that Cherry admits to violating has a 
maximum penalty of disbarment, but in 
light of her payment in full of her client’s 
doctor’s bill and the mitigating circum-
stances noted, the Court decided that a 
public reprimand would be consistent 
with prior decisions.

Lakeisha Tennille Gantt

1406 Enclave Trail
Stockbridge, GA 30281

On April 29, 2019, the Supreme Court 
of Georgia accepted a petition for vol-
untary discipline and imposed a public 
reprimand on attorney Lakeisha Tennille 
Gantt (State Bar No. 142126). 

In her petition, Gantt admitted that in 
2014, a client hired her for representation 
in an adoption matter and paid her more 
than $3,700. Gantt acknowledged that 
she initially informed the client that she 
would complete the adoption paperwork 
prior to April 2015, but that her failure 
to promptly complete the necessary work 
led to the adoption not being completed 
until March 2018. Gantt points to numer-
ous separate instances in the intervening 
period in which she failed to respond to 
the client’s communications in a timely 
and appropriate manner, failed to respond 
to the client at all, or failed to complete 
and submit paperwork related to interim 
steps in completing the adoption, such as 
failing to complete the work necessary for 
a home visit to be completed.

Gantt acknowledged she failed to 
timely perform the necessary work on the 
adoption, causing a significant delay in the 

proceedings, and failed to adequately com-
municate with the client. Gantt admitted 
to violations of Rules 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. 
The maximum sanction for a violation of 
Rules 1.2 or 1.3 is disbarment, while the 
maximum sanction for a violation of Rules 
1.4 or 1.5 is a public reprimand.

In mitigation, Gantt asserted that she 
lacked a dishonest or selfish motive, and 
has in fact repeatedly apologized to the 
client and offered to refund her fee; that 
she was, during the relevant period, 
suffering from personal and emotion-
al difficulties that required treatment 
and counseling; and that she has made 
a full and free disclosure, demonstrating 
a cooperative attitude toward the disci-
plinary proceedings.

In aggravation, the State Bar notes 
Gantt’s substantial experience in the prac-
tice of law and her receipt of prior disci-
pline (In the Matter of Gantt, 302 Ga. 3 
(804 SE2d 336) (2017)). l

Jessica Oglesby

Clerk, State Disciplinary Board 

State Bar of Georgia 

jessicao@gabar.org

Memorial Gifts are a meaningful way to honor 
a loved one. The Georgia Bar Foundation 
furnishes the Georgia Bar Journal with 
memorials to honor deceased members of the 
State Bar of Georgia. Memorial Contributions 
may be sent to the Georgia Bar Foundation, 
104 Marietta St. NW, Suite 610, Atlanta, 

GA 30303, stating in whose memory they are 
made. The Foundation will notify the family 
of the deceased of the gift and the name of the 
donor. Contributions are tax deductible. Unless 
otherwise directed by the donor, In Memoriam 
Contributions will be used for Fellows programs 
of the Georgia Bar Foundation.

Memorial Gifts 
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GBJ | Legal Tech Tips

where to show it—just at the lock screen 
or always on. Then click “done.” There. 
Now you can (hopefully!) get your locked 
phone back. (Apple has a “Lost Mode” 
feature. You can read more about it at 
support.apple.com/kb/ph2700.)

3Pause with Fitness  
Before You Reply

www.lawyerslivingwell.org
Here’s a #wellness hack for you. Prior 
to logging into Facebook or other social 
media apps, clear your thoughts by doing 
15 incline pushups leaning on your desk 
or table. Push yourself to stand up and 
stretch before responding to any political 
post on social media. Spend the time 
thinking it over. 

4Become a Microsoft Insider 
insider.office.com/en-us

An Office Insider that is. If you are an 
Office 365 user and you’re an Office 
Insider, you’d be privy to the new features 
being rolled out in Office applications 
before everyone else, and you’d be able 
to suggest new features easily, too. 
For instance, Insiders have prompted 
Microsoft to add more than 350 icons 

1Hitting the Road This Summer?
www.google.com/maps

If you are going on the road for a 
vacation this summer and you’ll be 
driving through rural areas with limited 
internet, use the “Offline Maps” feature 
of the Google Maps app (iOS, Android) 
before you leave. You can download and 
store on your phone maps of areas with 
questionable internet access. Open the 
Google Maps app and click the menu 
on the top left. Scroll to the bottom and 
click on the offline maps item. Then 
click “Select Your Map”—pan and zoom 
appropriately—and hit “Download.” You 
can find your saved offline maps on your 
profile page.

2Oh No! I Lost My Phone!
Do you use “Lock Screen” and worry 

about getting your phone back after losing 
it? If your Andriod phone is locked, you 
can make it easy for someone to return it 
to you. In the settings area, choose “Lock 
Screen and Security.” Then choose “Clock 
and Face Widgets” where you will scroll 
down to “Contact Information.” Type in 
something like, “If found, call _______.” 
(Insert another contact number for you or 
a friend). Then choose in the dropdown 

to its popular Insert/Icon menu options 
in Office 365 apps. Go to the link above 
for information on how to become an 
Office Insider. 

5Make Presentations via iPad 
www.apple.com

You can use your iPad to give 
presentations. With the better version 
of PowerPoint now available on the iPad 
(see the October 2018 tip on Microsoft 
and iOS apps playing nice), it makes 
sense to present directly from the iPad. 
Just make sure to invest in the flash to 
VGA (older projectors) and flash to 
HDMI connectors to connect your iPad 
to today’s presentation projectors. The 
Lightning Digital AV Adapter costs $49 
from Apple’s Accessories store.

6The 2019 Solo and Small Firm 
Legal Technology Guide

www.americanbar.org/products/inv/
book/355399637
This annual guidebook from Sharon 
Nelson, John Simek and Michael 
Maschke is a great starting point for law 
firms looking to automate or take the 
next steps with their technology. The 

BY NATALIE R. KELLY  
AND MIKE MONAHAN

Legal Tech

TIPS

GETTYIMAGES.COM/COMICSANS
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book covers all the bases in small office 
tech and is available for checkout from 
the Law Practice Management Program’s 
Resource Library. (Remember, we told 
you about tech books in the library last 
April.) It’s also available for purchase at a 
discount from the ABA. Contact the Law 
Practice Management Program for the 
discount code (lpm@gabar.org). Retail 
cost is $89.95 for non-ABA members. If 
you are in a small firm, don’t make your 
next technology decision without looking 
here first.

7Fuse Chicken  
Wireless Charger 

www.fusechicken.com
Wireless charging for devices is on its 
way back. If you travel, check out the 
Universal traveling charger by Fuse 
Chicken. It costs just over $80, but 
boasts fast wireless charging for either 
the iPhone or Samsung Galaxy devices. 
The Swiss Army approach is used with 
the unit as it also has USB and adaptable 
travel connections and a power bank 
onboard. And, yes, there are some car 
charger versions, too!

8Get Tech Assessed with 
Procertas’ LTA 

www.procertas.com
Think you know what you’re doing, or 
just want to know if others know what 
they are doing, in Word, Excel or Adobe 
Acrobat? Check your knowledge of 
sorting data in Excel, tracking changes in 
Word, annotating PDFs and more with 
Procertas’ Legal Technology Assessment 
tool. Contact the State Bar’s Law Practice 
Management Program for an assessment 
discount and arrange for a consultation 
(lpm@gabar.org). 

9Google History 
myactivity.google.com

You know you’ve searched for things 
using Google and then want to go back 
and look. Google can help you find it 
again. And once you see all the things 
you’ve used Google to search for, like 
YouTube videos, images, goofy memes 
and more, consider deleting it! Do you 
really want all that info to follow you 
around? Go check out your history and 
select which parts to delete.

10Finding Skilled 
Professional Volunteers

www.catchafire.org
Catchafire, a community of individuals 
seeking to support and strengthen 
the social good sector, matches skilled 
professional volunteers with nonprofits 
to help them increase their capacity 
and achieve their missions. Catchafire 
provides transformational volunteer 
experiences by enabling individuals 
to use their talents in service of our 
shared humanity. Their vision? A more 
empathetic, inclusive and loving world.

A World of Expertise
Lawyers in public interest law 
organizations—or even those 
lawyers with ties to the nonprofit 
community—take note. With 
instant access to web designers, 
photographers and data analysts, 
Catchafire gives small nonprofits 
access to a world of expertise 
and possibilities. 

Alpa Amin 
Director of Legal Services, 
Georgia Asylum and Immigration 
Network (GAIN)

Testimonial
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Get Out and Mingle: 
Marketing and Self-Care 
Options for Summer
Take time for yourself this summer, both personally and professionally.

BY NATALIE R. KELLY

The summer is upon us, and here in 

Georgia that means warm weather and 
beautiful days, which translates into even 
more opportunities to be outdoors. But if 
spending additional time outside during 
this time of year isn’t high up on your to-do 
list, you can still take advantage of the ben-
efits of longer days coupled with a slightly 
slower pace of life; get out of your office 
for some good, old-fashioned networking, 
take a breather or up your daily steps total 
while taking better care of yourself. 

GBJ | Law Practice Management
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Consider the following suggestions for 
things you can do or events you can attend 
that will help up your networking game, 
opening up marketing opportunities as 
well as give you the chance to focus more 
on self-care. Regardless of which activity 
you may take on, don’t forget ethics rules 
pertaining to in-person solicitation and 
advertising. If you need assistance, please 
contact the Office of the General Coun-
sel’s Ethics Hotline at 404-527-8741.

Local Bar Involvement
Georgia has more than 80 local and spe-
cialty bar associations. Are you a mem-
ber of the one nearest you? Membership 
is voluntary, and you aren’t limited to 
just one. Being a member of your lo-
cal/specialty bar puts you in touch with 
lawyers and judges in your area—those 
you work with on a daily basis or may 
only know in passing—automatically 
increasing your professional network. 
Community involvement is a strong 
focus of these local organizations, and 
with the programming and service proj-
ects offered, you are out in front of the 
public filling an immediate need now, 
and putting yourself in line for poten-
tial clients in the future. Despite the 
large number of people who look for 
lawyers online, word of mouth market-
ing is still going strong, and most law-
yers still get most of their business from 
other lawyers.

Open Houses or Receptions
If you’ve relocated your offices or expand-
ed your services, you may want to con-
sider hosting an open house, bringing in 
local area contacts as well as current and 
potential clients, to introduce yourself 
and the services you offer. Offering a light 

lunch or hors d’evours for an hour dur-
ing the weekday or a few hours on the 
weekend is a great way to increase your 
exposure (and to show off your space.) 
An evening reception could be geared to-
ward area attorneys and professionals to 
build up your referral network. If you are 
no good at event planning, reach out to 
a professional for assistance to leave the 
best impression.

Community Service Events 
If you don’t find your place on a com-
mittee or working with a bar group on a 
community service project, you can plan 
for your office to host one. Get buy-in 
from your staff and consider partnering 
with other law firms or lawyers. Doing 
group-based activities can help boost your 
local profile and perhaps give everyone in 
your office an opportunity to give back in 
ways they find beneficial.

Local Meetups and Civic Group 
Meetings
Join local meetup groups or attend meet-
ings of local civic groups. For instance, 
the Atlanta Legal Tech Meetup group 
comes together regularly to focus on 
projects and learning sessions for legal 
tech innovation and ideas in the Atlanta 
area. If your area doesn’t have such a 
group, create one. Don’t forget you may 
also find a home in a local civic group 
chapter, too. Many lawyers are members 
of Chambers of Commerce and other 
civic entities.

Personal Interest 
Group Gatherings
Getting outside your office need not be 
about your practice. Maybe you love the 

company and camaraderie of others while 
talking about a book, or you’d welcome a 
support partner for your next biking ex-
cursion or 10K run. If you are asked about 
your work, even better!

Walking Meetings 
While you may not conduct in-person 
solicitation, you can always see whether 
your client or potential client is up to a 
walking meeting. You must be wary of 
revealing confidential information as you 
pass others, but this does not differ from 
what you must be concerned with if you 
were in other settings where other people 
are around. Take a quick stroll to just get 
in some fresh air and new ideas about the 
problem you are solving for your client or 
to share how you feel your firm can help 
the new prospective client.

Go Live Online
And if you just can’t resist, reward your-
self for your mingling efforts by giving 
your participation some marketing legs. 
Show off your good work on social me-
dia channels. Develop online content 
and present live via an online meeting 
platform to share your firm’s activities 
outside of the office. 

For assistance with other acceptable 
ways to market your practice, we en-
courage you to contact the State Bar’s 
Law Practice Management Program. l 

Natalie R. Kelly

Director, Law Practice Management
State Bar of Georgia 

 

nataliek@gabar.org
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We Salute Our 
Pro Bono All-Stars
The Pro Bono Resource Center of the State Bar of Georgia salutes 
the following attorneys who demonstrated their commitment to 
equal access to justice by volunteering their time to represent 
low-income Georgians in civil pro bono programs during 2018.

*denotes attorneys who have accepted three or more cases
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SERVICES PROGRAM

ALBANY REGION 

Gregory Clark* 
Cawthon Custer*  

Gail Drake 
Gregory Fullerton 
Alexander Hart* 
JD Honeycutt* 
Laureen Kelly 

Bruce Kirbo Jr. 
Kimberly Lamb* 
Thomas Ledford 

Shelba Sellers 
Valerie Williams 
William Woodall

AUGUSTA REGION 
H. Brannen Bargeron 

J. Larry Broyles* 
Alex M. Brown 

J. Patrick Claiborne 
Susan W. Cox 

Alexia D. Davis 
Mary Rae Dudley* 

Edward Enoch* 
Stephen H. Hagler 

Jennie M. Hyatt 
David S. Klein 

Michael N. Loebl 

Titus T. Nichols 
Dana E. Niehus* 
Chuck R. Pardue 
Harry D. Revell 
Cara S. Rowe 

John R. Taylor*
Sheila Wahman*
Shellana Welch

Kimberly W. Wilder
Charles W. Wills

BRUNSWICK REGION

Alma 
William “Sam” Edgar

Brunswick 
Doree Avera 

Mary Beth Boone* 
Adrienne Browning 
Melissa Cruthirds* 

Thomas E. Ray* 
Caroline Schofield 

Paul Schofield 
Susan B. Thornton 

Holle Weiss-Friedman*

Dublin 
Verna Smith

Hazlehurst 
Kim L. Buford

Jesup 
Samantha Jacobs

Waycross 
Willis Blacknall 
John T. Bolden 

Huey W. Spearman*

COLUMBUS REGION 
Cawthon Custer* 

Luther Jones* 
Paul Kauffmann* 

Valerie Long*
Theodore Reese*

Alex ShaliShali
Thomas Tebeau
Raymond Tillery

Dorothy Williams
Robert Wilson

DALTON REGION

Bartow County 
Anna Johnson

John Mroczko*
 

Catoosa County 

Jeremy Jones
Jack Setters

 
Chattooga County

Archibald Farrar*

Italics denotes deceased
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Melissa Gifford Hise*
Catherine Jackson*

Sheldon Paprota
Robert Patten

Dade County 

James Robin Rogers
 

Floyd County 

Joseph Marion
Lee Niedrach

Jennifer Joy Seifert
Keith Williams

 
Gordon County 

Jeffrey Clements
 

Walker County 

Benjamin Bradford*
Keith Edwards*

Ann Fiddler
James McKay*

Mary Jane Melton*
 

Whitfield County 

Thomas Causby
Warren Coppedge

Robert Cowan
Jeffery Dean*
Scott DeLay
Joseph Evans

Tommy Goddard*
Anne Hayes

Michael Hurtt*
Robert Jenkins*
David Johnson
Todd Johnson*

Hugh Kemp
James Meaney III*

John Minor IV
Jerry Moncus

Cody Newsome*
Katherine O’Gwin*

Chris Rhodes
Brandon Sparks

Maurice Sponcler*
Joel Thames

Gargandi Vaughn*
Brian Wright

GAINESVILLE REGION

Charon A. Ballard
Susan D. Brown
Teri L. Brown*

Thomas D. Calkins*
Steven M. Campbell

Susan Clark Campbell
Ashley T. Carlile
Andrea Conarro

Courtney M. Davis
Marion Ellington Jr.*

Deborah Gowen
Kathryn N. Hedden
Douglas L. Henry

Charles N. Kelley Jr.
Clair W. Langmaid Jr.*

Anne D. O’Niell
T. Wesley Robinson*

Kent Silver
Putnam C. Smith*
Janet A. Sossomon

Brad Sperr
Juli Wisotsky

MACON REGION 

William Adams 
David Addleton*

Jonathan Alderman 
Nancy Atkinson 
Ashley Brodie 
Laura Burns 

Clifford Carlson*
Ashley Cooper 

Donna Culpepper*
Ronald Daniels*

Ashley Deadwyler Heuman 
Robert Divis*
Amy Fletcher 

James Freeman*
Kathleen Grantham 

Hoganne Harrison-Walton 
Kevin Hicks 
Trineice Hill 

Danielle Hynes 
C. Brian Jarrard 

Katherine Kalish*
Jacqueline Kennedy-Dvorak 

Bert King 
A. G. Knowles 
Leslie Lemke 

Robert Matson 
Collier McKenzie 
Susan Middleton*

A. Kelly Neal*
John D. Reeves 
Marlina Rogers 

Ross Schell*
Kim Stroup*
Joy Webster

PIEDMONT REGION

Virginia C. Arnold
Ansley Barton

John C. Bennett
Tamorra Boyd
Stacey L. Butler
Shiriki L. Cavitt

Diane Cherry
Charles Clapp

Michelle R. Clark
LeAnne P. Cooper

Delia T. Crouch
Timothy J. Crouch
Jeffrey G. Darling
Leslie A. Erwin

Michael G. Geoffroy
James E. Goad
Nkenge Green

Harold D. Holcombe
W. Luther Jones

Jennifer A. Kennedy-
Coggins

M. J. Kim
Danielle C. LeJeune
Wesley T. Leonard

Lisa D. Loftin
Kenan Loomis

Michael Lewis Mason
Mary F. McCord
Sheena McShan

James Michael Money
Robert T. Monroe

Alycen A. Moss
John A. Nix
Jamie Perez

Chad D. Plumley
Jill S. Salter

Shannon D. Sneed
Tina Stephens
John Strauss

Martin E. Valbuena
Derick C. Villanueva
Charles N. Wardlaw

Angela Woodall

SAVANNAH REGION

Richard Barid*
Thomas Langston Bass*

James Blackburn*
Catherine Bowman*

Elizabeth Branch*
Theodore Carellas*

Dolly Chisholm*
Jamie Clark*

Christina Corless 
Dorothy Currington*

M. Nichole Davis 
Kimberly Harris 
Martin Hilliard*
Kathy Horne*

Derek Kauhane*
Sarah Lewis 

Melanie Marks 
Lorenzo Merritt 

Kelly Miller 
Robert Mock 

Jerold Murray*
Paige Navarro*

Tracy O’Connell 
Virginia Patterson*

David Purvis*
Francesca Rehal*

Robert Rosenblum 
Christopher Rouse*

Lexye Shockley*
Julia Sullivan 
Mark Tate*

Angelyn Tinsman*
Adam Walters 

Nathaniel Wright 
Triece Ziblut

ATLANTA LEGAL AID 

SOCIETY

Kyra Abernathy
Valrie Y. Abrahams

Ashley Akins
Jessie Altman

Tala Amirfazli*
Roma Amit Amin
Patricia Ammari*
Ethel Andersen
Kaitlyn Appleby

Emmett J. Arnold IV
Liliana Arocha

Glen E. Ashman
Michael Atkinson Arndt*

Sarah Avraham
Sequoia Ayala
Lisa Baggett
Neera Bahl

John P. Bailey
Timothy W Bailey

Charon Ballard
Katie Balthrop

Gracy Barksdale*
John Barrow*

Sebrena Bartlett
Christopher Beaudro*

Morgan Wood Bembry*
Mary T. Benton*
Audrey Bergeson*
Wallace Berry Jr.

Robert Bexley
Damon Bivek

Chelsey Boatman
Christina Bortz*
Donald Boyle Jr.*

Joseph C. Brannen*
Constance Brewster

Heather Brown
Samuel Bruner*
Lauren Bryant

Lawrence Burke
Clarissa Farrier Burnett

Karine Burney
John Bush

Meridith Bush
Shaun Bussert
Althea Caces

Patrick Ian Calhoun
Christina E. Campbell*

Colony Canady
Stephanie Carman

Mark Carter*
Shana Carter*

Marijane Cauthorn
James Wickliffe Cauthorn*

Ophelia Wai Yan Chan
Sarah Cipperly*
Walter Clarke*

Marqus Cole 
Arlene Coleman
Joshua Combs*

Hugh G. Cooper*
Elizabeth Lamber Cox

Glenda Cucher*
Constance Daise
Michael Dalton*

Edward Danowitz
Brandy Daswani

William Thomas Davis
Kimberlynn Davis*

Jeffrey Daxe
Adriana de la Torriente

Alexandre De Souza 
Drummond

Dawn Deans*
Ana Nicole Demoss

Kristin Doyle
Tracy Drake*

Catayah Angelia Duncan
Verne Joy Edwards

Regina Edwards
Bailey Edwards*

Bethaney Embry Jones*
Ian Falcone

Leah Feinman*
Monroe Ferguson

Carrie Fiedler
Eric Fisher

Patrick Flinn*
Amanda R. Flora*

Kathleen Flynn
Melissa Fox*

Jay Fox*
Kathryn Franklin
Anjanette Frias*

Lauren Frisch
Judith Fuller*

Kathleen Furr*
Mary G Gallagher*

David Gann*
William Gentry

Casey Gibson
Courtney Gilkinson
Richard Goldstucker

Craig Goodmark
Alan B. Gordon

Gina Grady
Felicia Grant-Mardehow

Nkenge Green
Meagan Griffin

Irma Griffith-Steele*
Elizabeth Guerra

Zina Gumbs
S. Robert Hahn*
Scott Halperin*

Pierce Hand
Alea Harmon

Sheronn Harris
Sarah Hassinger

Spencer Haycock Brown
Elissa Haynes

Kathryn Hecker*
Jordan Hendrick*
Hannibal Heredia
Jennifer Hickey
Douglas Hill*

Katherine J Hill*
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John Hogan
James Hogan*

Thomas Holcomb*
Laura Holland Sclafani*

Brenda Holmes*
Emily Hootkins

Montoya Ho-Sang*
Maria Houser*

Matthew Howell*
Danielle Hudson Laughlin

Randall Hughes*
Elizabeth Jabaley

Jennifer Jack*
Sarah Jett

Terretta Jones
Joshua Jones*

LeeAnn Jones*
Michell Adam Kaye

Victoria Kealy*
Harriett Kelly*

Ashby Kent Fox*
Caitlyn Kerr*

Kathlyn Khashan
Dina Khismatulina

Daryl Kidd
Troy King
Erin King*

Michael Kirkwood*
Tracie Klinke
Amy Kluesner

Kate Klug
Elisa Kodish*
Russell Korn*

Vanessa Kosky*
Anita Lamar

John Lamberski*
Hazel Langrin-Robertson*

Luke Lantta*
Todd Larsen

William Layng Jr*
Amy Lea

Caitlin Leach
Kathryn E Lee*

Joshua Lee*
Dawn Levine*
James Lewis
Hillary Li*

Ellis Liu
Sarah Loya*

Naomi Lumpkin
Tina Lute

Timothy Lytton*
Sarah Mackenzie

Constance Manigo Daise*
Jeff Mapen

Madison Marcus*
Roderick Martin

Shonterria Martin Stokes*
Laura Mayfield*
Jeff McAdams

Nicole McArthur
Mary McCallum*
James McCarten*
John T. McDonald

Jamala McFadden*
Janne McKamey
Nolan McKeever

Patricia McKenzie
Leah McNeill

Jacqueline Menk
Richard Merritt
John M. Miles*

Jody Miller*
Lorette Mitchell*
Shelley Momo*

Kevin G. Moore*
Amanda Moulthrop*
Yesenia Muhammad*

Raina Nadler
Albert Nasuti
Sherry Neal*

Yendelela Neely Holston*
Coby Nixon*

Joshua H. Norris*
Thomas O’Brien

Leslie O’Neal
Terri O’Neil*

Donald Osborne
Julia Ost

Lisa Owen
Pandora E. Palmer*
Shalamar Parham*

Zoie Park
G. Cleveland Payne

Anna Pearce
Benjamin Persons*

Melinda Pillow*
Tanisha Pinkins

Ryan Post
James Patrick Powers*

Emily Prince*
Margaret Quinlan*

Meredith Rainey Permar
Maritza S. Ramos
Natasha Reymond
Darrell Reynolds*

Michika Reynolds-Quillin
John Rezac*

Joy Smith Rich
Cheryl Richardson
Amanda Riedling
Tiffany Roberts

Dorothy Rosenberger Sachs*
S. Carlton Rouse
Rebekah Runyon

Dean Russell*
Margaret Ruthenberg-

Marshall*
Dorothy Sachs

Arlene L. Sanders*
Philip Sandick*

Angela Sansone*
Debra L. Scott

Jewel Scott
Steven Scott

Aarti Sharma*
John Sharpe III

Stephanie Sheppard

Sarah Siedentopf*
Alexandra Smith
Macklyn Smith

Vondella Smith*
Dawn Smith*

Loretta Smith*
Gloria Smith-Grimes*

Joseph Lee Snitzer*
John Ashton Snyder

Deana Spencer
William Stanhope*

Stephanie Steele
Naomi Stewart Day*

Holly Stewart*
Jonathan Stoye

J. Lindsay Stradley Jr.*
Matthew Strumph*

Daniel Swaja
Melody Swilling

Nancy Syrop
Phyllis Talley*

Dene Terry
Charles Thimmesch*

Melanie Fenwick 
Thompson

Cynthia Tolbert*
Nicholas Tsui*

Lara Tumeh
Nelson H. Turner
John M. Turner Jr.

Williams H. Turner Jr.
Lauren Ulrich Baker

Jefferson Upshaw IV*
Denise VanLanduyt*

McKinley Vaughn 
Anderson*

Frank Virgin*
Kathryn Harrison Wade

Renae Bailey Wainwright*
Suzanne Wakefield*

Victoria Watkins
Erin Watstein
Michelle Wein
Neal Weinrich

Mark Wells
John Welsh II*
Spenser West

Jordan Whitaker*
Sarah F White*

Jennifer Whitton*
Brooke Wickham

Sherri Wilcox*
Joshua Williams

Melanie N. Williams*
Che’ J. Williams*

Betty Williams-Kirby
Adrienne Wimberley

Mark Windham*
Kimberly Wise

David Wittenberg
Jessica J. Wood*
Ronna Woodruff
Stephen Worrall
Joseph Zdrilich

Rachael Zichella*
Fred Zimmerman

ATLANTA VOLUNTEER 

LAWYERS FOUNDATION

 

SAFE AND STABLE 

HOMES PROJECT

Oluwaseun Adebiyi 
Tokunbo Adeleye 
George F. Akers 

Franchele K. Anderson  
Charletta Anderson-

Fortson 
Ross D. Andre 

Luciana Aquino 
Emaly Standridge Arndt 
Brandon Charles Arnold 

Vincent Justin Arpey 
Erik J. Badia 

Andrea D. Baker 
Benjamin Baker 

Robert B. Baker Jr. 
Alan W. Bakowski 

Anita K. Balasubramanian 
Katie L. Balthrop 
Natasha S. Banks 

Bethany Barclay-Adeniyi 
Paul R. Barsness 
Eric F. Barton 

William P. Baucom 
Nancy H. Baughan 

Michael R. Baumrind 
Kayla Bell 

Catherine C. Berenato 
Thomas E. Best 
Sharad Bijanki 

Jennifer L. Blackburn 
Jennifer Blasco 
Matthew Block 
Nana P. Boakye 

Christopher Gordon 
Boedeker 

Darjush M. Boushehri 
Lawrence J. Bracken II 

Meghan Breen 
Shontay Bridges 

Kristen Bromberek 
David B. Broussard 
Bettina S. Brown 
Charley F. Brown 

Erin Brown 
Justin T. Brown 

Kameisha R. Brown-Binns 
John Patterson Brumbaugh 

S. Kent Buis 
Lauren S. Byrne 

Brittany M. Cambre 
Stephen Camp 

Richard B. Caplan 
Kristina M. Carman 

Yu-hsuan Chang 
Michael Cicero 

Jonathan Ciliberto 

Marqus Cole 
Patrick M. Corley 

Courtney Cox 
Danielle Marie Crafter 

Brittany Crosby 
L. Clint Crosby 

Tia Crosby 
Brea M. Croteau 

Darryl Davis*
Naomi Day 

Monica R. Dean 
Sakia Delaney 

Bianca N. DiBella 
Gerald Kirk Domescik 

Katy Donelson 
William Downs 

Ucheakpunwa Egemonye 
Sean Ehni 

Uchenna Ekuma-Nkama 
Michael P. Elkon 

Anush Emelianova 
Leah Feinman*
LaJuana L. Fells 

Fatima Harris Felton 
Ariel D. Fenster*
Lucas D. Fleming 
Jonathon A. Fligg 

Kevin Fogle 
Katelyn Fredericks 

Joseph Freeman 
Gabrielle Fulton 
John Gallagher 

Jaclyn Ann Gilbert 
Brent Gilfedder*

Jade Gilstrap 
James A. Gober 
Lisa Y. Godwin 
Corey J. Goerdt 
Sarah M. Good 

Nancy Goodman 
Andrew Gorang 

Ronnie A. Gosselin 
Brandon Gossett 

Esther Graff-Radford*
Mitchell Graham 
Milton C. Green 
Nkenge Green 

Heiko Gruenwald 
Suneel Gupta 

Melissa Gworek 
Lennon B. Haas*

Pierce Hand 
Jacob L. Harris 
Kiera L. Harvey 

Peter V. Hasbrouck 
Amy N. Hayes 

Christine Butcher Hayes 
Shawntel R. Hebert 
Nicole Henderson 

Philip A. Henderson 
Douglas H. Hendy 

Irvin M. Hernandez 
Akilah Heslop 

Katrina Hodges 
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Matthew Hollingsworth 
Michael E. Hollingsworth 

Frederick Holmes 
J. Marcus E. Howard 

Julie M. Howard 
David Hsu 
Sydney Hu 

Lawrence T. Humphrey 
Noel L. Hurley 

Jasmyn LeAnn Jackson 
Erik J. Jarvholm 
Amy E. Jensen 

Stephanie G. Johnson 
A. Elizabeth Jones 

LeeAnn Jones 
Maxwell Ryan Jones 

Alaina Joseph 
Aamir Kazi 

Marcus G. Keegan 
Heather Keller 

Kyllan B. Kershaw 
Benjamin D. Kirk 

Joshua L. Kirschner 
Derek J. Krebs 

Anita M. Lamar 
Pamela Renee Lawrence 

Jennifer E. Lee 
Lansing Lee 

Matthew J. Leonard 
Chelsey M. Lewis 

James Lewis 
Tomiya Lewis 

David Mackenzie 
Lindsey Macon 
Caroline Magee 

Michael Manfredi 
Adam Marshall 
Lindsay Mayo 

Jason McCarter 
Rebekah McCorvey 

Collier Elizabeth McLeod 
Spencer Mead 

Chelsea Merritt 
Rich Merritt 

Todd C. Meyers 
Jared C. Miller 

Stacey McGavin Mohr 
Randy Montgomery 
Stanford L. Moore 

Michael J. Mortorano 
John M. Moye 

Brittany A. Nash 
Sasan Nematbakhsh*

Sion E. New III 
Douglas Newell 
Jeffrey J. Nix*
Coby S. Nixon 
Koji Noguchi 

Juliana Nwafor 
Jessica F. Nwokocha 
Danielle B. Obiorah 

Somtochukwu Chinagorom 
Ojukwu 

Lesley O’Neill 

Stephanie A. Ospina*
Marriah Paige 

Phillip L. Parham 
Jerry Parisi 
Puja Patel 

Dorothy Paul 
Todd O. Pearson 

Errick S. Benson Peart 
Adria L. Perez 

Christopher J. Perniciaro 
Natalie Phan 

Sarah Hannah Phillips 
Andrew Pickard 

Wesley Pickelsimer 
Evan H. Pontz 

Nancy C. Prager 
Amanda D. Proctor*

Joe Quinn 
Jewel Quintyne*

J. Marbury M. Rainer 
John H. Rains 
Marc A. Rawls 

Christopher Reece 
James C. Reed 

Kimberly Reese 
Maria Repokis*

Paul D. Richtmyer 
Hillary D. Rightler*
Kathryn K. Roberts 

Andrew J. Rosenzweig 
Jenna Rubin 

Rohan Rupani*
Vickie B. Chung Rusek*

James M. Rusert 
Alexander D. Russo 
Jessica E. Sabbath 

Franklin Sacha 
Kristen M. Scalzitti 

Camille L. Scott 
Martin Arthur Shelton 

Stacy Shelton 
Herbert Short 

R. Todd Silliman 
Kara Gordon Silverman 

Timothy M. Silvis 
Shaniqua Singleton 
Andrew Z. Smith 
Robert W. Smith 

Allie Smith 
Andrew Z. Smith  
Laura Smithman 
Joseph L. Snitzer 

Elizabeth Y. Spivey 
Minerva A. Steele 
Jalisa R. Stevens*

Kevin A. Stine 
Deidre’ Stokes 

Troy Stram 
Steven Leonard Strasberg 

Elizabeth H. Stuckey 
Gracie Studdard 
Vanessa Y. Suh 

Michael Sullivan 
Sean T. Sullivan 

Peter M. Szeremeta 
Cory L. Takeuchi 
Elizabeth V. Tanis 

Chittam U. Thakore 
Melba M. Thomas 

Brett Thurman 
Mariette Torres 

Trishanda L. Treadwell 
James C. Tribble 
Frank W. Virgin 
Alyssa N. Walker 
Kyle E. Wamstad 
Scott Wandstrat 

Benjamin B. Watson 
Brian P. Watt 

Jacquelyn A. Thomas Watts 
Jennifer F. Weaver 

Robert Weber 
Neal F. Weinrich 

Jared S. Welsh 
Pilar C. Whitaker 

Neil Wilcove 
Jarell Oshodi Williams 

Amelia M. Willis 
Michael C. Wynter 

Chuqin Xing 
Cynthia Jean Yarbrough 

Miye Johnson Yi*
Alan Yi 

Lauren H. Zeldin 

ATLANTA 

VOLUNTEER LAWYERS 

FOUNDATION

 
STABLE FAMILIES 

PROJECT

Jonathan Anderson
Audrey Bergeson

Samuel Bruner
Erica Chanin
David Cheng

Robert Curylo
Jennifer Deal*

Courtney Dixon
Kathleen Dodd Barton

Kristin Doyle
Regina Edwards

Anush Emelianova
Joseph Englert

Richard Farnsworth*
Elizabeth Finn Johnson*

Margaret Flatt
John Fleming

Kenneth Franklin*
Civia Gerber
John Gibbs

James Gober*
Anne Elizabeth Goodgame

Nkenge Green
Christopher Green*

Justin Gunter
Melissa Gworek
Elizabeth Helmer

Jennifer Hickey
Lauren Kaplan

Leo Kogan
Sara Loft

Anastasios Manettas
Adian Miller
Lesley O’Neill
Adria Perez

Kristen Rajagopal
Hannah Beth Reynolds

Shirlise Rivera*
Andrew Rosenzweig

Jenna Rubin
Michael Rubinger*

Laura Sclafani
Debbie Segal*
Hayley Settles
JoAnna Smith

Laura Smithman
William Sparkman

Andrew Stevens
Katrina Thomas

Lara Tumeh
Yvonne Williams-Wass

Emily Yu

DEKALB VOLUNTEER 

LAWYERS FOUNDATION

Tiffany Adams*
Maha Amircani*

Steven Ashby
Noreen Banks-Ware

Peter Batalon
Stanley Baum

Griffin Bell III*
Audrey Bergeson*

Aisha Blanchard-Collins
Nicolas Bohorquez

Todd Boyce*
James Burgess Jr.*

Steven Cayton*
Julie Childs

S. Diane Clair
Charles Clapp
C. Glenn Cook

Rebecca Cummings
Tene Davis

Dawn de Klerk
Richard Farnsworth

Scott Fields
Kristen Files*

Kathleen Flynn
Sally Fox*

Meredith Germain
Jennifer Giles

Lawrence Gordon
Alan Gordon*

Esther Graff-Radford
Chadwick Greer

Scott Halpern
Justin Hayes

William Hoover
Genet Hopewell
Jerbrina Johnson

Anne Marie Jordan*
Narissa Juitt-Jackson
Monica Krachman

Alexa Kwartin
Tracy Lettsome
Georgia Lord*

Jason Lutz*
Diana Lynch

Elizabeth Main*
Elizabeth Marum

Denise Melville-Blackman*
Ecleynne Mercy
Heather Nadler

Peter New
Sheryl Olah
Jerald Parisi
Lisa Patrick

Mindy Pillow
Tahira Piraino*

Tom Pye
Thomas Reichard
Morris Richman

Sana Rupani
Bethany Sanders*

Laura Sclafani
Daniel Seelos*
Fred Slotkin Jr.

Dawn Smith
JoAnna Smith
John Spears Jr.
Rachel St. Fleur
Laureen Tobias
Paola Torselli

Denise VanLanduyt
Iesha Warmack
Che’ J. Williams
Anthony Zezima

GEORGIA LAWYERS 

FOR THE ARTS

Stephen Adams
Oluwasegun Adefope*

Ra Amen
R. Lawrence Ashe Jr. 

Mark Baker
Anne Baroody 

Eric Barton 
Pearson Beardsley

Sean Bedford
Tiffany Bell

Joseph Bennett-Paris
Sharad Bijanki

Erika Birg
Jane Blount
John Bowler

Charley Brown
Kenn Bruley

John Bush
Stephen Bush

David Carpenter*
Brian Casey 

Zebulon Chandler
Alan Clarke*
James Cline
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Timothy Coen
Kimberly Coleman

Dayna Cooper
Kristin Crall

Mark Crockett
Michael Dailey

Candice Decaire
Charis Dorsey
Aurelia Durant 
Jason Fletcher

Lerae Funderburg*
David Gann
Will Geer

Matthew Goings*
Daniel Griffith

Anthony Guebert*
Jared Hall

Kimberly Haynes
Katie Heron

Mitzi Hill
Brian Hooper*
Brian Johnson

Joshua Kalb
Clinton King
Robert Kohse
Todd Larsen
Stanley Lefco

Christopher Lightner*
Patrick Longhi

Jessica Luke
Courtney Lytle
Jay McManigal
Monique Mead
Spencer Mead

Michael Mehrman
Mary Anthony Merchant
Lindsay Mitchell Henner

Rivka Monheit
Anthony Morris
Rachel Neufeld
Ling-Ling Nie

Eli Noblitt
Bruce Perrin Brown

Donald Prather
Ramsey Prather
Michael Riesen
Allison Roach
Joel Rothman 
Patricia Roy

Rachel Ruskin
Stephen Schaetzel*
Ryan Schneider*

Sandra Sciascia-Zirger
Jordan Seal

Jonathan Smith 
Marcy Sperry

Christopher Sperry 
John Sweet

Paul Tanpitukpongse
Charles Thimmesch 

Richard Timmer
James Trigg

Dustin Weeks
Christopher Wright

PRO BONO PARTNERSHIP 

OF ATLANTA

Caela Abrams
Ope Adebanjo
Bisi Adeyemo

Stephanie Aferiat
George Akers

John Alden
James Alexander
Claire Alexander
Suzanne Alford

Umarah Ali
Mauricia Allen

Amy Allen
Chad Almy

Hayley Ambler
Peter Anderson
Lucas Andrews

Kristin Aquino-Pham
Chris Arbery
Curtis Arnold
Lucas Asper

Deborah Ausburn
Emily Avant
Neil Avutu

Shereen Baban
Dan Babb

Maritza Badio
Marsha Bailey
Alan Bakowski

Anita Bala
Chris Balch

Katie Balthrop
Sarah Bangs
Lou Barbieri
Cory Barker
Lee Barkley
Ben Barkley

Dougie Barnard
Alex Barnett

Valerie Barney
Ken Barr

Elissa Barratt
Mike Barry

Marshall Barton
Katie Barton

Jakeema Bascoe
Jennifer Bassett

William Baucom
Chris Baugher
Alison Bazinet
Daniel Beale

Patrick Becker
Lohr Beck-Kemp

Sean Bedford
Andria Beeler-Norrholm

Erik Belenky
Brooke Belisle
Todd Benson

Robert Benson
Mary Benton
Eric Berardi

Jason Bernstein*
Michael Bertelson

Michael Bishop
Anne Blitch*
Karissa Blyth
Ted Boehm

Laura Bogan*
Mario Bolanos
Andrew Booth
Jessica Borgert
Emily Borna

David Bouchard
Meredith Boudin

John Bowler
Alison Boyer
Joel Bradley*

Christina Braisted Rogers
Jared Brandman
Bert Brannen*

Leah Braukman
Emily Breece
Mike Breslin

Constance Brewster
Laura Brickell

Benjamin Briggs
Briley Brisendine
Stasia Broadwater

Joseph Brock
Richard Brody
Molly Brophy
SoRelle Brown
Kaeley Brown
Debbie Brown

Dan Brown
Caroline Brown

Bryan Brum
Marquetta Bryan

Liz Buckley
Latasha Bumpers

Gary Bunce
Betsy Burns
Scott Burton

Samantha Busch
John Bush

Amanda Busse
Todd Butler
Toby Butler
Ian Calhoun

Edgar Callaway*
Megan Cambre

G. Campbell Irving
Colony Canady
Matt Carlucci
Terry Carroll

Virginia Carron*
Brittany Cassell Raway*

Shiriki Cavitt
Ashley Chalmers

Christopher Chan
Jason Chang

Michelle Chastain
Frank Chen*

Guinevere Christmann*
Theresa Clark*

Jessica Clay
Jasmine Cobbs

Kitty Cohen
Jamie Cohen
Grant Cohen
Halli Cohn

Anne Compton-Brown
Ava Conger
Jeff Connell

Philip Cooper
D’Ree Cooper

Amanda Cooper
Tressa Copenhaver

Patrick Costello
Elliott Coward*
Shannon Cox

Anne Cox-Johnson*
Kevin Coy

Kristin Crall
Robert Crewdson*
Elizabeth Cristallo
Ayanna Crockett

Raquel Crump
Steve Cummings

Kyle Cunnion
Laurisa Curran
Robert Curylo
Austin Dailey
Jan Davidson
Rebecca Davis
Darryl Davis
Mollie Davis*

Peter Dean
Rebecca DeCarlo

Leanna Degenhart
Eleanor deGolian

Sakia DeLaney
Michael DelGaudio

Frank DeMelfi
Jim Demetry

Wright Dempsey
Maki DePalo
Audra Dial

Isabelle Dinerman
John Dirico
Lee Discher

Da-Shon Dixon
Deanna Dixon*

Tera Doak
Beth Dobson

Ronan Doherty
Isaac Dolgovskij
Kirk Domescik

Kelsey Donnalley
Pedro Dorado
Mindy Doster

Jeffrey Douglass
Stephanie Driggers

Oliver Drose
Alex Drummond

Robert Dumbacher
Julien Dumont

Sawyer Duncan*
Nick DuPuis

John Dyer
Bob Edwards

Scott Edwards*
Nkoyo-Ene Effiong

Kedrick Eily
Sumaya Ellard

Rob Ellis
Crystal Enekwa

Stacy Epps
Rachel Erdman

Zach Eyster
Felix Faerber*

Marianna Faircloth*
Paul Fancher*

Guanming Fang
Robyn Farmer

Thomas Federico
Ariel Fenster

Brian Fielden*
Benjamin Fink

Steffan Finnegan
Adam Fitzsimmons

Jason Fletcher
Brad Flynt

Sara Fon Miller
Erin Fortney*

Rachel Fox Weitz
Julie Franki
David Freda

Katelyn Fredericks
Joe Freeman

Craig Friedman
Creighton Frommer*

Baylie Fry
Gabby Fulton
Will Gaines

Tina Galbraith Gooch
Brian Galison

Arthur Gambill
Brian Gamsey
Laura Gardner

Whitney Garrett Smith
Edwin Garrison
Antoine Gary*

Kelley Gass
Lindsey Gearhart
Crystal Genteman
Damian Georgino

Chi Gettig
David Gevertz
Alisha Gibson*

Jonathan Giesen
Brent Gilfedder
Derek Gilliam
Jade Gilstrap

Neil Ginn
Jeff Glaser

Wendy Godfrey
Stephanie Godfrey

Lisa Godwin*
Kacy Goebel

Corey Goerdt
Jennifer Goldstein

Kevin Gooch
Sarah Good

Todd Goodwin
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Devin Gordon*
Mary Grace Gallagher

Jamie Graham
Lachena Grant

Ellen Grant
Michael Green

Jacki Green
christine Green

Amber Greenaway
LK Greenbacker

John Griffee
Meagan Griffin

Kristina Griffin*
Betsy Griswold
Nathan Gruber
Jennifer Gruber
Daniel Grucza

Angelica Guerra
Gail Gunnells*

Phil Gura
Michael Gurion

Alison Haddock Hutton
Nedom Haley

Ashley Halfman
Jamila Hall

Anna Halsey
Benjamin Han

Jeff Handler
John Harbin

Taylor Harper
Jeffrey Harrison

Josie Harris-Walton*
Dan Hart

Alan Hastings
Kathryn Hauch

Ebony Hayes
Kimberly Haynes

Kasia Hebda
Marty Heller
Mack Heller*

Melodee Henderson
Lindsay Henner
Michael Henson
Louis Herrera Jr.

Josh Hess
Anne Hicks

Evie Hightower
Carolyne Hilton

Bess Hinson
Honore Hishamunda

Delia Hobbs
Michael Hobbs Jr.*

Katrina Hodges
Charles Hodges
Joseph Holahan
Anna Holcombe

Timothy Holdsworth
Sarah Holland

Cass Hollis
Brian Holmes

Jeff Holt
Alex Holt

Dena Hong
Emily Hootkins

Hannah Hope
Allysa Hopson
Brent Houk*

Tamaron Houston
Jason Howard
Harris Howard

Heather Howdeshell*
Matthew Howell

Sydney Hu
Gautam Huded*

Jason Huff
Jessica Hunt

Kathryn Hutton
Andy Immerman

Talmadge Infinger
Stacy Ingram
Kate Ippen
Louis Isaf

Janice Island
Sarah Jamison
Lydia Jankovic

Hill Jeffries
Calvin Jellema

Amy Jensen
Jeanene Jobst
Jim Johnson

Alvin Johnson
Michelle Johnson*

Tony Jones
Lindsay Jones
Graham Jones

Beth Jones
Amy Jones
Will Jordan

Sarah Jurkiewicz
Kimberly Justus
Elimu Kajunju

Lawrence Kasmen
Eleanor Kasper
Ramsey Kazem
Charlie Kearns
Stacey Keegan
Mark Keenan

Jessica Keenum
Laura Kees

Donna Keeton
Rena Kelley*

Jon-Peter Kelly
David Kelly

Paul Kennedy
Steven Kennedy*
Dorian Kennedy*
Corbin Kennelly

Alexandra Kennelly
Michael Kerman

Ryan Kerr*
Kyllan Kershaw
Jessie Kimball

Meredith Kincaid
Robert King

Valerie King*
Daniel Kingsley

David Kirk
Alana Kirkland

Josh Kirschner
Jeffrey Kirsh*

Nickolas Kitchens
Catherine Klein
Amy Kluesner

Faith Knight Myers*
Jamie Konn*

Jana Korhonen
Nancy Kumar

Shefali Lakhani*
Jenny Lambert

James Lamberth
Frank Landgraff

Ryan Langel
Amanda Langston

Maayan Lattin
Andrew Leba
Michael Lee
Lansing Lee
Isabella Lee
Branson Lee
Michael Lee*

Alina Lee*
Kurt Lentz

Jim Leonard*
Brian Leslie

Elizabeth Lester
Robert Lewis

Katherine Lewis
Michelle Licht
Richard Litwin
Andy Locker

Robert Lockwood
Carole Loftin*

Ivor Longo
Hannah Loo*
Shane Lord

Mary Loudermilk
Jasmine Lowe

Sarah Loya
Alfred Lurey
Glenn Lyon

Yamilee MacKenzie
Sonya Madison

Michele Madison
Eric Magnus

Courtney Majors
Nikola Malcolm
Shaila Manjiyani

Lindsey Mann
Dara Mann
Chris Mann

Jennifer Manning
Michael Mannino

Mae Manupipatpong
Michelle Marchiony*

Madison Marcus
Adam Marshall
Lillian Martin

Benjamin Martin
Maxwell Mauldin

Catherine McClellan
Rebekah McCorvey

Jason McCoy

Amy McCullough
Laurin McDonald
Chuck McDonald

Matt McGrath
Brooke McGuffey
Alistair McMaster
Rick McMurtry*

Kaylan Meaza
Charmaine Mech*
Christina Meddin

Alex Meier*
Cara Melenyzer

John Meyer*
Barbara Miller
Ashley Miller
Austin Mills
John Mills*
Ann Minor
Dan Mohan
Stacey Mohr

Jonathan Mond
John Monroe
Mark Moore

Robert Moore Jr.
Matthew Morrison
Brandon Moulard

Andy Much
Neil Mulcahy

Andrew Mullen
Jeffrey Murray*

Alison Musto LeVasseur
Forrest Neal
Jon Neiditz

Stuart Neiman
Allen Nelson

Matthew Nesbitt
Rachel Neufeld
Douglas Newell

Elizabeth Newton
Marla Nicholson
Daniel Nisenson

Alexia Noble
Rebecca Nocharli

Elizabeth Noe
Dan Noice

Amanda Norcross
Andrea Novak
Victoria Nsikak

Flo O’Neal
Trey O’Callaghan

Elizabeth O’Connell*
Shola Omojokun*

Lesley O’Neill
Kara Ong

Bethani Oppenheimer
Reginald O’Shields

Austin Padgett*
Mark Padilla

Steven Palmer
Samara Pals-Cramer

Rakesh Parekh
Steve Park

Shequitta Parker
Derrick Parker

Jon Parness
Brooke Parris
Hanish Patel

Chanel Patrick
Melissa Patterson

Bill Pauly
Mike Pavento

Zack Peffer
Lindsey Perry
Andrea Peters

Michael Petrov*
Kaitlyn Pettet
Luanna Petti

Patrick Phelan
Timothy Phillips

Laura Phillips
Kristie Piasta
Nicole Pierce
Brian Pierce

Tashwanda Pinchback 
Dixon

Karen Pinsker
Alyson Pirio
Alexa Pisczak

James Pitts
William Ponder

Evan Pontz
Madison Pool
Rachel Port

Donovan Potter
Vera Powell

Marcus Powers
Julia Pozo

Don Prather
Steven Press
Emily Prince

Diane Prucino
Ashley Pruitt

Melissa Prusock
Spencer Pryor

Sarah Quattrocchi
Katrina Quicker
Megan Quinn

Meghan Rachford
Ally Rajic

Kristin Ray
Alla Raykin*

Genevieve Razick
Patrick Reagin
Gautam Reddy

Dara Redler
Rachael Reed
David Reed

Erin Reeves McGinnis
George Reinhardt

Maria Repokis
Rhona Reynolds

Jody Rhodes*
Chris Richardson

Joshua Richey
Kyle Ricketts
Davis Riddle

Len Riepe
Jennifer Riley
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Madison Roberts
Harrison Roberts
Erinn Robinson

Bill Roche
Michael Rodgers

Kirsten Rodrigues
Ami Rodrigues*

Candace Rodriguez
Joel Rogers
Aba Rogers

Daniel Rollman
Judy Roman

Curtis Romig
Richard Rosenblatt

Alan Rosselot
William Rothschild

Cindy Ruback
Michael Rubinger

Jay Ruby
James Rusert

Val Rusk*
Suzanne Russo
Patrick Ryan
Jenny Sabo

Ellen Samuels
Marshall Sanders
Robin Sangston

Anna Saraie
Bruce Sarkisian
Norm Sawyer
Emily Schifter

Peter Schillawski
Ryan Schneider

Jennifer Schumacher
Joanne Schwartz

Jake Schwartz
Margaret Scott

Anu Seam
Patrick Seamens

John Senical
Suhail Seth*

George Sewell
Stacy Shanley
Ben Shapiro
Lisa Sharp

John Sharpe
Meredith Shaughnessy*

Karen Shelton
Elisabeth Shepard

Mike Shetterly
Melissa Siegelman
Meredith Silliman

Robert Sills
Sidney Simms*
Mindy Simon*
Alexis Simpson
Leah Singleton

David Sirna
Katherine Siuta O’Shea*

Phillip Skaliy
Bryan Skeen

Katy Smallwood*
Jordan Smart
Tarrah Smith

Mary Claire Smith
Carly Smith
Allie Smith
Alex Smith
Ted Solley

Kathy Solley*
Thomas Spillman
Elizabeth Spivey
Jack Stapleton
Carol Starnes
David Steele

Trey Stephens
Sarah Stephens
Parker Stephens

Mike Stevens
Bob Stevens

Terri Stewart
David Stewart
Jacob Stewart*

Bryan Stillwagon
Ali Stimac

Lisa Stockard
Lorrin Stone
Alex Strang

Rebecca Strickland
Matt Strumph*
Michele Stumpe

Deepa Subramanian
Charlie Suessmith

Sandy Sullivan
Maureen Sullivan

Joanna Sutton*
Erica Svoboda*

Jill Termini
David Tetrick

Charles Thimmesch
Kristina Thomas

Stephanie Thomson
Logan Thore*
Sade Tidwell*
Marion Tilson

David Tim
Michael Tippett
Rayne Towns
James Trigg

Kabir Uddin*
Chris Underwood

Angela Vadala
Puja Vadodaria*
Mantas Valiunas

Brandon Van Balen
Charles Vaughn

Kelly Vidal
Scott Voelker
Scott Wagner
Tristen Waite

Melanie Walker
Kyle Wamstad
Angel Wang

Destiny Washington
Jill Wasserman
Judith Watkins
Elliot Watts*

Sara Weed

Helen Weinstein
Liz Wheeler*

Emily Whitaker
Michelle Wilco

Pelham Wilder IV
Kelsie Willett

Glenn Williams
Gerry Williams

Anyssa Williams
Todd Williams*

Reggie Williamson
Carol Williamson

Yvonne Williams-Wass
Michael Williford
Samuel Wilmoth

Maritza Winfunke
Delbert Winn*
Amanda Witt

Penny Wofford
James Wolf

Steven Wong
Angie Woo

Caroline Wood
Jennifer Woodruff

Katie Wroten
Chuqin Xing

Felicia Xu
Andrew Yates
Ballard Yelton

Isaac Yilma
Melissa Yost

Matthew Yungwirth
Ashna Zaheer
Bill Zawrotny
Vita Zeltser

Ken Zirkman

TRUANCY 

INTERVENTION 

PROJECT

Ashley Adams
Adwoa Awotwi*
Cinque Axam*
Brian Barnes

William Baucom*
Mary Benton   

Terrell Benton III
Rayner Bettendorf

Nicole Bigman
James Bland

Andrea Bowman
Keasha Ann Broussard

Elizabeth Brown
Howard Brown

Fred Bryant*
Victoria Carlton-Sadler

Derin Dickerson
Russell Dunlap*

Glen Fagan
William Fletcher
Travis Foreman
Anthony Greene

April Hall
Joshua Harris

Andrew Hatchett*
Gloria Hawkins

Holly Hawkins Saporito
Kasymene Hayes

Moore-Moses Ibekwe
Rachel Kaercher*

Colin Kelly
James Long*

Catherine McClellan
Daniel Murphy

Mary Alexander Myers
Erik Olson

Megan Pearson*
Hermise Pierre

Jill Pope*
Angela Ramson

William Reeder*
David Robertson*

Valerie Sanders
Adwoa Seymour

Anneke Shepherd
Mark Silver

Evanya Stevens
Troy Stram

Joshua Swiger*
Tobias Tatum

Alexandria Veasley*
Kathryn Woei-A-Sack

GEORGIA ASYLUM 

AND IMMIGRATI ON 

NETWORK (GAIN)

Yendelela Anderson
Charlene Austin

Elissa Barratt
Sarah Borders
Teri Bouchard
Mike Breslin

Morgan Bridgman
Susan Cahoon

Ashton Carpenter
Kendall Carter

Scott Casey
Elizabeth Clark

Chloe Cobb Smith
Brittany Crosby

Amy Dehnel
Pedro Dorado
Clare Draper
Johnny Ellis

Sara Fish
Margaret Flatt

John Flemming*
Jamie George

Caroline Gieser
James Graessle
Marva Graham
Tony Greene

Alison Grounds
Dania Haider

Aliyyah Haque*
Janora Hawkins
Joseph Hellrung

Kerra Hicks

Amanda Hiffa
William Hoffmann*
Alexandra Holland

Michael Horne
Elizabeth Ji
Min Ji Kim
JeAnne Keal
Tom Kierner

Dawn Kimmich
Kristie Klein

Brendan Krasinski
Lindsay Lee

Hillary Li
Andrew Liebler
Radha Manthe

Michelle Marchiony
Andrew Mason

Crystal McElrath
Gregory Milton

David Mohl
Adria Moshe
Avani Patel

Catherine Payne
Garland Reid 
Seema Reddy

Samantha Ritter
Stephen Roach
Christian Ruiz

Holly Hawkins Saporito
Anna Saraie
Anu Seam

Elizabeth Stell
Brittany Summers
Robert Waddell
Henry Walker
Frank Wasser



“And Justice for All”
State Bar Campaign for the Georgia Legal Services Program® (GLSP) 

Your Gift to GLSP on Line E 
of Your State Bar Dues Notice 

Changes Lives!
Tommy is five years old and has a mental disability.  Tommy lives with his mother whose 
meager earnings are too slim to pay for his medications.  With a prescription refill due, 
his application to renew his Medicaid benefits was declined for non-compliance.  One of 
our lawyers contacted the Medicaid agency to request a review of Tommy’s application.  
Tommy met the compliance requirements, and the lawyer also discovered Tommy was 
not getting the dental coverage he needs.  Tommy’s Medicaid benefits were reinstated 
immediately, allowing Tommy his medications and saving the household $3,000 in annual 
medical expenses.  Tommy visited a dentist for the first time in his young life. 

Make your gift or pledge today on Line E!
Your support keeps GLSP’s mission strong!

State Bar members were the moving force in creating 
the Georgia Legal Services Program in 1971. 

Please give generously! 

The Georgia Legal Services Program (GLSP) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit law firm.  Gifts to GLSP are tax-deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.    
The client story is used with permission. The name and photo does not necessarily represent the actual client.

Ten (10) GLSP offices outside metro Atlanta serve 154 of Georgia’s 159 counties.  Your gift makes a difference!

“And Justice for All” State Bar Campaign 
for the Georgia Legal Services Program®
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GBJ | Member Benefits

Enhanced 
Interactive 
Timeline & 
Forecite in 
Fastcase 7
Fastcase training classes are offered 
three times a month at the State 
Bar of Georgia in Atlanta for Bar 
members and their staff. Training 
is available at other locations and 
in various formats and will be listed 
on the calendar at www.gabar.org. 
Please call 404-526-8618 to request 
onsite classes for local and specialty 
bar associations.

BY SHEILA BALDWIN

Since Jan. 1, 2011, members of the State 
Bar of Georgia have had access to Fastcase 
free legal research as a member benefit. 
Although the full scope of coverage in-
cludes more than case law and statutes, 
most users spend the bulk of their time 
searching cases and checking to see if they 
are still good law. Two features that assist 
the user in conducting case law searches 
is the Interactive Timeline and Forecite. 
This article covers the Interactive Time-
line and Forecite and how they function 
in Fastcase 7.

What is the Interactive 
Timeline?
The Interactive Timeline graphs cases 
that are selected in response to your 
search query, represents them as bubbles 
and references them as “your results.” 
The bubbles are various sizes, the larg-
er bubbles indicating the cases that are 

3

2

1
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cited most often and thus being easily 
recognized. The X-axis is static, always 
displaying results by date decided. If you 
hover over a bubble with your cursor, 
you will see a summary of your case 
with the most relevant paragraph view-
able and a breakdown of how the case 
is cited (see fig.1). Ingenious algorithms 
allow you to view your case by decision 
date, relevance, number of times cited 
overall and number of times cited within 
search results. 

If you are still using Fastcase 6, you 
can find the Timeline by selecting the 
tab at the top of the results screen to 
the right of the tab labeled “Search.” 
But in Fastcase 7 (FC7), the Timeline 
is impossible to miss. It shows up on 
the results page just underneath the list 
view of your results. The goal of FC7 
was to gain speed, expand the search, 
increase intuitive functionality and cre-
ate a more readable interface. One way 
in which this was accomplished was in 
unifying the results by putting them all 
on one page. Think of your home screen 
as a window with indiviual panes; each 
pane in the home screen contains in-
formation that would previously have 
displayed on a separate page or screen. 
When you run a search in FC7, you will 
see the traditional results page with the 
cases in a list format and sort options. 
Directly below this is the Timeline with 
all the cases set out on a grid. In Fast-
case 6, you had to switch to a separate 
tab to view the Timeline, meaning you 
could not see the list view of the results 
and the Timeline together. Having them 
integrated makes it easier to get a big 
picture view of the results. 

What’s New in the Fastcase 7 
Timeline? 
New features in the Timeline include 
expanded criteria sort options and color 
coded bubbles. From the upper right side 
under “Sort By,” choose one of nine pref-
erences across the Y-axis of the graph 

including Relevance, Cited (generally), 
Cited (in results), Authority (highest), 
Authority (lowest), Date (recent), Date 
(oldest), Name (a-z), Name (z-a) (see fig. 
2). The X-axis sorts by Authority or Rel-
evance, which can be found on the lower 
right side of the Timeline. This tool al-
lows a multiple set of factors to sort cases 
into an impressive list almost instantly. At 
first glance it may seem mystifying, but 
it’s definitely worth further examination 
to get the full effect. Of course, the results 
will only be as good as the search query so 
take time to think though the legal issues, 
identifying concepts and terms, and then 
building a good Boolean search. 

The legend on the top right of the 
Timeline explains how the bubbles 
(cases) are color coded. As mentioned 
earlier, each case is represented as a gray 
bubble, the size of which expands in cor-
relation to the number of times it’s been 
cited. Citing cases that also appear in the 
search results are coded blue within the 
bubble. Citing cases that indicate nega-
tive treatment (labeled Bad Law Bot) are 
coded red. Forecite cases are indicated by 
an orange bubble. It’s possible to focus 
on certain cases by selecting or deselect-
ing them with a click on the legend (see 
fig. 3). I have found that depending on 
how many cases appear in your results 
and what filters you have chosen, the 
bubbles (cases) are sometimes so small 
it’s hard to see the color coding. There 
are options to zoom in and out, pan 
and autoscale to assist in viewing a set 
of cases. Don’t forget that you can re-
move sections of the screen to expand 
the Timeline by using the arrows that lie 
along the borders of screens (see fig. 3). 

What is Forecite? 
Forecite uses an algorithm that identifies 
important cases that were not included 
in your search results and alerts you to 
them. A notice in Fastcase describes this 
set of cases thusly: “The following deci-
sions do not contain one or more of the 

search terms you entered. However, they 
are frequently cited by the other deci-
sions in your search results and there-
fore, may be highly relevant to the topic 
you are researching.” These cases may 
not be included in your results because 
they are out of your jurisdiction or date 
range, or they may not contain your 
search terms. They tend to be high level 
court decisions that speak to a point of 
law that is common to the cases in your 
search results. It’s recommended that 
you quickly skim to see if they speak to 
the issues in your case. In FC7, this list is 
on the right sidebar.  

What’s New About Forecite? 
Interactive Timeline and Forecite are 
not new, but recently the developers 
merged two unique features and made 
it even easier for you to spot seminal 
and important cases. Until recently, you 
would not see the Forecite cases in your 
Timeline. In FC7, these features are 
combined, streamlining your research 
by removing an extra step of reviewing 
them separately. 

Next time you are doing research in 
Fastcase, take a few minutes to explore 
this great feature. If you find it difficult 
to navigate the Timeline, don’t hesitate 
to contact me at sheilab@gabar.org or 
404-526-8618, or the resource attorneys 
at Fastcase, 800-773-2782. And remem-
ber, we offer two ways to find CLE-
approved Fastcase training: check the 
calendar on the State Bar website or 
view the Fastcase Webinar schedule at 
www.fastcase.com/webinars. l

Sheila Baldwin

Member Benefits Coordinator
State Bar of Georgia 

sheilab@gabar.org
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Organization Matters
Our job when writing is to convey, accurately and efficiently, the 
information and advice that the reader needs to receive. We hope these 
strategies will help you in that quest.

BY DAVID HRICIK AND KAREN J. SNEDDON

Deciding what content to include in 
any legal document is critical. But how to 
organize that content may be just as criti-
cal. This installment of “Writing Matters” 
focuses on organization. After a refresher 
about why organization matters, we will 
share five strategies to help organize your 
legal writings. 

GBJ | Writing Matters
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Why Organization Matters
We write legal documents for an audi-
ence of specific readers. No matter who 
the audience is—a client, opposing coun-
sel, beneficiaries of a will or a court—that 
audience will have expectations about the 
document because the writer is reading 
the document for a particular purpose. 
The reader may need to understand the 
subject matter, as in a written objective 
memorandum. The reader may need to 
read the document to know whether to 
do something or refrain from doing some-
thing. The purpose of the document is im-
portant to structure, but so too is the iden-
tity of the reader. A structure proper for 
a letter to sophisticated opposing counsel 
may be radically different than one to a cli-
ent with her first legal problem. 

Although the audience and purpose 
affects organization, well-organized text 
has identifiable components structured 
to meet the goals of the communication. 
Writers aim to present well-developed 
accessible text. Confusing readers with 
rambling arguments, tangled paragraphs, 
and convoluted sentences ensures missing 
that mark.

The need for organization is clear. Of 
course, budgets and time pressures may 
prevent the writer from devoting as much 
time to a project as the writer would like. 
But other things cause weak organization. 
A writer can be in a writing rut, over-using 
organizational patterns without sufficient 
adaptation to the current document. Fur-
ther, if the text presents many ideas, argu-
ments or possibilities, it can quickly be-
come meandering, circuitous and tortuous.

While those obstacles to organization 
are known, what is often not as widely-
recognized is that weak organization hap-
pens because a writer does not realize just 

how dense a document has become. That 
often happens because as writers become 
expert in a subject, writers forget the au-
dience is not. The writer may have a lot 
of knowledge, but the reader may not be 
familiar with all the rules, terms, authori-
ties or options that the writer knows and 
has expressed in a dense thicket of jargon, 
phrases and terms of art. 

Strategies to Improve Your 
Approach to Organization
The following five strategies should help 
you craft well-organized documents.

1Leverage the value of prewriting.
Prewriting is the first stage in the writ-

ing process. Prewriting is where writers 
gather thoughts, evaluate arguments and 
begin to order the information that will 
be included in the text. 

Our first strategy to better organization 
is to recognize that although the prewrit-
ing stage often becomes abbreviated, the 
prewriting stage is useful for all writers. 
The first time you wrote an office memo-
randum in law school, you spent a lot of 
time in the prewriting stage. You likely 
created prewriting materials such as case 
briefs, charts, webs and outlines. You prob-
ably don’t do that anymore. But prewriting 
still offers expert writers benefits.

Of course, the prewriting stage for 
practical reasons cannot be as exhaustive 
as first year legal writing, but it need not 
be extensive to be beneficial. Even if you 
have written dozens of trial briefs, create 
a bullet-point outline to help you stay or-
ganized as the arguments develop. When 
you are writing a one-page letter to give 
options to a client, make a list of options 

to include in the order that you expect to 
discuss them to make sure that you pres-
ent all of them and in a logical order. De-
voting just 10 minutes to prewriting can 
help you evaluate the different approach-
es to better organize the content.

2Avoid starting in the middle 
of a conversation. 

The genre of legal writing is formal with 
proscribed titles, formalities, headings 
and captions. With so much structure 
in the appearance of a document, writ-
ers can sometimes forget that we still 
need to include the three basic compo-
nents: (a) an introduction, (b) a body and 
(c) a conclusion. 

Our second suggested strategy is to be 
sure you have an introduction. The intro-
duction helps the reader understand the 
nature of the document to be reviewed. 
Whether a client letter, a contract or a 
complaint, each document should begin 
with introductory material or remarks to 
put the rest of the text in context for the 
reader. The introduction may be the one 
sentence following greeting of a letter:

This letter responds to your ques-
tion about how to divide your assets 
among your children and outlines 
three options to consider.

In this regard, the heading of a brief or 
letter cannot replace that. Headings may 
be ignored, and if so the text may begin 
with what strikes the reader as the middle 
of an argument or explanation. Omitting 
an introduction can disorient the reader 
and be inefficient or ineffective in con-
veying meaning. Headings do not replace 
the need for beginning with an introduc-
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tion that provides the context for the ar-
gument, analysis or options. 

3Legal writers use IRAC for a 
reason.

The most common approach to large 
scale organization of legal writing is the 
paradigm commonly referred to as IRAC: 
issue, rule(s), analysis of the rule(s) and 
application of the rule(s) to a new set 
of facts, and conclusion. IRAC is preva-
lent because its four components align 
with the purpose of many different legal 
documents. The issue is where the writer 
defines the problem (or issue) to be ad-
dressed. The rule (or rules) summarizes 
the applicable legal authorities. The anal-
ysis applies those legal authorities to the 
pertinent facts. The conclusion predicts 
the outcome or provides alternatives.

Our third strategy is to recognize that 
IRAC can be used for many legal docu-
ments, not just a formal office memoran-
dum. The basic components of IRAC can 
be used to structure a response to a client 
question in an email. For instance, a re-
sponsive email may begin by describing the 
question asked by the client as an issue to 
be resolved before summarizing “the law” 
and how it applies to the client’s facts. The 
conclusion can identify options to pursue. 
IRAC is not just for legal memoranda.

4Don’t be afraid to deviate 
from IRAC.

We know this strategy seems to contradict 
our third suggestion. But our fourth strat-
egy is to recognize that strictly adhering 

to IRAC—even in a formal office memo-
randum—can lead to bad organization, or 
block consideration of a better one.

For example, the IRAC paradigm may 
prevent the writer from sufficiently dis-
cussing policy considerations or advocat-
ing for a new interpretation of settled law. 
The particular purpose of the document or 
the particular audience of a document may 
require the writer to deviate from IRAC.

5Well-constructed 
paragraphs are key.

IRAC is an example of large-scale orga-
nization, providing the foundation for 
the document. Yet small-scale organiza-
tion, such as paragraphing and sentence 
constructions, may actually be more im-
portant than large-scale organization. A 
good foundation is important, but so too 
are the shingles for the roof. Indeed, the 
leaking roof may be far more noticeable 
than a slight tilt to one wall.

Our final strategy is to remind you of 
(or introduce to you to) an acronym often 
used in primary school to help remember 
the four key components of many para-
graphs that aim to inform or persuade the 
reader. That acronym is PEEL.

PEEL stands for (a) point/purpose, (b) 
evidence/examples, (c) explanation and 
(d) link. A paragraph begins with a thesis 
sentence that shows the point, or purpose, 
of the paragraph. After that topic sentence, 
the paragraph includes evidence or exam-
ples to support the thesis. It then explains 
the relevance or significance of those evi-
dence or examples. The paragraph then 
concludes by linking the purpose of the 

paragraph to the purpose of the next para-
graph. This acronym not only helps writ-
ers remember what content to include in 
a well-constructed paragraph but also re-
minds the writer that paragraphs should fit 
together in a logical sequence.

Finally, like IRAC, PEEL serves a pur-
pose, but rigid adherence to PEEL can 
interfere with communication. For ex-
ample, a paragraph does not need to be a 
particular length. It is okay to have more 
than five sentences in a paragraph. And a 
well-constructed paragraph may have one 
sentence! Rigidly adhering to PEEL may 
block use of paragraph structures that are 
better suited for the particular document, 
its purpose and its reader.

Conclusion
Our job when writing is to convey, accu-
rately and efficiently, the information and 
advice that the reader needs to receive. We 
hope these strategies will help you in that 
quest. After all, organization matters! l

David Hricik is a professor 
of law at Mercer University 
School of Law who has 
written several books and 
more than a dozen articles. 

The Legal Writing Program at Mercer 
continues to be recognized as one of 
the nation’s top legal writing programs.

Karen J. Sneddon is a 
professor of law at Mercer 
University School of Law.

The most common approach to large scale organization of legal 
writing is the paradigm commonly referred to as IRAC: issue, rule(s), 
analysis of the rule(s) and application of the rule(s) to a new set of 
facts and conclusion.
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online and in the cloud
FIND US EVERYWHERE

gabar.org georgiayld.org georgiamocktrial.org  facebook.com/statebarofgeorgia  
flickr.com/gabar youtube.com/statebarofgeorgia  twitter.com/statebarofga 

Stress, life challenges 
or substance abuse?

The Lawyer Assistance Program is a 
free program providing confidential 
assistance to Bar members whose 

personal problems may be interfering 
with their ability to practice law. 

LAP Confidential Hotline | 800-327-9631
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Honoring 
Georgia’s 
Lawyers
I sincerely hope the Commission 
on Professionalism’s work will 
honor Georgia’s lawyers for what 
they do each day and will help each 
lawyer to become consummate 
professionals while they do the 
tireless and often thankless work of 
representing clients.

BY KARLISE Y. GRIER

In June of 2018, I was shaken to the 

core when I learned of the death of at-
torney Antonio Mari. I did not personally 
know Mari, a family law attorney who was 
murdered by a client’s ex-husband. I had, 
however, as a former family law attorney 
of almost 18 years, personally experienced 
the dynamics that caused his death: enmity, 
anger, retribution and a myriad of other 
vitriolic emotions directed at you as a law-
yer (by opposing parties or clients) because 
you are striving to do your job to the best 
of your ability. I wanted to take a moment 
in this article to pay tribute to Mari and 
to honor the thousands of other Georgia 
lawyers who are just like him, men and 
women who toil in the trenches every 
day—putting their clients interests above 
their own personal well-being—as they 
strive to provide exemplary service and 
excellent representation. I also wanted to 
commend the wonderful professionalism 
example set by the Bartow County Bar As-
sociation, which stepped up in the midst of 
this horrible tragedy to divide up and take 
Mari’s cases and to help close down his 
law practice.1

GBJ | Professionalism Page
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According to the Daily Report, Mari 
was afraid of the pro se opposing party 
who ultimately killed him.2 Neverthe-
less, Mari fulfilled his legal obligations 
to his client and obtained a final divorce 
decree for the client less than two hours 
before his client’s ex-husband shot him 
to death. This balance of client interests 
versus personal interests is not always 
played out as dramatically as in Mari’s 
case, but it is always there. Do you go 
to your child’s soccer practice or do you 
first finish the brief that is due tomor-
row? Do you take time to go for a walk 
or a run or do you take that early morn-
ing meeting with a client who can’t take 
time off from their work as an hourly 
employee? Do you tell the pro bono cli-
ent you are meeting with they have to 
leave your office and reschedule (know-
ing they most likely won’t) because they 
reek of cigarette smoke and you have 
asthma? Do you file a motion to with-
draw well in advance of trial or do you 
take the chance the client will pay you 
“in installments” as promised, knowing 
the client really needs a lawyer in this 
custody battle? 

Each day, Georgia lawyers are called 
upon to make choices, large and small, 
that force them to balance their per-
sonal well-being against the interests 
of their clients. Striking the “correct” 
balance is at the heart of what we call 
“professionalism.”3 One of the first quotes 
I came across when I started as executive 
director of the Chief Justice’s Commis-
sion on Professionalism was from Karl 
N. Llewellyn, a jurisprudential scholar 
who taught at Yale, Columbia and the 
University of Chicago Law Schools. Prof. 
Llewellyn cautioned his students:

The lawyer is a [person] of many 
conflicts. More than anyone else in our 
society, he [or she] must contend with 
competing claims on his [or her] time 

and loyalty. You must represent your 
client to the best of your ability, and 
yet never lose sight of the fact that you 
are an officer of the court with a special 
responsibility for the integrity of the 
legal system. You will often find, breth-
ren and sistern, that those professional 
duties do not sit easily with one anoth-
er. You will discover, too, that they get 
in the way of your other obligations—
to your conscience, your God, your 
family, your partners, your country 
and all the other perfectly good claims 
on your energies and hearts. You will 
be pulled and tugged in a dozen direc-
tions at once. You must learn to handle 
those conflicts.4

I hope that, under my stewardship, the 
Chief Justice’s Commission on Profes-
sionalism will honor Georgia’s lawyers 
by ensuring CLE providers offer out-
standing programming regarding pro-
fessionalism concepts that give lawyers 
the opportunity to discuss the challenges 
(and sometimes joys) of practicing law. I 
look forward to continuing to recognize 
the amazing community service work of 
lawyers and judges at the Justice Robert 
Benham Awards for Community Ser-
vice. I hope that the Commission’s con-
vocations, such as the 2018 Convocation 
on Professionalism and the Global Com-
munity, will continue to explore cutting-
edge issues in the legal profession. I hope 
the Commission’s work will help to em-
bolden lawyers to stand courageously for 
the rule of law in our country and to pro-
vide guidance to lawyers on how to do 
so thoughtfully and with integrity. I look 
forward to the Commission’s continued 
partnership with the State Bar of Geor-
gia Committee on Professionalism and 
with Georgia’s law schools as we strive 
to introduce law students to profession-
alism concepts during the Law School 
Orientations on Professionalism.

Too often, I think our profession fo-
cuses on the “bad” things for which law-
yers may be known. I truly believe most 
lawyers are good, hard working men 
and women who want to do the best job 
they can for their clients in return for 
fair payment for their work. During my 
stewardship as executive director of the 
Commission, it is my goal to focus on 
and cultivate the good and the goodness 
in our profession that often happens 
without notice or comment. I am eager 
to help us all (myself included) grow to 
be the best professionals we can be. I sin-
cerely hope the Commission’s work will 
honor Georgia’s lawyers for what they 
do each day and will help each lawyer to 
become consummate professionals while 
they do the tireless and often thankless 
work of representing clients. l

Karlise Y. Grier

Executive Director
Chief Justice’s Commission 

on Professionalism

kygrier@cjcpga.org 

Endnotes
1. See R. Robin McDonald, Cartersville 

Attorney Gunned Down by Client’s 

Ex-Husband, Daily Report, June 22, 
2018, at 1, https://www.law.com/
dailyreportonline/2018/06/21/cartersville-
attorney-gunned-down-by-clients-ex-
husband/ (last visited June 22, 2018).

2. See Id.
3. To learn more about how Georgia defines 

professionalism, see A Lawyer’s Creed and 
the Aspirational Statement on Professionalism 
at: http://cjcpga.org/lawyers-creed/ (last 
visited August 10, 2018).

4. Mary Ann Glendon, A Nation Under 
Lawyers 17 (1994).
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In Memoriam honors those 
members of the State Bar of 
Georgia who have passed 
away. As we reflect upon the 
memory of these members, we 
are mindful of the contribu-
tions they made to the Bar. 
Each generation of lawyers is 
indebted to the one that 
precedes it. Each of us is the 
recipient of the benefits of the 
learning, dedication, zeal and 
standard of professional 
responsibility that those who 
have gone before us have 
contributed to the practice of 
law. We are saddened that they 
are no longer in our midst, but 
privileged to have known them 
and to have shared their 
friendship over the years. 
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JOHN F. BEASLEY SR.
Fair Play, South Carolina
Emory University School 
of Law (1963)
Admitted 1963
Died April 2019

STEPHEN MANN BROOKS
Atlanta, Georgia
University of Georgia 
School of Law (1993)
Admitted 1993
Died March 2019

JOHN MICHAEL BROWN
Augusta, Georgia
University of Georgia 
School of Law (1976)
Admitted 1976
Died March 2019

GEORGE WARD BRYAN
Fort Collins, Colorado
Emory University School 
of Law (1966)
Admitted 1965
Died March 2019

WILLIAM M. FLEMING JR.
Augusta, Georgia
University of Georgia 
School of Law (1950)
Admitted 1950
Died March 2019

JOHN M. VANSANT JR.
Albany, Georgia
Emory University School 
of Law (1964)
Admitted 1964
Died March 2019

JOHNNIE C. WAGES
Lawrenceville, Georgia
Atlanta Law School (1977)
Admitted 1977
Died November 2018

GARY O. WALKER
Marietta, Georgia
Atlanta Law School (1976)
Admitted 1976
Died April 2019

JANET BRADFORD 
MORGAN
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
University of Georgia 
School of Law (1984)
Admitted 1984
Died March 2019

G. CAREY NELSON III
Cartersville, Georgia
Stetson University 
College of Law (1977)
Admitted 1977
Died March 2019

CHESTER G. ROSENBERG
Atlanta, Georgia
Emory University School 
of Law (1974)
Admitted 1974
Died November 2018

JOEL HERBERT SIEGEL
Marietta, Georgia
Georgia State University 
College of Law (1986)
Admitted 1987
Died February 2019

J. DOUGLAS STEWART
Gainesville, Georgia
Emory University School 
of Law (1962)
Admitted 1962
Died May 2019

ROBERT W. GROUT
Atlanta, Georgia
University of Virginia 
School of Law (1969)
Admitted 1969
Died April 2019

WILLIAM H. KITCHENS SR.
Valdosta, Georgia
University of Georgia 
School of Law (1962)
Admitted 1961
Died February 2019

DAVID H. LANNER
Decatur, Georgia
Emory University School 
of Law (1976)
Admitted 1976
Died March 2019

ANNE WARE LEWIS
Atlanta, Georgia
Georgia State University 
College of Law (1989)
Admitted 1989
Died April 2019

WALTER G. MOELING IV
Atlanta, Georgia
Duke University School 
of Law (1968)
Admitted 1968
Died March 2019
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Anne Ware Lewis, 56, of Tucker, passed away 
in April. Born in Savannah, Georgia, she was the 
daughter of Michael Edward and Elizabeth Powers 
Ware. Lewis received her A.B.J. (Journalism) from 
the University of Georgia in 1985 and her J.D., cum 

laude, from Georgia State University College of Law 
in 1989, where she was the managing editor of the Georgia State 

University Law Review.
Lewis was a partner in the Atlanta law firm of Strickland Brock-

ington Lewis LLP. Her practice involved election-related litiga-
tion, including redistricting, Voting Rights Act cases, election 
contests and candidate qualifying challenges. She also represented 
counties and municipalities in various types of litigation. Lewis 
represented candidates and elected officials before the Georgia 
Campaign Finance Commission and the State Election Board and 
served as counsel to public utilities appearing before the Georgia 
Public Service Commission.

Lewis served as general counsel of the Georgia Republican 
Party from May 2009 to April 2019. At various points in her 
career, she was a member of the Georgia Republican Party’s ex-
ecutive committee and state committee, a member of the execu-
tive committee of the DeKalb Republican Party and served for 
seven years as assistant general counsel of the Georgia Republi-
can Party. Additionally, Lewis was a member of the State Bar of 
Georgia’s Indigent Defense Committee and the Post-Conviction 
Relief Committee.

In 2011, then-Secretary of State Brian Kemp named Lewis to 
the Elections Advisory Council. In 2011, she received the Justice 
Robert Benham Award for Community Service from the State 
Bar of Georgia. Law and Politics Magazine named Lewis one of 
the 10 most influential Georgia Republicans in 2010. In 2009, 
Georgia Trend added Lewis to its list of Legal Elite, and in 2007, 
Atlanta Women Magazine recognized Lewis as one of 20 Legal 
Eagles in Georgia.

In addition to her parents, Lewis is survived by her husband, Brad-
ley J. Lewis; sons, Kevin Bradley Lewis and Kyle Patrick Lewis; broth-
er, Michael Ware; and sisters, Mary Jacobs and Megan Coomer. l

Jon Douglas Stewart of Gainesville, who served 

as the 19th president of the State Bar of Georgia in 
1981-82, died May 10, 2019, after an extended illness. 
He was 80.

Born in Chicopee, Georgia, Stewart attended 
Gainesville High School and received a B.A. degree 

from Emory University in 1960. He earned his law degree from 
Emory School of Law and was admitted to the State Bar of Georgia 
in 1962. He was a member of the Chi Phi Fraternity. He was an ac-
tive partner in the Gainesville law firm of Stewart Melvin & Frost 
LLP for 50 years. He practiced throughout Georgia in the state and 
federal trial and appellate courts. 

In addition to his service as president of the State Bar of Georgia, 
Stewart was a member of the Board of Trustees of the Georgia Bar 
Foundation from 1983 to 1993, also serving as both president and vice 
president. He was honored by his colleagues with two of the State Bar 
of Georgia’s highest honors, the Distinguished Service Award in 1992 
and the Thomas O. Marshall Professionalism Award in 2018.  

Stewart served in the House of Delegates of the American Bar As-
sociation for many years, as well as having served a three-year term 
representing the Sixth District on the ABA’s Board of Governors. 
He is Life Fellow of the American Bar Foundation.

As a member of the Gainesville Kiwanis Club, he was awarded 
the Workhorse Award for his service and leadership in the com-
munity. He participated in local theater and musical productions 
and was actively involved in the First United Methodist Church of 
Gainesville, teaching various Sunday school classes, singing in the 
choir and serving as chairman of the Administrative Board and as 
a member of the Building Committee. He is credited as a driving 
force behind the success of the Georgia Court-Appointed Special 
Advocate program both at the local and statewide levels. 

Survivors include his wife of 55 years, Helen Helms Stewart; two 
sons, Jon Douglas Stewart Jr. and his wife Brennan and William An-
drew Stewart and his wife Ellen; three grandchildren; Jon Douglas 
“Jack” Stewart III, Elizabeth Stewart and Emily Stewart; two broth-
ers, Chip Stewart and Tim Stewart, both of Tucker; and a number 
of nieces and nephews. l

OBITUARIES
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GEORGIA LAWYERS 
HELPING LAWYERS

Georgia Lawyers Helping Lawyers (LHL) is a new 
confidential peer-to-peer program that will provide 
colleagues who are suffering from stress, depression, 
addiction or other personal issues in their lives, with a 
fellow Bar member to be there, listen and help. 

The program is seeking not only peer volunteers who have 
experienced particular mental health or substance use 
issues, but also those who have experience helping others 
or just have an interest in extending a helping hand.

For more information, visit: 
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JUNE

JULY

16 ICLE: Nuts and Bolts of Family Law 
 Savannah, Ga. | 6 CLE

16 ICLE: Administrative Law for Attorneys 
 Atlanta, Ga. | 6 CLE 

20 ICLE: Group Mentoring 
 Atlanta, Ga. | No CLE 

23 ICLE: Jury Trials in Divorce 
 Atlanta, Ga. | 7.5 CLE 

29 ICLE: Trial of Leo Frank 
 Marietta, Ga. | 2.5 CLE 

30-31 ICLE: Urgent Legal Matters 
 Jekyll Island, Ga. | 12 CLE 
 
 

20 ICLE: Lawyers’ Compass 
 Atlanta, Ga. | 6 CLE 

20 ICLE: Administrative Law for Attorneys 
 Atlanta, Ga. | 6 CLE

27-29 ICLE: Southeastern Admiralty Law   
 Institute (S.E.A.L.I.) 
 New Orleans, La. | 12 CLE

11-13 ICLE: 54th Annual Fiduciary Law Institute 
 Amelia Island, Fla. | 12 CLE 

12-13 ICLE: Environmental Law Summer Seminar 
 St. Simons Island, Ga. | 8 CLE 

25-27 ICLE: 38th annual Insurance Law Institute 
 St. Simons Island, Ga. | 12 CLE 

AUGUST

SUMMER INSTITUTES
JUNE AND JULY PROGRAMS

June 27 – 29 | S.E.A.L.I. | 10/1/1/3

July 11 – 13 | 54th Annual Fiduciary Law 
Institute | 12/2.5/2/3

July 12 – 13 | Environmental Law 
Summer Seminar | 8/1/1/0

July 25 – 27 | 38th Annual Insurance 
Law Institute | 12/2/1/3

For information and to register, 
visit www.gabar.org/ICLEcourses.
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Note: To verify a course that you do not see listed, please call the CLE 

Department at 404-527-8710. Also, ICLE seminars only list total CLE 

hours. For a breakdown, call 678-529-6688. For ICLE seminar loca-

tions, please visit www.gabar.org.
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Notice of Motion to Amend the 
Rules and Regulations of the 
State Bar of Georgia

No earlier than 30 days after the publication of this Notice, 
the State Bar of Georgia will file Motion to Amend the Rules 
and Regulations for the Organization and Government of the 
State Bar of Georgia (Motion 2019-1) pursuant to the order of 
the Supreme Court of Georgia dated December 6, 1963 (219 Ga. 
873) and amended by subsequent orders, and published in the 
State Bar of Georgia Handbook (www.gabar.org/barrules/).

The exact text of Motion to Amend 2019-1, including the 
text of the proposed amendments, can be found on the State 
Bar of Georgia’s website at www.gabar.org/motiontoamend. 
Any member of the State Bar of Georgia who wishes to obtain 
a printed copy of these proposed amendments may do so by 
sending such request to the following address:

Betty Derrickson
Office of the General Counsel

State Bar of Georgia
104 Marietta St. NW, Suite 100

Atlanta, Georgia  30303

I hereby certify that the following is the verbatim text of the 
proposed amendments as approved by the Board of Governors 
of the State Bar of Georgia. Any member in good standing of 
the State Bar of Georgia who desires to object to part or all of 
these proposed amendments to the Rules is reminded that he 
or she may only do so in the manner provided by Rule 5-102 
(www.gabar.org/barrules/). This statement and the verbatim text 
of the proposed amendments are intended to comply with the 
notice requirements of Rule 5-101 (www.gabar.org/barrules/).
        

Jeffrey R. Davis
Executive Director 

State Bar of Georgia

GBJ | Notice
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GBJ | Classified Resources

Property/Rentals/Office Space
We connect lawyers who share office space. List your 

empty law office at www.LawSpaceMatch.com. Advertise in 
40,000 zip codes instantly. Rent your law office to lawyers seeking 
a shared space. Show law office amenities and upload six photos. 
Search for LawSpace for free. Also, attorneys post their profiles. 

Position Wanted
Prominent, successful Atlanta plaintiff’s personal injury 

firm seeks attorney for position with meaningful responsibility. 
This is an excellent financial opportunity with lucrative incen-
tives. Good benefits. Successful candidate will possess litigation 
experience along with strong speaking, writing and negotia-
tion skills. All replies strictly confidential. Please send resume to 
spshns@me.com.

PI Associate Attorney-Personal Injury Law Firm is seeking 

a junior associates and experienced associates in the Jacksonville 
and Gainesville, Florida, area with 0-5 years of PI experience for 
entry level personal injury position. Energetic self-starters with 
great written and verbal communication skills is a must. Military 
veterans given preference but not required. If you are highly 

motivated to do great lawyering for your clients, aren’t afraid 
to pay your dues and want excellent professional development 
and earnings potential, then send detailed cover letter (explain-
ing your desire to represent the injured and your willingness to 
pay your dues) along with resume AND references to nina@
youhurtwefight.com. Compensation commensurate with expe-
rience. If you are not serious about your legal career and willing 
to pay your dues, then do not apply.

Established, 15-lawyer, northwest Atlanta firm seeks to 
bolster its business litigation capacity at partner and experi-
enced associate levels. Some existing client relationships pre-
ferred at partner level. If interested, please contact Scott Jacob-
son or Brian Cain at 770-956-9600 or sjacobson@hnzw.com.

Morgan & Morgan is seeking an energetic and self-mo-

tivated Georgia-licensed attorney to handle its Medical Mal-
practice and Nursing Home cases out of our growing Savannah 
office. Candidates will have the ability to screen all incoming 
cases for merit, meet with clients, decide which cases to pursue, 
and decide their value. Candidates will need to have deposition 
and trial experience—MedMal/Nursing Home preferred. Earn-
ing potentials are unlimited.

Congratulations to the 2019 State Champion 
Mock Trial Team from Jonesboro High School!

The Jonesboro mock trial team placed fourteenth in a field of 46 state 
champion teams during the 2019 National High School Mock Trial 

Championship in Athens, Georgia, in May.

A special thanks to all of our financial donors for the 2019 season, including the

State Bar of Georgia
Young Lawyers Division

A full list of 2019 season donors will be published on our website by the end of August.

Visit www.georgiamocktrial.org for more information about the program.

@GA_MockTrial @GeorgiaMockTrial

MT_Jun19.indd   1 5/29/2019   9:36:35 AM
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GBJ | Advertisers Index

Advertisers 
Index
1 Member Benefits, Inc.

17 Keenan’s Kids Foundation

59 Warren R. Hinds, P.C.

Are You 
Attracting 
the Right 
Audience for 
Your Services? 

Advertisers are discovering a fact well 
known to Georgia lawyers. If you have 
something to communicate to the 
lawyers in the state, be sure that it is 
published in the Georgia Bar Journal. 

Contact Ashley Stollar at 404-527-8792 
or ashleys@gabar.org.
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ETHICS 
DILEMMA?

Lawyers who would like to discuss an ethics dilemma 
with a member of the Office of the General Counsel 
staff should contact the Ethics Helpline at 404-527-

8741, 800-682-9806 or log in to www.gabar.org and 
submit your question by email.



EARN 
CLE 
CREDIT
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GEORGIA BAR JOURNAL LEGAL ARTICLES
Earn up to six CLE credits for having your legal article 
published in the Journal. Contact sarahc@gabar.org for 
more information.

HIGH SCHOOL MOCK TRIAL
Coach a team or judge a trial for the High School Mock 
Trial program and receive up to three hours of CLE 
credit. Contact michaeln@gabar.org for opportunities.

GEORGIA LAWYERS HELPING LAWYERS
Volunteer and complete online training to be a peer 
in the Georgia Lawyers Helping Lawyers program and 
earn up to two CLE hours during your training. Visit 
www.georgiaLHL.org for more information. 

SERVE THE BAR




